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INTRODUCTION

The specialists' meeting on "Heat and tfass Transfer in the Reactor Cover
Gas" was held at Harwell, the United Kingdom, on 8-10 October 1985. It was
attended by 24 participants from all IWGFR member-countries: France, the
Federal Republic of Germany, India, Italy, Japan the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom and the United States. The meeting
was presided over by Dr X Eickhoff of the United Kingdom.

The following topical areas were reviewed and discussed during the
meeting:

1. National review presentations on the status of activities on
heat and mass transfer in the reactor cover gas.

2. Aerosol dynamics.

3. Aerosol trapping.

4. Heat and mass transfer through cover gas in annuli.

5. Radiative properties.

6. Modelling of cover gas.

On the basis of papers presented and discussed by participants, session
summaries and conclusions w-nre drafted on the above topical areas. These
summaries, as well as general conclusions and recommendations of the meet-
ing were reviewed and agree« upon by consensus at the end of the meeting.

SESSION 1

National Overviews

Paper 1.1 outlined the relevant design features of the UK CDFR; a cold
roof, protected oy plate-type thermal insulation in the gas space. The
general approach was to carry out generic work to determine physical
principles to use this generic data in the construction of mathematical
models, and to validate these models against experimental data.

Paper 1.3 explained how the French had progressed from the Phenix design
(heat insulated hot roof and cold roof slab) to SPX1 (heat insulated cold
roof) to the current design of SPX2, which has a non-insulated warm (120°C)
roof slab. Paper 1.4 explains the additional requirement of SNR2 for
adequate behaviour during the transient following the breakdown of the roof
forced cooling system. This leads to additional demands on the design.

Paper 1.2 reviews the good experience (in the US) with EBRII (hot roof) and
FFTF (insulated wars roof), and mentions the options currently being
considered, which include cold roof designs and the use of helium cover gas
as an aid to aerosol control.

Work in Japan (Paper 1.7) has concentrated on radiative heat transfer mist
transport and deposit-ion in the aerosol-filled cover gas space. Work in
India (Paper 1.5) has been concentrated on a scaled-down mock-up of the
FBTR vessel for aerc-sol deposition work, testing of the CRBM in sodium
rigs, and obtaining experience of the temperature distributions in the FBTR



vessel and rotating plug, while work in Italy (Paper "1.6) is related to the
PEC reactor and is at a fairly early stage.

Paper 1.8 reports successful experience with the cover gas and roof
performance in BN35O and BN6OO. It is expected that BN800 will use a
similar design, while BN1600 will adopt another approach concerning the
cooling of the roof.

In summary there is no unique approach to upper closure design-, both cold
and hot roof designs are receiving attention.

SESSION 2

Aerosol Dynamics

Paper 2.1 by Clements (UK) shows theoretically that, when surface
emissivities are low, the aerosol population has little effect on the total
heat transfer across the cavity. However, the presence of aerosols can
have a substantial effect on the cover gas temperature.

As seen in Session iJ, the cover gas temperature is important in determining
the heat transfer through the penetrations. It is thus necessary to decide
how to obtain a better understanding of the important aerosol parameters
(density and size distribution), and the effect of the various reactor
parameters (pool temperature, roof temperature, cavity height, etc) on
these aerosol parameters.

It would be highly desirable for the UK analysis to be repeated
independently by another country, and for work to be put in hand to
validate the theoretical results obtained.

Papers 2.3 and 2.4 provide useful information about aerosol behaviour under
various experimental conditions. However, the mechanisms for the growth
(condensation and coagulation) and decay (deposition) of aerosols are not
yet adequately understood. The final aim of the combined experimental and
theoretical work must be to predict with adequate accuracy the aerosol
behaviour in the actual reactor.

SESSION 3

Aerosol Trapping

The work in this field included studies of the influence of temperature on
the sodium aerosols taken away from a 2 m diameter pool and the aerosol
deposition in a pipe connected to the GULLIVER rig. An interesting feature
of the work was that the amount of sodium removed from the 2 m pool reached
a maximum of (580 g/hour as the argon flow rate was increased.

No such maximum was reached in the large ECOSSA system. Unfortunately, no
explanation i;-3 yet available for the upper limit to the amount of sodium
entrained.

The 'Aerosol A2' code has been applied to aerosol deposition in pipes.
Such deposition may occur because of gravitational settling; impacts in
bends; coagulation; diffusiophoresis and turbulence. It is thought that
only the first two effects are important.



The deposition of sodium on a cooled cell, suspended within the 2.6 m
penetration of GULLIVER, was also considered.

Settling on the roof of the cell was caused mostly by gravity, and that on
the sides by the thermophoresis. However, the thermophoretic settling was
much overestimated by the available codes.

The sodium aerosol filter system on PFR has been in use since September
1972*, and some of the operating experience was described. Sodium aerosols
are removed by a series of steel-wool filters, and then by paper filters.

Blocking within the steel-wool filters occurred between February 1980 and
March 1982. To stop this some filters were by-passed and the pipework
feeding gas to the filters was adjusted so that liquid sodium would flow
back to the reactor.

An interesting finding was the movement of non-volatile radionuclides (Co60
and Mn5M) to the filters. It was agreed that this has happened in other
reactors, and a full understanding of the transport of radionuclides is
desirable.

The general opinion was that the current technology for aerosol trapping
was adequate so long as aerosol populations in the cover gas did not
increase. If changes in roof design increased aerosol content in the cover
gas, some further development work might be needed.

SESSION 4

Heat and Mass Transfer Through Cover Gas

Three papers were presented during this session; these dealt with heat and
mass transfer in annular gaps. Extensive experimental work was reported by
the United Kingdom on a large air-filled annulus, which was heated at the
bottom and had cooled (25°C) walls. The annular gap was varied from 10 to
200 mm. One of the most interesting observations made on this facility was
the time-dependent temperature distributions of the gas in the gap which
indicated the presence of rotating hot and cold gas lobes. The rotation
could be stopped by either introducing a vertical barrier or by creating an
accentric annulus. Mathematical/numerical models to predict this
performance are being developed.

The experimental work carried out to determine the thermal performance of a
narrow annular gap surrounding a penetration in the French GULLIVER
facility was reported. No rotating thermal phenomenon was observed in this
experiment, this was believed to be due to the boundary condition and
perhaps to the engineering character of the system (lack of symmetry). A
mathematical model has been developed which is able to predict the observed
temperature distributions in the annulus to an acceptable degree of
accuracy.

A paper was presented by Japan on the recent substantial experimental work
with multi-stage convection barriers placed in an annular gap. These
barriers were able to reduce the heat transfer rate to the annulus walls,
produce a more uniform circumferential temperature distribution and a Z
ring placed between rotating and fixed plug prevents sodium deposition. A



numerical model for the natural convection phenomenon which occurred in the
annulus was shown to g\ve good agreement with the experimental data.

In general, there seems to be a reasonable understanding of the processes
occurring in narrow annular structures. The mathematical models are able
to give reasonable agreement with the overall observations, although more
work is required to obtain a better understanding of time-dependent
phenomena under transient boundary conditions.

SESSION 5

Radiation

This session dealt with the emission of radiation from sodium surfaces and
from structural steels, both clean and contaminated by sodium. Work was
also reported which gave details of the attenuation of radiation as it
passes through a sodium mist.

Recent radiometric emissivity measurements indicate that the emissivity of
a clean sodium surface is much lower than previously believed. These low
figures (- 0.03 to 0.05 in the temperature range of interest to LMFBR) were
supported by theoretical predictions. Measurements of emissivity for steel
surfaces showed dependence on many features including surface treatment,
temperature history, environment, gas composition and pressure. Large
variations between surfaces contaminated with sodium in different ways have
been observed. Where evaporation/condensation of sodium on steel surfaces
takes place on a continuous basis then the "effective" surface emissivity
might be close to that of liquid sodium.

Experimental and analytical work to estimate the extinction coefficients of
sodium aerosols was reported. This work showed scattering as well as
absorption is important when considering the radiative heat flux through
sodium mists. Scattering is more important than absorption for large
diameter aerosols.

Even if the emissivity of the sodium pool is low, the proportion of heat
transferred by radiation is still significant. It is therefore important
to obtain an adequate understanding of the emissivities of the surrounding
surfaces (roof and walls), and of the effect of the aerosols en the
radiative heat flux.

SESSION 6

Modelling of Cover Gas

The French presented experimental work on their COCA facility which allows
the inference of the optical thickness for a sodium aerosol to be made.
This consisted in using correlations to estimate the convective and
evaporative heat loadings on the roof and subtracting these from the
measured total heat flux to the roof to obtain the radiation component.

A review of correlations for heat transfer in the open gaps in SNR2 was
presented. The important difference between situations where flows were
either aided or opposed by buoyancy was stressed. An example was given of
the method of calculating the mixed convection heat transfer coefficient
for the convective current loorv in the SNR2 roof gaps.



The GASMO model for heat transfer in the cover gas of SNR2 was presented.
The code accounts for the heat transfer between the pool, and the lower
plate and the roof gaps taking into account radiation and convection. It
is used to calculate the mean temperature in the cover gas and gaps,
circumferential temperature differences in the gaps, and heat transfer
through the roof. The paper illustrates the effect on the results of
different assumptions about the aerosol behaviour.

The Soviet work showed that the aerosols were required to reduce the heat
loading to the roof of LMFBR's to values consistent with the experimental
data available from the French work on GULLIVER. The work therefore
stressed the importance of a detailed understanding of the radiative
properties of sodium aerosols.

In general, it was believed that ' engineer ing-type' models for the thermal
performance of the roof would require steady improvements to increase the
engineers levels of confidence in his design. This should be obtained by
the further development of theoretical models and their verification by
experimental programmes.

CONCLUSIONS

The accurate prediction of temperature distributions in the roof structure,
penetrations and cover gas space of LMFBRs is essential if sound economic
designs for these important reactor structures are to be achieved.

Radiative heat transfer plays an important part in the determination of
these temperature distributions. There is some knowledge of surface
emissivity and aerosol behaviour; but this should be improved to permit
more precise design calculations to be achieved. Similarly, an improved
understanding of natural convection in penetration annuli is desirable.
The techniques for aerosol removal from cover gas is adequate for current
requirements.

Some knowledge has been accumulated on the deposition of sodium on
surfaces, but more experimental work on this field is necessary.

Another specialists meeting would be appropriate when significant further
advances have been made. This should be considered in two to three years
time.
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Meeting Agenda

Tuesday 8 October

0900 - 0930 Registration

0930 - 0935 Welcome on behalf of IAEA and UKAEA
Dr V Efimenko, IAEA;

0935 - 0950 Invited address by Dr P Hawtin

0950 - 1000 Chairman's remarks
Dr K Eickhoff, UKAEA

1000 - 1015 coffee

1015 - 1230 Session I: Overview of National Programmes
Papers 1/1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5.

1230 - 1400 lunch

1400 - 1515 Session 1: Continued
Papers 1/6, 1/7

1515 - 1530 coffee/tea

1530 - 1700 Session 2: Specialist Papers - Aerosol Dynamics
Papers 2/1 , 2/2, 2/3, 2/1)

1700 - 1745 Session 3: Specialist Papers - Specialist Equipment
Papers 3/1, 3/2

Wednesday 9 October

0900 - 1015 Session 4: Specialist Papers - Heat and Mass Transfer
through Cover Gas
Papers 4/1, 4/2, 4/3

coffee

Session 5: Specialist Papers - Radiation
Papers 5/1, 5/2, 5/3, 5/4

lunch

Session 6: Specialist Papers - Modelling of Cover Gas
Papers 6/1, 6/2, 6/3, 6/4

coffee/tea

General Discussion:
unanswered questions; relative importance of various
topics

Sherry
Conference Dinner
'The Rose Revived', Newbridge
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Thursday 10 October

0900 - 1015 Session 7: Agreement of Recommendations and Summary
Reports

1015 - 1030 coffee

1030 - 1230 Laboratory Visit

12330 - 1400 lunch

Conclusion
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1• Introduction

In the development of reactor systems, if cost penalties are not
too great, direct testing of reactor components is usually
undertaken. When the financial burden of such direct testing
becomes too severe, ensuring the adequate performance of reactor
components entails the use of proven design methods.

The establishment of such methods involves:

a. the carrying out of basic generic work to determine the
physical phenomena and physical principles involved in
component performance.

b. the use of this generic data in the generation of mathematical
models by means of which reactor situations can be assessed.

c. the validation of these models against experimental data
(produced at a reasonable cost) in fairly complex situations
representative of the reactor configurations.

This paper describes the present position, in the UK, in respect of
the development of such design methods for the CDFR above sodium
environment.

2. Design features

The layout of the upper structure of CDFR is as shown in Fig 1.
The general disposition of the reactor is such that the reactor cold
pool (at a temperature of 370°C) is separated from the hot pool
(at 540°C) by an intermediate plenum. The cold pool is contained
beneath the intermediate plenum deck plate, as shown. The
intermediate plenum and the reactor hot pool are contained within
an inner tank, the upper wall of the primary tank (above the deck
plate) being open to the reactor cover gas.

In order to maintain reasonable stress levels within the roof membrane
of the primary vessel, both during steady state operation, and during
certain specified fault conditions, this membrane is cooled over its
upper surface, and insulated from the hot cover gas environment over
its lower surface.

Membrane cooling is achieved by a flow of nitrogen at an inlet
temperature of 25°C. The nitrogen is fed through a ducting system
within the roof structure, being eventually forced on to the upper
surface of the roof through a series of nozzles positioned 0.15 m
above the membrane (see Fig 2). After cooling the roof, the gas is
drawn off through a large collection duct, and passed to the roof
cooling circuit heat exchangers. The cooling extends not only over
the roof membrane itself, but also over the conical support feature
attached to the primary vessel.

1/1-3



The roof membrane is insulated on its underside by a system composed
of packs of insulation. Each pack consists basically of five
light gauge stainless steel sheets, spaced 20 mm apart. The packs
are supported by finned edge supports clipped to the walls of the
penetrations provided for IHX and pump, access and removal. The
finned structure, as well as providing support also acts as a seal
preventing convective gas flow within the insulation system.

The primary vessel wall temperature is of the order of 70°C at the
roof/wall junction, and of the order of 370°C at the deck plate wall
junction. To ensure adequate stress levels in the primary vessel
wall and at the roof/wall junction, it is necessary to control the
temperature gradients along the wall. This is achieved with a wall
insulation system within, and a cooling system outside, the primary
vessel as shown in Fig 1.

The wall insulation, covering the area between the deck plate and
the roof, consists of vertical packs of insulation 9 m high and 2 in
wide. Each pack comprises 20 corrugated light weight stainless steel
sheets contained within plane front and back plates. Adjacent sheets
are maintained at a spacing of 10 mms by the insertion between them
of 0.1 m thick dimpled foil. Outside the primary vessel there is a
guard vessel which itself lies within the reactor vault. R.emoval of
heat passing through both the wall insulation, and the guard vessel
is accomplished by the cooling circuit over the conical support
feature, and further cooling circuits lining the surface of the vault.
To control the thermal gradients within the primary vessel wall, it
is necessary to curtail gross convection between the primary and guard
vessels; and between guard vessel and vault. This is achieved by the
use of baffles between primary vessel, guard vessel, and vault as
shown in Fig 1.

To permit the insertion and removal of a number of components such as
IHX's and pumps, there is a variety of penetrations through the roof
structure. Some of these penetrations are insulated; others are not.
A typical insulated penetration round an IHX is shown in Fig 3.
Cooling for the penetration system is provided by the ducted nitrogen
system used for the plane roof areas.

3. Heat and mass transfer throughout the above sodium environment

3.1 Convection heat transfer

Convective heat transfer within the primary vessel may be regarded as
taking place from the pool horizontal surface, and the inner tank
vertical surface, to the cover gas; and thence, from the cover gas
to the roof insulation, wall insulation, and penetrations. Turbulent
convective processes within the cover gas will ensure that the bulk
gas temperature will be essentially constant everywhere, except for
regions in the annular space between the inner tank and wall insulation.

5.0 1/1-4



Heat transfer from the pool and inner tank to the cover gas requires
the determination of the relevant heat transfer coefficients.
Correlations for these coefficients have been established using both
published data, and data deduced from models in which heat is
transferred between,

a) horizontal surfaces at different temperatures.

b) vertical and horizontal heated surfaces, to cooled vertical
surfaces, the thermal input being variable over the heated
surfaces.

Heat transfer to the hot faces of both the wall and roof insulants
from the cover gas can be established by correlations similar to
those mentioned above. In addition however, a further convective
mechanism works within the roof and wall insulation. Since the wall
and roof insulation are structures in which the cover gas can move,
additional heat is transferred by convective gas flow arising from,

a) local motion within the pack as a consequence of temperature
differences between adjacent surfaces.

b) a gross movement of gas into and out of the insulant arising
from temperature differences between the insulant as a whole,
and the cover gas itself.

Methods for the prediction of such heat transfer processes, based
upon porous solid approximations have been developed for use in gas
cooled reactor design. The relevant data for the implementation of
such methods (e.g. insulant permeabilities, local thermal
conductivities etc) have been measured and used in CDFR insulation
studies. In order to check the validity of the calculational
methods [as mentioned in section 1(C)] a large scale model of the
wall insulant, based upon manufactured wall insulation packs, has
been thermally tested in air.

The remaining mechanism by which convective heat transfer within the
primary vessel takes place is by way of the penetrations. Generic
work has been carried out on idealised penetrations

a) of annular geometry

b) comprising open cylindrical tubes

Temperature distributions and heat transfer coefficients have been
measured for a variety of penetrations. The work has established
that thermal syphon systems, either stationary or time dependant,
can be set up within annular penetrations. Within open tube
penetrations, however, the phenomona, though very turbulent appear
to be stationary.
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Calculational methods have been developed for the open tube type
penetrations; methods for the determination of annular penetration
performance are under development.

3.2 Mass transfer

The heat transferred by mass transfer processes occurring in the
system is complicated by the prescence of aerosols within the cover
gas. Aerosol generation arises whenever saturated gas, at an
elevated temperature, is suddenly subjected to an appreciable
temperature drop. Temperature differences of sufficient magnitude
to cause aerosol generation may exist between pool and cover gas;
cover gas and wall/roof insulation; and during gas flow into and
out of penetrations.

Evaporation from the pool surface will be influenced by the aerosol
density within the cover gas. For those surfaces over which the
cover gas can flow, condensation of sodium vapour will occur on
surfaces cooler than the adjacent gas. In addition, these surfaces
will be subject to heat transfer phenomena arising from the plating
out of aerosols. Thus on surfaces within penetrations, insulation
packs etc., as well as on those surfaces bounding the cover gas
space proper, enhanced heat transfer is likely due to condensation
and aerosol deposition.

Experimental investigations of the transport of water vapour along
penetrations, and its condensation on the penetration walls, was
carried out in conjunction with the heat transfer studies on
penetrations, mentioned in section 3.U Theoretical models of the
process have been set up and reasonable agreement between theory and
experiment has been reached.

As can be seen from the above discussion, knowledge of aerosol
concentration within the cover gas is of importance. Theoretical
studies on aerosol generation, growth and decay are in progress, and
have been for some time. Basic generic experimental work in
connection with the growth and decay of aerosols in an air/water
system has started in order to provide experimental support for the
theoretical studies. Further experimental work, concerning the
nature of the aerosols generated in a sodium/argon system, under a
variety of thermal conditionsl is being formulated.

3.3 Radiative heat transfer

The third component of importance in the flow of heat within the
primary tank, is radiation transfer. Significant radiative transfer
takes place from the pool to the roof insulation; from the inner
tank to the wall insulation; and within the roof and wall insulation
packs themselves. The amount of radiation transferred depends upon
the emissivities of the surfaces involved in the transfer, and the
transfer characteristics of the aerosol laden medium between them.
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Theoretical studies and experimental measurements have been
carried out in connection with the emissivity of clean sodium
surfaces. Good agreement between theory and experiment has been
achieved. The emissivity of a range of stainless steels used
in fast reactor technology, under a variety of surface conditions,
has been measured. Since the prescence of sodium on surfaces is
likely to appreciably affect surface emissivity, measurements
have been, and are continuing to be, made of sodium affected steel
surfaces.

The transmission of radiation through aerosol clouds has been
studied theoretically. Measurements of the radiation transmission
factor have been inferred from measurements on a sodium/argon rig,
though there is no detailed knowledge of the characteristics of
the aerosol within the rig. Experimental work is under way to
study the transmission of radiation in sodium aerosols of known size
and density.
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Liquid Metal Reactor Head

Designs In the USA - Heat

and Mass Transfer Considerations

T. M. Burke

Westlnghouse Hanford Company
Rich I and, WA 99352

Development of liquid metal reactor plants In the United States over the past
30 years has resulted In an evolution of reactor head designs as reflected In
the SRE, Hal lam, EBR-II and FFTF plants. This evolution has probably been
affected to some extent by the fact that. In contrast to most other
countries, there Is no single organization In the United States which has
been responsible for the design of liquid metal reactor plants. The
current U.S. LMR design efforts Involve two Innovative design consortiums
(guided by the US Department of Energy) and a Joint Industry venture on the
Large Scale Prototype Breeder (LSPB). It Is therefore somewhat difficult to
provide a statement on the philosophy of the reactor head design In our
country. I will however briefly describe the existing and proposed U.S.
liquid metal reactor head designs and In the process, attempt to provide some
Insight on the basis for those designs.

Experimental Breeder Reactor ]I (EBR-II)

EBR-II, a small (62.5 Mwt) pool type LMFBR which operates at a constant pool
temperature of 370°C, has been In operation since 1963. Its somewhat unique
hot reactor head was designed to minimize the temperature drop across Its
thickness by Insulating the top of the head and maximizing the thermal
conductivity of the structure Itself. The small temperature gradient Is
required to minimize head thermal bowing and thus assure accurate alignment
of through head components. The basic structure of the head consists of an
8.1 m diameter by 5.1 cm thick bottom plate, numerous web plate stlffeners, a
2.7 m central ring which provides core access via rotating plugs, and six
radial beams from which the entire primary tank Is supported. The overall
height of the cover (excluding nozzles and hangers) Is 0.8 m and It Is
virtually filled with small carbon steel balls which serve as radiation
shielding. A sketch of the EBR-II head Is provided In Figure 1.

Several features were Incorporated to reduce the temperature drop across the
head:

1) The top of the head Is covered with 20 cm of glass fiber
Insulation.

2) Carbon steel grit was added to the carbon steel balls to Increase
the thermal conductivity.

3) 2.5 cm thick carbon steel plates were Intal led on edge at
selected locations (e.g., around main structural members) to
locaJ ly Increase thermal conductivity.

4) Backup electrical heaters were Installed on top of the head In
case the measured temperature drop was too large.
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The bottom of the EBR-II reactor head Is 46 cm above the sodium surface and
the cover gas Is argon.

No significant problems associated with the reactor head have been
encountered during the more than 20 years of operation of EBR-II. In
general, the reactor head temperature gradient has remained well within
prescribed limits and use of the above head heaters Is not required. Some
stickiness of the head mounted rotating plugs has been experienced due to
sodium compound deposition but the Impact has been minimal. The rotating
plug seal Is however an area of considerable Interest In future designs.

Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF)

The FFTF Is a 400 Mwt loop type sodium cooled fast reactor Intended primarily
for the testing of fast reactor fuels and materials. Following two years of
acceptance testing, sustained power operation began In 1982. The closure
head for the FFTF was designed to operate In the range of 120°C to 204°C
while the sodium temperature In the upper plenum varied between 204°C and
566°C. To maintain this narrow head operating temperature band, the FFTF
utilizes a combination of passive insulation plus active head heating and
cooling systems. The need for the active cooling system Is In large part due
to the provision for Independently controlled closed loop sodium systems
which penetrate the reactor head.

The reactor head structure Is shown schematically In Figure 2 and basically
consists of the actual 7 ..6 m diameter by 55 cm thick head, four approximately
10 cm thick steel radiation shield plates and eight stainless steel thermal
refSector plates which minimize convectlve .and radiative heat transfer. To
avoid sodium bridging, all plate-to-plate gaps are 2 cm except for the gap
between the head and top shield plate. This gap Is 10 cm and contains
stainless steel pipe segments which were Incorporated to attenuate the
Initial pulse associated with a Hypothetical Core Disruptive Accident. The
bottom reflector plate Is 23 cm above the sodium surface and the cover gas Is
argon.

Initial plant testing Indicated that the head heating system provided
marginal performance and thus the system was modified. Since that time, the
reactor head temperature control system has performed very well. Note that
since the closed loop systems are not operational, the central head heat load
Is considerably lower than design.

Sodium aerosol deposition In the annular gaps In the head (e.g., associated
with the Invessel fuel handling machines) Is controlled by continuously
purging with high purity argon. The purge rates utilized have been shown to
be effective In minimizing sodium deposit buildup by laboratory testing
which considered several geometries, purge rates and argon purity levels. To
date, the only significant problem experienced Is the rather high torque
required to rotate one of the three above core Instrument trees. This high
torque Is believed to be due to a slightly bowed shaft In conjunction with
some deposition of sod Ium/sodI urn reaction products In the Instrument tree
drive shaft annulus. Modifications have been made to reduce the quantity of
gas Impurities and the torque has now been quite stable for several years.
No further problems are anticipated although close monitoring of the
rotational torques Is being maintained.
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Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR)

The thermal design aspects for the reactor head of the Clinch River Breeder
Reactor (which was cancelled In 1983) drew heavily on the FFTF design. The
CRBR head was designed to operate nominally at 204°C by providing 20 thermal
reflector plates below the head and electrical heating of the head surface.
One of the principal reasons for the 204°C head temperature on CRBR was to
maintain the Integrity of the bimetallic welds In the transition section
between the stainless steel vessel and carbon steel support structure. The
annul us between the closure head and reactor vessel and between each rotating
plug was to be sealed by a sodium dip seal near the bottom of each plug and
an Inflatable elastomer seal near the top of each plug riser.

New Designs

There Is no firm plan for the next liquid metal reactor In the US. However,
cooperative Industry design efforts continue on the Large Scale Prototype
Breeder (In both loop and pool configurations) as well as Individual DOE
guided design efforts on the Innovative, Inherently safe liquid metal
reactors by General Electric and Rockwell International. As with FFTF and
CRBR, the new designs utilize multiple reflective baffle plates to provide
thermal Insulation between the sodium pool and reactor head. However, In
general, the degree of Insulation Is greater (e.g., as many as 59 reflective
plates) such that the head Is maintained at relatively low temperature via
passive air cooling. In general, the information utilized In the design
effort stems from the work done for the earlier reactors such as FFTF. It
Is however Interesting to note that at least one of the Innovative designers
Is looking at a hot head design as an alternative since It Is seen as
possibly providing a benefit In terms of cost and reliability. The use of
helium as a cover gas (as In early sodium cooled reactors such as SRE and
Hal lam) Is being recommended by both Innovative designers, mainly due to Its
reduced sodium aerosol transport properties (suppressed natural convection).
Perhaps the area of greatest concern and Interest Is the design of head
penetration seals. Concepts being considered at this time Include dip seals,
buffered elastomer seals and even a seal weld of the rotating plugs which
would be cut at each refueling outage.

In summary, the prevailing reactor head thermal insulation practice In the
U.S. Is the use of multiple under head reflective baffle plates. Due to the
perceived lack of need for further study plus the somewhat limited government
and Industry funding for LMFBR development, no significant research In this
area Is In progress. New reactor head designs are to a large extent based on
the work originally performed for the FFTF and earlier reactors. Although
the extent of operational experience Is somewhat limited, the successful,
trouble free operation of these facilities Indicates the adequacy of their
design processes. However, the newer designs incorporate Increased
Insulation to provide a passively cooled head which would operate at low
temperature; a low temperature head Is more susceptible to problems due to
sodium deposits. In addition, accurate prediction of the temperature
distribution In these designs Is required to optimize placement of sodium dip
seals (minimize dip seal temperature and thus sodium vapor generation at high
power while assuring the seal remains liquid at refueling conditions).
Helium Is being suggested as the cover gas rather than argon due to Its
significantly reduced sodium aerosol transport. While U.S. designers
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generally feel that sufficient Information Is available to adequately perform
the design analyses, It Is clear that additional test data or operating
experience which provides Information on both the heat and mass transfer
phenomena with low head temperatures and/or a helium cover gas would be very
beneficial to demonstrate conclusively the adequacy of these designs.
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SESSION 1

" Evolution of the roof insulation conception in French LMFBR ."

We .show the different roof insulation in the French
reactors :

• Phenix :roof, with N2 space ; water-cooled slab,
with thermal insulation.

• SPX1 : water-cooled slab, with thermal insulation.

• SPX2 : air-cooled slab ,without thermal insulation

> warm slab .

Then we present :

* the different facilities which have contribu-
ted to validate the SPX1 et SPX2 upper-shuttings :Gulli-
ver , Coca , Germinal .

* the numerical methods which were perfected to
validate the calculation of the penetrations .

* a heat balance which is used to estimate the
temperature of the cover gas .

* the solution adopted to avoid the aerosols
deposits .
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1 "EVOLUTION OF THE ROOF INSULATION CONCEPTION IN FRENCH LKFflR ."

by S. FRACHST , P. PRADBL , M. DALLONGEVILLE .

( SESSION 1 )

1.1 GENERAL REMARKS .

France has built two power producing fast breeders : the
250 MWe PHENIX and the 1200 MWe SUPER-PHENIX-1 ( with European
participation ) and is presently working on the preliminary
design of a third 1500 MWe reactor SUPER-PHENIX-2 .

The upper closures of these pool type reactors are essential
structural elements since they fulfill several vital functions .

1.1.1 Functions of the upper closures :

• primary containment

• support of the whole reactor unit and all the primary
components

• thermal barrier

• biological shielding

1.1.2 Design critere of the upper closures •

• mechanical load resistance throughout plant lifetime

• satisfactory behaviour with respect to sodium aerosols :

* deposit — > structure temperature t 1000C
* migration in metal heat insulators — > hot
side temperature <, 350°C

* satisfactory behaviour with respect to
beyond design safety class accidents
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« operating stresses acceptable for the en-
visaged use

1.1.3 Evolution of the solutions adopted In France .

1.1.3.1 PHENIX i demonstration reactor

• heat insulated hot roof - cold roof slab - electrical
preheating of main vessel suspension shell .

• sodium deposit risks only at the top of the penetrations

1.1.3.2 SUPER-PHENIX-1 i .commercial prototype

• it was difficult to adapt the Phenix solution to a
commercial size reactor owing to the scale-up .

• a roofless heat insulated cold roof slab solution was
developped and its validity confirmed by tests performed
on the Gulliver Mock-up , demonstrating the efficiency of
the metal heat insulator and the technological soundness
of the roof slab penetration design

a the structure temperature level is compatible with good
behaviour with respect to sodium aerosols in the argon
cover gas ( deposits and migration hazards )

1.1.3.3 SUPER-PHENIX 2 t preliminary deßign of an optimized
commercial reactor .

Present optimization studies , aimed at reducing SPX1 costs
lead to a solution comprising a non-insulated warm roof slab
practically isothermal at 120°C with a forced convection air
cooling system .

This design has several advantages :

• ECONOMIC:

* elimination of the heat insulators

« simpler penetration design because of lower
circumferential thermal disparities ( mechanicals loads )
and the higher roof slab temperature ( sodium aerosols
deposits )
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a SAFETY :

* replacement of roof slab water cooling by air cooling ,
thereby precluding reactions between water and the primary
sodium .

1.2 Details design of the upper closures of PHEHIX

SUFER-PHENIX-1 , SUPER-PHENIX-2 .

In French LMFBR's ,we note an evolution in roof insulation
design .

1.2.1 PHENIX

In the Phenix reactor , the upper closures are composed of :

* a ,lab consisting of a ferritic steel box structure
filled with concrete and colled by water ( 50°C )

* a hot ,leaktight roof closing the main vessel ,
thermal insulated on the external surface

« a rotating plug ,in the middle of the slab ,
comprising a multiplate thermal insulation .

The cover gas is Argon . The gas between the slab and the roof
is Nitrogen .

1.2.2 SUPER-PHEHIX 1

In Super-Phenix 1 reactor , the upper closures are mainly
constitued by a slab of the same type as in Phenix but with
modifications of some characteristics because of its larger
dimensions :

* the slab is still a ferritic steel box structure
filled with concrete and cooled by water ( T=50°C ) . The
cooling circuit consists of 2 loops welded to the structures
and embedded in the concrete , each loop having a cooling
capacity of 2400 W/m2 on the surfaces bounding the primary
containment

« the 2 rotating plugs (the large one , in the middle
of the slab supports the small one )are a ferritic steel box
structure filled with concrete and cooled by water like the
slab .

1/3-5
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* the core cover plug ( in the middle of the small
rotating plug ) comprising mültiplate thermal insulation .

* the insulation of slab and plugs surfaces in contact
with the hot cover argon polluted by the sodium aerosols is
composed of thermal insulation panels ( made of metallic
canvas ) ; the layers are separated by thin metals sheets (
anti-convective barrier ) . An outer enclosure constitutes an
anti-vapour barrier .

The tests have shown that the hot side temperature of the
thermal insulation has to be bellow 350°C .For higher
temperatures, the aerosols migrate in the canvas which
modifies its characteristics and deteriorates its
performances . It is the reason why the thermal insulation is
protected by a thermal screen .

1.2.3 SUPER-PHENIX 2

In SPX2 project ,the upper closures are relatively different
from those of the previous French reactors.

* slab and plugs are made of ferritic steel box
structures inside which the concrete structure layout permits
forced convection air cooling near the surfaces in contact
with hot cover gas . So structures are warm ( T= 120°C ) .

» the core cover plug comprises an optimized
multiplate thermal insulation .

* there is no need for insulation on the structure
surfaces in contact with cover argon polluted by the sodium
aerosols .

* an insulation device to protect the upper surface of
the slab against sodium fire is to be validated .

1.3 FACILITIES

Many facilities have contributed to the validation of the
different options which have been adopted for the SPX1 and SPX2
upper closures .
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1.3.1 Gulliver .

is a test facility representing the upper closures
of aoi'ium cooled fast reactors . In diameter ,it is a 1:3.5
representation of the Super-Phenix-1 reactor slab dimensions .
The mock-up consists of a sodium vessel closed by a thick
slab. The vessel , 6m in diameter is suspended from and welded
to the slab by means of a carbon steel suspension system . It
holds about 35 mJ of hot Sodium in the center ( T=545°C ), and
1 mJ of cold Sodium around the wall ( T=400°C ). The cover gas
is Argon .

The slab is a disc of 6 m in diameter and 1.125 m thick ,and
contains 4 experimental penetrations .

The lower part of the slab and the penetrations have ,on their
Sodium side ,the SPX1 thermal insulation to be tested . On the
outer side are located the water cooling circuits . The mean
temperature of the slab is maintained at about 40°C .

The biggest penetration Tl is a full scale representation of a
pump or intermediate heat exchanger penetration ( It is
possible with additional water cooling on the upper part of
the ' slab shell ' to simulate a real roof slab
penetration ) .

1*3.2 Coca .

Coca is a smaller mock-up ,which was used to approximate
experimentally a heat transfer law between the sodium and the
roof. The vessel was 0.6 m in diameter and the cover gas area
0.175 or 0.270 m in height .

The roof temperature is regulated with NaK ,100<Troof<550°C .

1.3.3 Germinal .

Because of its relatively small dimensions the Coca mock-up
did not rpresent the Super-Phenix upper closures very well .
So we built another mock-up ,Germinal with the following
dimensions :

« vessel diameter 1.2 m
« cover gas thickness 0.1 m

The tests are in progress .
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1.4 NUMERICAL METHODS FOR CALCULATION OF THE PENETRATIONS

A code has been developed by CEA > ESPAN Code .
•7

The purpose of this code is to determine the flow patterns and
the heat tranfers which occur in the narrow annular spaces
between the slab and the different components. Given certain
assumptions (see below) this model »using a finite difference
method , solves the momentum , the continuity and the energy
equations (in terms of vorticity and stream function ) . Owing
toof the space thickness and the flow pattern ,the annular space
is developed and the thermosiphon is presumed to be a plane flow
between plates (the cylinder coordinate Systeme is reduced to a
2D Cartesian Systeme )

Computation assumptions :

« Boussinesq approximation
* e/D « 1 ( e : thickness , D :diameter of annular space )
* e slightly variable
* distribution coefficients resulting from integration
across the thickness are equal to 1 ( for velocity ,
momentum and energy )

* turbulent viscosity concept for Reynolds stresses •

ESPAN is the licence code •

Another 2D numerical model has been developed by NOVATOME :
THERNOV which was used for most of the project calculation ; it
has approximately the same characteristics as ESPAN , and has
been validated on the same mock-ups .

1.5 HEAT BALANCE TO ESTIMATE THE TEMPERATURE OF THE COVER GAS .

We make a cover gas heat balance ; the computation area is
defined by the main vessel , the shells , the sodium level and
the bottom plates of the slab and the plugs .

For each surface , at the Ti temperature , we have :

Pi = Ci ( Targ - Ti ) ,
where Pi is the power exchanged between the surface (i) at Ti
and the gas (argon) at Targ .

ZPi = 0 =====> Targ = ZCiTi/lCi
We have made a short numerical model to calculate the Ci and
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Targ .

• 1 • Sodium free surface .
Cx = h.S.F

where hx : natural convection heat transfer
coefficient ( classical laws ).

F : evaporation condensation coefficient

• 2 • Heat and cold surfaces .
C2i = h2i S2i

h2i : natural convection heat transfer
coefficient ( classical laws ).

• 3 • Penetrations .
Cji = *3is,i / (Targ - T3i)

4>,i : flux density due to the thermosiphon .

We obtain :
Targ = ( C^i + IC2iT2i + ZC3iT3i )/( Cj + ZC2i +'IC3i

We apply these results to SPX2 project and we obtain
Targ = 3128C .

with present geometrical and thermal data .
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ASPECTS OF AN APPROPRIATE SNR-2

ROOF DESIGN WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE

TO LOSS OF COOLING SITUATIONS

Hans-J. Friedrich
Interatom GmbH

D-5060 Bergisch Gladbach 1
Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

The transient behaviour of the SNR-2 reactor roof following
a breakdown of forced cooling was analysed.

Additional to the investigation of the reference roof design
with open annular gaps and without insulation underneath
alternatives were examined regarding varied insulation
measures of stepwise increased effectiveness.

From these analyses one can derive that due to several
effects insulation does not reduce maximum temperatures
and temperature differences inside the roof.

Improvements in roof design should therefore predominantly
be directed towards a better temperature equilization
e. g. by

a better thermal coupling between different parts
of the roof

enhancing natural convection inside the roof cooling
circuit

Introduction

SNR-2 is the german approach for a european breeder project
of advanced technology consequently featuring and using
all inherent safety aspects of a sodium cooled reactor
and designated to be economically competitive with a modern
german LWR.
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One key measure for cost reduction is the omission of a
large safety grade emergency power supply system.

As a consequence a loss of station service power would
therefore mean a loss of active cooling to the reactor
block roof. This could happen several times during life-
time.
The question arises for the most appropriate design and
insulation of the roof to cope with these load cases.

When discussing consequences following a loss of active
cooling situation one has to distinguish between more
frequent short black-outs <_ 1 h and rather unlikely events
lasting > 1 h or even days.

Analyses

To answer the question what happens to the roof in a loss
of cooling situation it is necessary to carry out transient
temperature field calculations, taking into account the
different modes of heat transfer from the sodium pool
surface via the cover gas to the various roof structures.

For details of the used code GASMO see the presentation
of Dr. Freudenstein in session VI.

We started investigations with the 5NR-2 roof reference
design, which is characterized by

forced convection air cooling
no special insulation underneath the roof
open annular gaps at component penetrations and in
between rotating plugs . • • .of
homogeneous temperature stribution at 120 °C level
("lukewarm" roof)

Since it seemed to be a reasonable idea to reduce the
transient load of the roof and to lower the longtime equili-
brium temperature by introducing additional insulation,
closing gaps, etc. we also carried out parameter studies
with the GASMO-code.

Results

Short time power cut-offs lasting <. 1 h would not harm
the roof and would not ask for additional insulation be-
cause temperature rise in the lower roof region even with-
out insulation is < 30 K/h.
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Loss of cooling for several hours leads to typical maximum
temperature differences inside the roof structure.

The transient parameter analyses of different roof designs
equipped with varied insulation measures of stepwise in-
creased effectiveness did unexpectedly not result in a
'reduction of these temperature differences. This is caused
by several effects. The most simple to explain is the
cover gas temperature rise when adding insulation or
closing gaps.

Possibilities to lower the steady state temperature level
of the roof in a long term loss of active cooling situation
by adding insulation are also limited.

The roof internal temperature differences during transient
heat-up are of major importance because they are the reason
for considerable additional stress. It is more important
to reduce these temperature differences than to reduce
the maximum local equilibrium temperature reached in the
roof after days.

Conclusions

Lessons learned from the analyses are:

adding insulation

is not as efficient as expected

yields to more complexity in design and analysis,
local effects play a dominating role and ask for
more precise modelling which today is not yet completely
available

contributes in all probability to increased temperature
differences and stress inside the roof during transient
heat-up

These findings lead to the conclusion that a change-over
to a more or less heavily insulated roof would not result
in clear advantages.

Since first 2 D-stress calculations of the uninsulated
reference roof under transient condition suggest the ad-
missability of the combined load from mechanical and
thermal stress the future work will be more directed onto
local improvements of the design, like
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a better thermal coupling between the different parts
and components of the roof

measures to facilitate natural convection gas flow
inside the cooling channels of the roof and the roof
cooling circuit

exploitation of the roof filler material as an effec-
tive intermediate heat storage

All these measures are serving for temperature equalization
and therefore stress reduction under all load cases.

Need for analytical and experimental support

As a demand for analysts and colleagues from the research
field it should be stated, that the validity of codes
and correlations used to analyse the heat flow to the
roof are still somewhat questionable and need more experi-
mental confirmation.

This is in particular true when describing the cover gas
behaviour under transient conditions over a wide range
of sodium and gas temperatures.
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An overview of Activities pertaining to Heat and Mass
transfer in Reactor cover gas

G. Vaidyanathan
Fast Reactor Group
RRC, India

Abstract

F3TR is a 40 MWth LMFBR and is in the final stages of

commissioning of various systems. The design philosophy of

the top closures is similar to that of the French Reactor

Rapsodie. The topclosures are essentially meant to isolate

the reactor vessel cover gas atmosphere from the external

atmosphere in the reactor "building, act as a biological and

thermal shield and also enable loading or unloading of fuel

and other assemblies. It is conceived in three parts viz.

Large Rotating Plug (LRP), a small rotating plug (SRP) with

its axis shifted from the reactor vessel/LRP axis and the

control plug with its own independant centering arrangement

with its axis coinciding with reactor vessel/LRP axis.

Sodium evaporates from the sodium/argon interface and

gets condensed in the annular gaps above. Such deposition of

sodium aerosols in the gaps between LRP and reactor vessel,

LRP & 3RP and 3RP & CP will give rise to operational problems

in the movement of the plugs. To overcome this problem

especially between the LRP and Reactor vessel it was decided

to put an anti convection baffle in the annular space and a

labyrinth type restriction at the bottom of the LRP across

the inside of the reactor vessel. An experimental set up was

made to check the effectiveness of these barriers and results

were found to be encouraging.

The purpose of this paper is to present details of the

above activities for FBTR. Also the results of the tests

during the commissioning of the FBTR will be presented.
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AN OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES PERTAINING TO HEAT & MASS TRANSFER IN REACTOR
COVER GAS OF FBTR

G. Vaidyanathan
Reactor Research Centre
Kalpakkam - 603 102

India

ABSTRACT

FBTR is a 40 MW(t) LMFBR in the final stages of commissioning prior to
achieving criticality. The design philosophy of the top shield in the
reactor over sodium is similar to the Rapsodie reactor with a few
modifications. This paper presents briefly the design of the top shields
comprising the rotating plugs, sodium aerosol deposition problem,
experimental activities carried out and finally presents the observations
made in FBTR during the commissioning stages.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Fast Reactor programme in India began with the design and
construction of the Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR). FBTR is a 40 MW(t)
13.2 MW(e) LMFBR. Ihe design of FBTR was carried out with the technical
know how obtained from CEA, France based on the Rapsodie reactor. The
major differences between FBTR and Rapsodie are replacement of terminal air
exchanger by steam generator and added steam/water circuit in FBTR and the
use of PuC-UC instead of Pu02-U02 as the fuel. The operating temperatures
at the nominal power of the primary sodium are 380°C and 515°C. In view of
the delay in the receipt of steam generators, the first phase of FBTR
commissioning is without steam generator and steam/water system, and the
reactor will be operated at low power to carry out physics experiments.
Presently the reactor is undergoing commissioning tests and criticality is
scheduled for the last week of Oct. 85. The purpose of this paper is to
bring out the activities pertaining to Heat and Mass Transfer in reactor
cover gas in FBTR. After giving a brief description of the top shields,
the paper deals with aerosol depositions problem and experiments carried
out in that connection, control rod drive mechanism (CRDM) testing in
sodium and finally gives an account of FBTR commissioning experience in
this area.

2 . DESIGN PHILOSOPHY OF TOP SHIELDS

The top shield is conceived in three parts (fig.l) viz. Large rotating
plug (LRP), Small rotating plug (SRP) and control plug (CP) as in Rapsodie.
The rotating plugs form a 2.5m. high shield and comprise borated graphite
and steel layers. In Rapsodie borated graphite comprised 5% boron
(B4C) while in FBTR it comprises of 3% Boron (Borocalcite 79.76%C, 3.1%B).
The plugs are cooled by nitrogen to limit the temperature in attic region
to 70°C from consideration of protection of electrical cables and equipment
housed in the top shields. The plugs are divided into four cooling zones
with independent coolant flow control, unlike a single cooling zone in
Rapsodie. The estimated heat load is 12 KW. Leak tightness between the
LRP and reactor vessel and between LRP and SRP is achieved through two
successive barriers (fig.2)viz. the liquid metal seal at the top of the
plugs and an inflatable seal in the ball bearing. The inflatable seals are
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inflated by argon and the interseal space is also filled with Argon.
Leaktightness betveen SRP and CP is achieved with 0-ring seal.

3. SODIUM AEROSOL DEPOSITION

Temperature of sodium in the reactor varies betwen 180°C to 515°C
depending on the pover level. Sodium aerosols get caried into the argon
due to natural convection and these get deposited in the cooler parts in
the gas space. Such deposition in the annular spaces between the plugs or
between LRP and vessel will result in operational problems. Experience of
Rapsodie (1) has shown that such deposition resulted in the seizure of LRP
during fuel handling. While initial solutions v/ere by heating of the plugs,
the final one adopted forRapsodie was injection of Helium in the annular
spaces between LRP and vessel and SRP and LRP. Helium was found effective
in suppressing the natural convection currents and also reduction of
temperature dissymetry at the plug step level.

For FBTR, as stated above, the design was made with provisions of four
independent cooling zones with independent coolant flow control in the
plugs at the step plate level unlike a single zone in Rapsodie. This was
aimed at removing the temperature dissymetry by adopting differential
cooling of the cooling zones in the plug. A similar approach was followed
in the KNK reactor(2) and significant improvement in the temperature
distribution across the plugs was observed with differential plug cooling.
On the other hand, to reduce the free convection currents in annulus,
besides the anti convection baffle below the step plate, an additional
labyrinth was added at the bottom of the plugs. In order to investigate
the effectiveness of the barriers to free convection, an experimental set
up was made and tests conducted.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP FOR AEROSOL DEPOSITION

The set - up (3) consists of a scaled down mock up of the reactor
vessel and LRP as shown in fig.3. It can be seen that there is an
additional main vessel and such an arrangement has been chosen to enable
removal of LRP and reactor vessel shell during the experimental campaigns
to study deposition rate and also enable fixing of the preventive barriers
to the reactor vessel. To simulate the natural convection pattern Grashof
similarity was achieved by retaining the following gaps and heights same as
in the reactor, gap betweri LRP and vessel, height betwen LRP bottom to
step plate and height between free sodium level and LRP bottom. Temperature
gradients were achieved by insulation adjustments on the main vessel and
the plug. The similarity was not observed in the above step region as the
convection currents were expected to be very small in that region. The LRP
diameter was reduced to one fourth the actual diameter. Stagnant sodium
was in the vessel with argon as the cover gas.

Four runs each of 500 hours were carried out at a sodium temperature
of 550°C. At the beginning of each run sodium was charged, heated to 500°C
and maintained for 24 hours to remove the impurities, dumped, purified to
about 3ppm oxygen level and recharged into the system. After 500 hours
operation the sodium was dumped,, plug and vessel removed, the deposit
patterns visually recorded and sodium deposits removed from various zones
and weighed.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

The problem of aerosol deposition and temperature disymmeetry are
related complex phenomena. Suppression of free convection in sodium laden
cover gas annuli by Labyrinth type seal and helium injection are found
helpful in reducing aerosol deposition as veil as temperature disymmetry.
Further experimental work is necessary in the direction to improve the
understanding of the phenomena.
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The first run was without any preventive barrier and was intended as a
test run to check the operation of the set tip. The cover gas system was
found to be not leak tight and also temperature gradients were not close to
the reactor conditions. After achieving leaktightness and temperature
gradients a second run was made. For the third run an anti convection
baffle was installed as shown in fig. 3. For the fourth run in addition to
the anti convection baffle, the labyrinth restriction was introduced. The
pattern of deposits for the second and fourth runs are given in figs. 4 and
5. The weight of sodium deposited in the four runs are given in table 1.
It can be seen that labyrinth arrangement is very effective.

The deposits above the step region in the cooler zones (less than
70°C) were not uniform all round. These deposits could be easily peeled
off and chemical analysis indicated that these were essentially sodium
deposits, containing more than 95% sodium besides Na20. On the bottom
shells of the reactor vessel and plug uniform sodium smears were found in
all the runs. Not much deposits were found in the horizontal step surface.
At the plug bottom, deposits were in the form of pebble like growths and
hard to remove. Chemical analysis indicated a large percentage of Na20.
Temperature disymmetry of about 80°C were observed at the plug bottom
level.

5. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP FOR CRDM TESTING OVER SODIUM

The CRDM's for FBTR have been manufactured in India. In order to
confirm their satisfactory performance an experimental set up (fig.6) was
made(4). Tests were conducted in argon at 180°C and in sodium at
temperatures of 180 and 550°C. Temperature gradients in the top structures
were achieved by . proper insulation, a set of baffles below the top plug
and forced air cooling at the top through coils. The tests included
verification of translation and gripper torques, fast drop time and
rotation operations. It was observed after one of the tests at 55O°C that
control rod did not get released from CRDM and was found to be hanging from
one of the two fingers. X-ray/Gamma radiographs around the control rod and
gripper region were taken and it was found that there was a 11 mm
misalignment betwen gripper body and control rod. Measurements after
taking out the CRDM indicated that lower part of the tube sheath between
the levels -3700mm to -4450mm was bent. This is the cover gas region in
the test vessel. Temperature measurements taken on the test vessel (at -
3600 level) through thermocouples placed 120°. apart, indicated a
difference of about 80°C. Thus the temperature drop across the CRDM tube
was expected to be much less. From stress analysis it was felt that a
combination of residual stress equal to yield strength and a large
temperature difference of the order of 100°C only could provide the
observed permanent deformation. Stress relief of the welds or parent
material at the operating temperatures was expected to be not very
significant. Also bending due to mechanically induced loads was ruled out.
To have an idea of the temperature distribution on the CRDM tube sheath, a
separate mock up assembly was fabricated and was provided with
thermocouples for temperature measurements on inside and outside surface of
CRDM tube at various levels. The test with mock up assembly was again
conducted over sodium at 550°C. While the temperature difference at -3600
level was 86°C (close to 80°C observed during previous tests), the maximum
temperature across the tube sheath was only 8°C. Subsequent to this test
sodium was dumped and radiograph indicated no appreciable change in the
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position of the CRDM tube mock-up assembly with respect to control rod and
so no bending was observed. Thus though satisfactory operation of the CRDM
with 10-12mm misalignment between tube sheath and control rod vas possible,
the cause of the bend in tube sheath could not be conclusively determined
based on the tests and analysis.

6. FBTR COMMISSIONING EXPERIENCE

The FBTR primary circuit was filled with sodium in July 85. The
temperature were raised from 180°C to 350 °C using reheaters in the two
secondary sodium circuits to carry out tests on different components prior
to achieving criticality. Temperature disymmetries were noticed in the
plug and vessel at -3600 and -2665 levels. With a sodium temperature of
250°C the disymmetry was 80°C maximum in the E-W direction at -3600
level. The sodium temperature was then brought down to 180°. . The
temperature distribution on the reactor vessel (-3600 level) at this stage
is given by curve 1 of fig.7. It can be seen that the temperature is
minimum in east direction. The plug was rotated by 180°C and it resulted
in the shift of the minimum temperature to south direction as indicated by
curve 2. Estimation of the temperature disymmetry due to structural
asymmetry in the plugs was carried out and found to be of the order of 10°C
to 20°C only. The maximum dT had come down to 50°C with the rotation of
the plug and was in the N-S direction. This is due to the shift of the
hottest point in the plug towards colder point in vessel. Curve 3 shows
the temperature distribution when the plug was brought back to normal
position. It can be seen that the distribution is nearly similar to curve
1 but the maximum dT has come down to 44°C. No problem was encountered in
rotation of plugs or operation of CRDM's . Further to the above the
rotating plug cooli ng circuit was valved in and all zones were fed with
nitrogen. Differential cooling was attempted through manipulation of valves
in the nitrogen circuit but the same could not be achieved due to problems
with the valves. In view of this, as an interim measure, it was decided to
inject Helium in the annulus between LRP and vessel. Curve 4 in fig.7
shows the status after Helium injection at a point in the S-W direction.

The sodium temperature was then raised. When the temperature was
290°C the temperaturee distribution was as shown by curve 5 of fig.7.
Subsequently two more Helium injection points in the NE and SE directions
were provided but their effect was not significant. This is perhaps due to
the fact that the cover gas space was practically filled with Helium and
any addition did not contribute to further lessening of convection
currents. The distribution at a sodium temperature of 350°C is given by
curve 6 of fig.7.

From Rapsodie experience the maximum temperature disymmetry existed at
-2665 level while in FBTR they were at -3600 level, due the introduction
of labyrinth below the plugs. Similar temperature disymmetries have been
noticed in the top closures of the Phenix Intermediate heat exchanger (5)
and the LRP vessel annulus in J0Y0(6). In Phenix changes were noticed in
the direction of the temperature disymmetry as has been observed in FBTR.

Presently the plug cooling system in FBTR is being improved to have
effective differential cooling in the zones to reduce temperature
disymmetry.
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TABLE 1
Weight of Sodium Deposits

Location Run II Run III Run IV

1. Plug shell 900 gms 290 gms NIL
above step

2. Reactor Vessel Just above cone Above baffle Total deposit
part 5760 gms 3640 gms 1000 gms

Below Baffle
1360 gms
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DEPOSITS ON PLUG AND VESSEL IN RUN II

FIG.5 DEPOSITS ON PLUG AND VESSEL IN RUN IV
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Italian Position Paper on Heat and Mass Transfer in the

Reactor Cover Gas
SUMMARY

The greatest effort in Italy concerning Fast Breeder Reactors

is concentrated on the PEC project.

The PEC Reactor (Prova Elementi di Combustibile - Fuel Ele-

ment Testing) consists of a 116 MWt sodium-cooled reactor

under construction for studying the behaviour of fuel

element under thermal and neutron conditions similar

to those of fast nuclear power plant.

Its mechanical completion is foreseen for 1988 in

spring. At Casaccia Energy Research Center (C.R.E.)

of the Italian Commission for Nuclear and Alternative

Energy Sources (ENEA), in the activities context of

arrangement of the PEC Reactor .starting and working,

relatively to sodium aerosol and vapour formation,

transport and deposition, has been established the

following strategy:

- evaluation, by employment of the international available

bibliography, of the deposition characteristics of

the sodium vapours with reference to PEC Reactor

main geometries and assessuenc of the possible conse

quences on the main components;

planning of a experimental activity in confirmation

of the previous assessment.

This document shows the results of the preliminary

evaluation carried out to date.
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ITALIAN POSITION PAPER ON HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER
IN THE REACTOR COVER GAS

By.R. Caponetti, P. Olivieri and P. Petrazzuolo

INTRODUCTION

The major effort being made in Italy with regard to
the development of fast nuclear reactors is concentrated, as
is known, in the construction of the PEC reactor, whose mech-
anical completion is expected early in 1988.

The 116MWt PEC (Prpva Elementi di Combustibile; i.e.
Fuel Element Testing) reactor is sodium cooled. It is being
built to study the behavior of fuel elements under thermal and
neutronic conditions similar to those of fast nuclear power
stations. Particular attention is being dedicated to safety
aspects.

This document furnishes a number of construction solu-
tions with regard to that reactor and preparatory approaches
to its operation, namely:
- a brief description of the construction solutions as far as
concerns the Closure Head Assembly and the cover gas circuit
together with its main components;

- the description of some test facilities arranged for abate-

ment and measurement of sodium aerosol concentration.

-a number of preliminary evaluation results obtained thus far
with regard to the formation, transport and depositing of
sodium aerosols.

With reference to the latter type of activity in
particular, whose program is in the process of being defined,
a strategy based on the following points has been defined for
purposes of readying the PEC reactor for startup' and opera-
tion:
- evaluation of the sodium vapor and aerosol penetration

characteristics (through the utilization of knowledge avail-
able internationally) in relation to the geometries present
and estimate of the.possible effects to the main components
due to the transport itself;

- programming of tests to confirm the estimates made.

1/6-2
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1. PEC REACTOR CONSTRUCTION SOLUTIONS

DESCRIPTION OP THE CLOSURE HEAD ASSEMBLY AND OP THE
COVER GAS CIRCUIT

1.1 CLOSURE HEAD ASSEMBLY

The Closure Head Assembly of the PEC reactor vessel
consists of a fixed plug and a rotating plug. The latter is
centred in the former.

The fixed plug is traversed by the 12 penetrating
structures of the Core Blocking Device, whose main function»
during the power generating operation, is the const-itution
of a fixed datum points for the fuel elements and the constitu-'
tion of a supporting device for the control instrumentation.

The rotating plug is traversed by the Central Channel
forming part of the test circuit and by 12 other penetrating
structures, namely 11 Control Rod Driving Mechanisms and 1
Fuel Charge Machine.

The two plugs consist of containers made from AISI 316
steel with several layers of AISI 304 type steel, argon and
two layers of graphite. Figure 1 shows the detail of the
positions of said layers (1).

1.2. COVER GAS CIRCUIT

The cover gas circuit consists essentially of a separ-
ation column, two vapor, traps and a final filter of poral.

The separation column (condenser-separator) is .a
vertical cylindrical column 3210 mm high and 1380 mm in
diameter filled with stainless steel rings, into which the
argon enters at 550°C and leaves at 130°C(Fig. 2). The two
vapor traps, which operate alternately, consist of a vertical
. cylinder 1500 mm high and 300 mm in diameter, in which the gas
enters at 130-110°C and leaves at 60°C. As shown in Figure 3,
separation of sodium vapors from the* argon is effected by 7
flat steel screens having different hydraulic and mesh-wire
diameters.

Figure 4 provides an overall schematic of the cover
gas circuit. The design flow rate of the argon in the cover

3
gas circuit is 15 Nm /h. Almost all the sodium vapor being
transported by the argon is separated in the circuit's con-
denser-separator column. The latter was designed on the basis
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of the results obtained from tests carried out within
of ENEA - CEA- agreements on the French PAVANA AND COPACA-
BANA circuits. Said tests indicated, for the geometry (a 40cm
thick argon ceiling) and for the operating conditions (T =

Na
3

550°C, argon flow rate = 15 Nm /h) of the PEC reactor
vessel, a possible maximum concentration of sodium in incoming

3
argon equal to 30 g/m STP (2)(3)(4).

2. TESTING EQUIPMENT SET UP TO MEASURE THE SODIUM AEROSOL
CONCENTRATION

Measurement of the sodium aerosol concentrations was
deemed necessary at the present state of the tests beinq
conducted by ENEA, for purposes of carrying out two types of
activities:
- tests on the manipulation in the CPC-1 transfer cell at the

Brasimone Research Centre;
- operation of the sodium disposal plant at the Casaccia
Research Centre.

A brief description follows with reference to the
equipment set up and to the activities carried out thus far.

This is preceded by a description of the measurement
instrumentation utilized for the purpose.

2.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE INSPEC INERTIAL SPECTROMETER

With the aim of characterizing the aerosols use was
made, in addition to the traditional fume samplers, of two
different versions of a granulometric separator called
Inertial Spectrometer.

In its first-version, this instrument, called INSPEC
(INertial SPECtrometer), consists of a funnel of rectangular
cross section which terminates at the base with a 90° bend
that connects the funnel to a chamber in which the separated
particles are accumulated.

The second version of the instrument, called HF-INSPEC
(High-Flow INSPEC) inasmuch as it makes possible the sampling
of gas flows up to 400 1/h, is conceptually identical to the

first except that the purified (carrier) gas circulation
funnel has the form of an 'annular funnel1.
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The operating principle of these instruments is the
following:
the funnel and accumulation chamber beneath are traversed by a
flow of filtered gas. The aerosol sample, is blown in at a
rate equal to some hundred cc/min for the INSPEC; whereas
the HF-INSPEC, whose sampling rate is hundreds of 1/h, is
introduced into the gas flow in proximity of the mouth of the
funnel which terminates with a lesser bend radius. The parti-
cles in suspension, when passing through the curve in the
duct, tend by inertia to maintain their velocity and direction
of travel but are dragged along by the flow. They therefore
move away from the direction of the thread of fluid with which
they had been introduced, a distance that is a function of the
aerodynamic diameter alone. The accumulation of the particles
separated is obtained when the flow is made to pass into the
accumulation chamber onto a suitable filter. The distance at
which the particles are deposited onto the filter, for a
preset flow rate of transport gas, is a function only of
particle diameter. When using the INSPEC model a linear
separation of the paricles is obtained. When using the high-
flow model, on the other hand, inasmuch as the accumulation
filter is circular, a radial distribution is obtained which is
a function of the particles' aerodynamic diameter.

Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 respectively show the flow
diagram, the cross section, the operating diagram and a number
of the INSPEC's calibration curves for various rates of gas
flow into the instrument.

Figure 9 shows the cross section of the HF-INSPEC

2.2 CHARACTERIZATION OF SODIUM AEROSOLS IN THE CPC-1 TRANSFER
CELL OF THE BRASIMONE C.R.E.

An aerodynamic characterization was made by Inertial
Spectrometer of the aerosol present in the atmosphere rendered
inert of the CPC-1 cell of the ENEA-Brasimone Centre.

The aerosol concentration was obtained by total
sampling on a membrane filter and proved to be 0.126 ppm of

3
sodium, equivalent to 0.16 g /m .

The sampling period using the INSPEC was extended over
48 hours at a sampling rate of 15 litres per hour.
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The deposit filter was divided into eight sectors,
each corresponding to a very exact granulometric interval as
follows:

Sample No. Aerodynamic Diam.
(micron)

<
0.7 -
1.4 -
2.2 -
3.5 -
5.2 -
7.0 -

0.5
0.5
0.7
1.4
2.2
3.5
5.2
7.0

Range Cone, of Na Sol'n
(ppm)

0.01
0.0018
0.0022
0.0007
0.0011
0.0142
0.0119
0.0008

2
3
4
5
6
7

Every sector of the filter was immersed and kept in a
lOcc bath of distilled water. An analysis for elementary
sodium was made on the solution by atomic-absorption spectro-
photometer.

On the assumption that the particles constituting the
sodium aerosol become distributed in a log-normal manner, two
well defined modes are noted.

Therefore the distribution function sought, that is
able to describe the distribution of the experimental data,
turns out to be of the type:

f(lnD ) d inD

with:

InD - lnMMD. '
P l

exp [ -( )
V T in S.

S = standard geometric deviation of the i-th mode
i

MMD = aerodynamic diameter in mass of the i-th mode
i

The graphic distribution of the two modes is visual-
ized by the cumulative percentage distribution plotted on
semi-probability paper (Fig. 10).

The first mode is constituted by the sodium deposited
on the first four sectors of the filter (with demensions less
than 2.2 yum) with a standard logarithmic deviation of 2.2 and
MMD of 0.35 yum-
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The second mode, comprising the remainder of the
sample, has a standard deviation of 1.2 and MMD of 4.9 yum.

The numeric reconstruction of the granulometric
distribution is obtained by means of a procedure that
minimizes the square of the difference between the cumulative
percentage distribution obtained from the test data and that
obtained from the assumed distribution (10).

2.3 OPERATION OF THE SODIUM DISPOSAL PLANT AT THE CASACCIA
C.R.E.

For purposes of removing the sodium from the com-
ponents and of defining operation procedures for the sodium
removal processes, a new sodium disposal plant has recently
been built at Casaccia. It is equipped with an aerosol abate-
ment scrubber column (Fig. 11). The lines of this plant's
design have been derived from the experience gained from the
previous prototype.

The scrubber consists of:
- a lower water-spray section in which the particles of larger
size are eliminated and are saturated with steam and fumes;

- a venturi dish (bathed on the lower surface by the spray
below) in which, because of the velocity increase, an
agglomeration of the smallest particles (of sizes less than
one micron) occurs;
a contact plate formed by a diaphragm with1 a large number

of circular orifices covered with baffles functioning as
deflectors. This plate has an arrest efficiency of 97% for
all particles of diameter equal to or greater than one
micron;

- a drop separator plate that propels the drops of liquid
tangentially with respect to the walls of the washing tower.

In order to make an initial and periodic test of the
scrubber and to provide control instrumentation of environ-
mental pollution, portable measuring instruments were provided
for sodium aerosol and of traditional fumes in air and the
INSPEC models, respectively for the determination of the
concentration and of its format.

Testing of the scrubber's efficiency is now in
progress.
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3. PRELIMINARY JUDGMENTS ON THE FORMATION, TRANSPORT AND
DEPOSIT OF SODIUM VAPORS AND AEROSOLS

3.1 THE PEC REACTOR'S GEOMETRIES OF MAJOR SIGNIFICANCE FOR
THE TRANSPORT OF SODIUM VAPORS AND AEROSOLS

The geometries of major significance for the effects
that can be caused by the transfer of sodium vapors and
aerosols are the annular spaces between the reactor's two
plugs (between the fixed and the rotating plugs and between
the fixed plug and the tank) and the annular spaces resulting
from the introduction into the Closure Head Assembly of the
penetrating structures of the Control Rod Driving Mechanism
(CRDM) on the rotating plug, and of the Core Blocking Device
(CBD) on the fixed plug.

An anti-convective barrier has been installed in the
annular space between fixed plug and tank to diminish the
transport of vapor as a result of the convective movements of
the cover gas. Anti-convective barriers have also been
installed in the upper part of the annular spaces resulting
from the introduction of the Core Blocking Device.

Because of the geometries of the annular space between
the penetration of the rotating plug and the Control Rod
Driving Mechanism, inasmuch as damage to a weld placed at the
upper part of the component between the sleeve and sheath of a
thermocouple would create a possible direct passage for sodium
vapors from the reactor tank into the component itself, it was
considered advisable to carry out a thorough check whose
results will be given later on.

3.2 PRINCIPAL SELECTED TEST DATA ON THE FORMATION, TRANSPORT
AND DEPOSIT OF SODIUM VAPORS AND AEROSOLS

After a general examination of what has been reported
previously with regard to the operating problems brought about
by sodium vapors and aerosols by J.P. Delisle, M. Reboul and
X. Elie (11), M. Dolias, A. Lafon, M. Vidard and K.H. Schaller
(12) and W. Jansing, G. Kirchner and J. Menk (13), a specific
examination has been made of sodium vapor and aerosol
transport and deposit, divided into the following headings:
Concentration of Sodium (vapors and aerosols) in Gaseous State
in Function of Temperature -
P. Barton's data were considered for this subject. They are
given in Figure 12 and in Table 1 (14).
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Deposit Rate of Sodium Vapors on Vertical Surfaces in Func-
tion of Evaporating Sodium's Temperature -
Funk's data were considered for this subject. They are given
in Figure 13 and in Table 2 (15).
Sodium Vapor Penetration Rate into Tight Annular Spaces -
We used Hashiguchi's data for this subject. They are given in
Figure 14 (16).
How Sodium Vapors Are Transported and Deposited in Tight
Annular Spaces -
The data provided by Meadows and Bohringer (17) were
considered for this aspect. Also the results obtained by
these two authors, like those of Delisle, Reboul and Elie,
have shown in particular the necessity of having a seal gas in
circulation to prevent the entry of vapors into tight annular
spaces, at a flow rate commensurate with the circular cross
section of such space.

3.3 ASSESSMENTS REGARDING THE CRDM

An examination of the geometries of the component and
of the relative operating temperatures, made on the basis of
the information mentioned earlier, has made it possible to
exclude the eventuality that sodium vapors may find their way
into the CRDM (18) from the reactor tank.

In fact, for the sodium vapors to penetrate the CRDM
they would first have to go through:
- an annular space 10.5 mm wide, 1000 mm high, that begins at
the height of the component -2900 and terminates at -1900
mm. The temperatures relative to these heights are
respectively 485 and 270°C;

- an annular space of maximum width 0.085 mm, 22 mm high, from
height -1895 to -1873, maintained at temperatures of 270-
265°C;

- an annular space 1.25 mm wide from the height of -1870 to -
1785, and 2 mm wide from -1785 to -1385;

- a last annular space between the sleeve and sheath of the
thermocouple, 32.5 mm high which, for a length of 3.5 mm, is
under 0.1 mm in size.

Figure 15 shows a diagram of the CRDM with representa-
tion of the annular spaces present in function of height, with
the relative temperatures and sodium concentrations in argon,
drawn from P. Barton's data.

Plans may be made in the case of the CRDM for the
formation of plugs, certainly in the centring area where there
is an interstice 22 mm high and 0.085 mm at greatest width.
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Moreover, even assuming that this barrier is passed, it turns
out that the sodium vapors would have to go through a subse-
quent very tight interstice (between the thermocouple's sleeve
and-sheath) 32.5 mm of total height which, for a length of 3.5
nun is smaller than 0.1 mm at a temperature only slightly above
that at which sodium melts.

The construction solution adopted for CRDM's annular
spaces on closure head assembly of PEC reactor does not
foresee a argon flow. This solution will presumably lead to
problems when disassembling the component because of the
expected bonding by sodium and by sodium products, at least,
in the centring area.

1 With the aim of eliminating such eventuality, the
equation cited by Fukada, Ueda and Shimomura (19) was used .to
calculate the argon flow necessary to prevent sodium vapor
penetration into the CRDM's annular spaces. The calculations
and relative results are given in the document's appendix,

3.4 TESTING PROGRAM ON THE FORMATION, TRANSPORT AND DEPOSIT
OF SODIUM AEROSOLS

A program of activities is being planned which
includes a study on the formation, transport and deposit of
sodium vapors in function of:
- sodium temperatures and areas where deposits are likely to

occur;
- heights and widths of interstices;
- effect of the interposition of collars to limit or prevent
the diffusion of the vapors;

- seal gas's necessary flow rates.

Planned in conjunction with this type of activity is
also a study for the identification of the best operating
characteristics of vapor traps, with the examination in parti-
cular of the following parameters for those to be filled with
steel mesh:
- effective length of heated filter
- temperature of heated filter
- pressure drop (rate)
- filtering material
- inclination of the trap
- sodium temperature.

The reason for this second type of study is the proven
low filtering efficiency of the traps for a number of items of
test equipment now in operation, which has required frequent
maintenance to the piping downstream from such traps.
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A P P E N D I X

APPLICATION OF THE FUKADA EQUATION TO THE DIFFUSION OF SODIUM
VAPORS THROUGH THE PEC REACTOR'S ANNULAR SPACES

The results obtained with the Rhapsodie, Phenix and
FFTF reactors have confirmed that a continuous flow of gas
prevents the transport of sodium vapors, thereby preventing
also their deposit.

In order to calculate the flow-rate values of the
seal gas to be pumped into the annular spaces around the PEC
reactor's plug, the equation mentioned by T. Fukada, S. Ueda
and T. Shimomura (19) has been used. This equation can be
deemed to be sufficiently reliable inasmuch as it has been
confirmed also by the data furnished by Meadows and Bohringer.

According to Fukada, Ueda and Shimomura, the penetra-
tion of sodium vapors into the annular spaces is repressed if
the gas flow that opposes it is such that it has:

£32.5 (1)
D 1.43 _ 0.35
Re • Fr

with: Gr (Grashof number) = — (2)

V • Y
Re (Reynolds number) = (3)

V
V2

Fr (Froude number) = (4)
g -d

and symbol meanings:

d = hydraulic diameter of the annular space
g = acceleration of gravity

4y = difference in density between argon and sodium vapour
y = dynamic viscosity of fluxed argon gas
y = density of fluxed gas (argon)
V = average velocity of fluxed gas.

What results from the application of this equation to the
annular spaces of the Control Rod Driving Mechanism is:
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- Level -29 00:

T = 485 + 273 = 758°K
3

X = 0.663 kg/m at P = 1.0296 atm (cover gas pressure)
arqon

-3
P = 3.63 x 10 atm a t 758°K
Na

-3 3
Y = 1.34 x 10 kg/m a t 758°K

-3
d = 4 x 10 m

2
g = 9.81 m/sec

-5 2
J> = 6.71 x 10 m /sec at 758°K

From which we obtain:

Gr = 139

Re = 59.6V (with V in m/sec)
2

Fr = 25.5V (with V in m/sec)

When the Fukuda, Ueda and Shimomura equation is applied, we
obtain:

V = 0.075 m/sec

The cross section of the argon passage (i.e. the cross section
of the annular space at level -2900) is:

-3 2
S = 3.74 x 10 m

So that the flow rate of the argon necessary in the annular
space turns out to be:
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-3
Q = SV = 3.74 x 10 x 0.075

-4 3
= 2.8 x 10 m /sec

= 16.8 1/m at 485°K and 1.0296 atm

Q = 6.6 Nl/min at O°C and 1 atm

The flow rate necessary to prevent the diffusion of
sodium vapors can be found in a similar manner for the -19 00
level (area of component's centring), equal to 1.68 x 10"

3
Ncm /min.
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TABLE 1 TABLE 2

Sodium aerosol concentrations in argon

cover gas as a function of sodium pool

temperature.

Results of experimental sodium vapour

deposit accumulation.

Ok

I

Sodium

Temperature,°C

' 200

250

300

350

400

450

500

550

Weight

Fraction

1,48 10~7

3,3 10"6

4,3 10"5

3,7 10"4

2,3 10~3

7,6 10"3

2 10"2

4,57 10"2

Sodium

Temperature,°C

538

538

538

538

538

Mean

454

454

Mean

371

204

Accumulation
2

Rate gr/sec« m

2,69

1,81

1,59

1,08

0,81

1,60

3,33'

2,85

3,09

1,33

1,03

lO"3

10"3

10"3

ID"3

lO"3

lO"3

ID"4

,io"4

IQ"4

ID"5

10"8
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A - argon entry

B - argon exit
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Fig. 3 - Sodium vapour trap
Fig. 2 - Condenser - Separator
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OVERVIEW OF HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER IN THE REACTOR COVER GAS
IN JAPAN

NAOZO HATTORI
PNC, JAPAN

1. INTRODUCTION

In Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR), the
liquid sodium is used as a coolant, transmitting the heat
generated in a reactor core to a water-steam system. The
sodium is chemically active, so the free surface of liquid
sodium is usually covered with inert gas, argon gas. The
space filled with such a inert gas is generally called a
cover-gas space. The cover-gas space between the lower
plate of shield plug of reactor and the sodium pool surface
in a reactor vessel is a representative one. In general,
under the operating condition of reactor, the space is
filled with sodium vapor/mist (mist-filled space).
Therefore, many modes of heat and mass transfer such as
natural convection, radiation, conduction, evaporation,
condensation (deposition) appear simultaneously in the
space and the mechanism of them becomes more complicated.
However, it is needed from the design of shield plug to
obtain some knowledge about the heat and mass transfer in
such a cover-gas space.

An information about the heat transfer in the mist-
filled space is essential for the thermal design of a
shield plug of LMFBR. On the other hand, the one about the
sodium vapor/mist transport and deposition is needed to
mantain the operational function of shield plug under the
moderate condition. A series of R & D activities related
to the problem mentioned above had almost finished about 3
years ago. These-are described briefly in the following
sections.

2. HEAT TRANSFER

The contribution to the total amount of heat
transmitted through, a cover-gas space of reactor vessel is
mostly due to the combined radiation and natural convection
heat transfer. Studies related to the natural convection
in a confined space have been done considerably up to the
present, so many data are available. On the contrary,
there are no data about the radiative heat transfer in the
mist-filled space. Therefore, R & D activities on heat
transfer have been mainly centered on the radiative heat
transfer so as to estimate the amount of heat transmission
by radiation. These include the studies to examine ther-
mophysical properties such as radiative properties of
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sodium mist-filled space, emissivities of liquid sodium
and sodium vapor/mist-deposited (mist-deposited) stainless
steel.

"Normal total and monochromatic emissivities of liquid
sodium were measured in inert gas atmosphere, using a black
body as a reference energy source. The data were obtained
in the range of sodium temperature from 200°C to 520°C.
The values of total emissivities were 0.05 - 0.06 in this
temperature range. Monochromatic emissivities exhibited no
wavelength dependency.

Similar measurements were conducted on the mist-
deposited stainless-steel plate. The sample to be measured
were finished in the experimental vessel, provided for the
study of combined natural convection and radiation heat
transfer. The results obtained showed that the values of
emissivity had different ones, dependent upon the deposi-
tion patterns and impurity content in the cover-gas space.
Especially, the impurity had strong effect on the emissi-
vity. However, the values measured immediately, after the
sodium deposition completed, showed roughly one for liquid
sodium.

Concerning to the radiative properties of mist-filled
space, extinction coefficients were obtained for the mist
layer 50 cm in thickness, using the black body radiation
as a incident radiation flux. The measurements were
carried out varying the concentration of sodium mist and
the temperature cf black body. The results showed that the
attenuation of incident radiation was very large. This
fact made a ph'/3ical model for radiative heat transfer
through the mist-filled space more simple. On the other
hand, Mie theory was applied to a single particle of sodium
mist, to have some knowledge about the radiative properties
of sodium mist. From this analytical results it was found
that the particle diameter of sodium mist was about 3 -
4 \im in consideration of experimental data.

Experimental investigations were also performed on the
combined radiation and natural convection heat transfer
through the cover-gas space over the sodium pool. The
amount of heat transmitted from hot sodium pool to cold
wall through the cover-gas space filled with sodium
vapor/mist was measured. The amount of heat transmitted
through the space, obtained through experiments, was com-
pared with one calculated using thermophysical properties,
obtained through a series of experiments. The agreement
was relatively good between the experiment and the calcula-
tion.
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Simulation experiments on a 1/2 ücale shield plug model
of LMFBR were conducted. The temperature distributions in
the shield plug and the cover-gas space over the sodium
pool were measured. From these results, it was found that
strong natural convection took place in the annuli of
shield plug. This caused some nonuniformity in the circum-
ferential temperature distribution of the wall of annulus.
However, this nonuniformity could be reduced fairly for the
shield plug equipped with multi-stage fins in the annulus.

3. MIST TRANSPORT AND DEPOSITION

The sodium vapor/mist in the cover-gas space is con-
veyed into the annuli of the shield plug of reactor by
natural convection and diffusion, and deposits on the cold
walls. Such a deposition lowers the operational function
of shield plug, dependent on the degree of deposition.
This is not desirable from the viewpoint of reactor opera-
tion.

The studies on the sodium vapor/misu transport and
deposition have not been conducted until recently. The
existence of sodium mist in cover-gas space was clarified
for the first time at the end of 1970 and then the mecha-
nism of mist formation was examined about self-nucleation
and foreign-nucleation, respectively. Concerning the
sodium deposition, sodium vapor condensation on the wall at
relatively high temperature is acceptable, though the
effect of sodium mist must be taken into consideration for
sodium deposition on the wall at low temperature, it was
pointed out.

In Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development
Corporation (PNC), the fundamental and the small scale
model experiments-have been conducted on the vapor/mist
transport and deposition in the annuli of shield plug and
the cover-gas space over sodium pool.

In the fundamental experiments were conducted a series
of studies such as visualization of cover-gas space,
measurement of sodium mist concentration, chemical analysis
of cover gas, measurement of particulate size distribution
for sodium mist and deposition experiment of sodium
vapor/mist. It was found that, from the visualization
study and the measurement of mist concentration, the for-
mation of sodium mist was due to foreign nucleus.
Furthermore, foreign nucleus was NaH from the chemical ana-
lysis of cover gas.
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On the measurement of particle diameter of sodium mist,
particle size distribution in the range of temperature
300°C - 500°C was measured using a cascade impactor.
Size distribution for the same temperature range was also
calculated analytically using Smoluchowski's equation,
dealt with a process of mist formation. From the experi-
ment and the analysis, the following results were obtained;
concerning mist particle, size distribution extends in the
range of diameter 0.5 - 10 um and mean diameter based on
mass is about 2 -3 um. Furthermore, it exhibits a lognor-
mal size distribution, independent on the temperature of
sodium pool and the volume of cover gas.

On the other hand, the studies related to the sodium
vapor/mist deposition were carried out using a vertical
concentric annulus and a horizontal plate facing to the
sodium pool, respectively. The experiments were conducted
for laminar and turbulent mist flows, respectively and the
amount of sodium deposited on the walls of annulus and
plate was measured. The results obtained were compared
with the analytical ones based on mass transport, dif-
fusion and thermophoretic deposition, respectively. This
showed that the deposition was primarily originated in
thermophoretic process.

The small scale model experiments, simulating a annular
space of shield plug of LMFBR, were conducted to examine
the operational function of a device for avoiding the
inflow of sodium vapor/mist. Two kinds of devices, called
a convection barrier and a drip receiver, were used to
control the vapor/mist flow into the annualr space of
shield plug. Sodium mist concentration in the annular
space was decreased by the aid of these devices. Namely,
the amount of sodium deposited on the walls of annulus was
considerably reduced in comparison with the case without
devices. The annulus of rotating plug is equipped with a
device, called a Z-ring, in order to reduce sodium deposi-
tion on the annulus walls. The experiments were also
carried out on this device. The results were satisfactory.

Furthermore, a fundamental study was tried to examine
sodium vapor/mist deposition on the walls of a vertical
annulus. In the experiment the forced gas flow was intro-
duced into the annulus to reduce sodium vapor/mist deposi-
tion on the walls.
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THE EFFECT OF SODIUM AEROSOLS ON TOTAL HEAT TRANSFER

AND TEMPERATURE IN THE COVER GAS SPACE

J.C. BARRETT AND C.F. CLEMENT

Theoretical Physics Division, AERE Harwell

ABSTRACT

Following previous work, we perform calculations for heat transfer
across an idealised cover gas space filled with an aerosol of specified
optical thickness, TO. The radiative configuration factors are calculated
from T O, surface emissivities, e^ and £2» and a scattering albedo,
to* = 0.95. In contrast to a)*, T 0 is shown to be strongly dependent on the
size distribution for a sodium aerosol. Total heat transfer rates are
obtained for several possible sets of e^ and e?, and their dependence on
these and aerosol thickness, represented by T Q, is explored. The cover gas
temperature is found to be a more sensitive function of the presence and
thickness of an aerosol.

1. INTRODUCTION

The cover gas space of a fast reactor consists of a mainly horizontal
space above a sodium pool which is filled with argon gas. The heat and
mass transfer characteristics of this cavity were examined by Clement and
Hawtin [l] who predicted that the total heat transfer by sensible heat
convection and vapour evaporation and condensation should be independent of
how much of the vapour condenses as an aerosol. However, they neglected
any interaction between the aerosol and electromagnetic radiation crossing
the cavity. This neglect was remedied by Truelove [2,3] who showed how to
take into account heat transfer between the aerosol and the cover gas. His
techniques for calculating the radiant heat flux have been improved by
Williams [4], and we have recently extended his results to show that the
effect of the radiation can be to cool the aerosol, and also that radiant
heat transfer can be increased by the presence of an aerosol [5]. Here, we
report on further calculations of the effects of an aerosol on the total
heat transfer across the cavity, and also possible changes in the bulk gas
temperature in the cavity.

In section 2 we summarise the theoretical results needed to calculate
the bulk temperature, T^, and the total heat transfer rate, Q^ot» in an
idealised model. These are mainly taken from previous work [1,2,3,5]. In
section 3 we report on calculations of the radiative properties of sodium
aerosols [ö]. These give isotropically-scaled optical properties of a
sodium aerosol as opposed to unsealed properties of the asymmetric
radiation given by Truelove [3], They are then used in calculations of
configuration factors for the cavity using the variational results of
Williams [4J. We consider four different cases of surface emissivities
which include the low value of 0.03 recently predicted [7], and cases in
which the emissivity of the roof is greater than that of the sodium pool.
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This may give a realistic representation of the cavity, if the roof is not
completely covered with pure sodium.

In section A we give the results of the calculations of cavity
temperatures and the total heat transfer rates. They exhibit several
interesting features including a possible minimum in the cavity temperature
for a finite thickness of aerosol. Finally, in section 5 we draw
conclusions from the results obtained here.

2. HEAT TRANSFER RATES ACROSS A CAVITY

We consider the same model as Truelove [2]: a pair of horizontal
parallel surfaces of infinite extent separated by a gap filled with a
mixture of gas, vapour and aerosol. The heat transfer rates are shown in
fig. 1 between the bottom surface, temperature T^ and emissivity e^, and
the top surface, temperature T 2 and emissivity E2« AS a result of
turbulent convection, the central region of the cavity is well-mixed so
that we may assume approximately uniform gas and droplet temperatures, T£

and T^, respectively.

The radiant heat transfer rates are conveniently expressed in terms of
the view or configuration factors, DS^ between the drops and the plates at
T^ (i=l or 2), and S2S2 between the two plates. The scattering, absorption
and emission of radiation by the aerosol may generally be expressed in
terms of two parameters, the optical thickness, xQ, and the scattering
albedo, w. Their values can be adjusted to take account of anisotropic
scattering and we report some results of calculations for sodium aerosols
in section 3. For a purely scattering aerosol (w=l), the DS^ vanish;
otherwise DS^ increases with T Q and its maximum value, for a purely
absorbing optically thick aerosol, is Ej_. For a vVansparent medium S j ^
takes its maximum value of (1/e^ + l/e2 ~ 1) • For an optically thick
aerosol, S^S2 is zero, and, for a given value of t0, S^S2 increases with

(JÜ.

The radiative heat flux onto the upper surface is

q = SjS2aCi^-T2; + DS2a(.T(j-T2) . \\.)

If 0, is the heat transfer from gas to droplets we must also have
no /T^TA _ TA \ J. t\ — no rrfT^ — T A > f)\
iJoi Ov-11 J.J / ' x ~ U»>o O\ i j 7^ • ^ '

For 0 = 0, this equation may be solved for the radiant mean
temperature, T^, and an expression obtained for the radiative equilibrium
heat flux [5], which reaches its maximum in the transparent case with
T O = 0 :

1/e

The opposite extreme is an optically thick purely absorbing aerosol
for which the analytic expressions of Williams [A] for DS^ and S^S2 give
the following result for the equilibrium heat flux:
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qeq(u=o, TO~) = 3 ^ a(T^J) . (A)

For a given value of TQ, the heat flux for a purely absorbing medium is
always greater than for a purely scattering medium because of reemission by
the absorbing medium. For 0<io<l the heat flux lies between the two
limits.

The magnitude of the heat flux and any reduction of it caused by the
presence of an aerosol are highly dependent on the plate emissivities, e^
and £2« For example, in a transparent medium with E^=e2=0.1 the flux is,
from eq. (3), 1/19 a(T1-T2) and, from eq. (4) the fractional factor falls
to 1/20 for an optically thick purely absorbing aerosol. However, if the
plates are black (e^=e2=l) the fall from a transparent to an optically
thick purely absorbing medium is from a(Tj-T2) to half this value. Inj2
general, the larger the plate emissivities, the greater the effect of the
aerosol in reducing the heat flux. For sodium with recent overall values
of e of about 0.03 [7], very little reduction in radiative heat flux can
take place from a thick aerosol in radiative equilibrium. Sodium makes a
highly scattering aerosol but this result is hardly affected.

For a vapour—gas mixture with a Lewis number, Le, close to unity, the
combined heat transfer from gas transport and liquid evaporation and
condensation may be described in terms of the quantity [8,1,9],

5(T) = T + Lc/c"p , (5)

where c is the density-weighted mean specific heat of the mixture, L is
the latent heat of vaporization, and c is the mass fractional vapour
concentration whose equilibrium value, ce, can often be well expressed as

ce = exp(A-B/T) , (6)

where A and B are constants found by fitting experimental data. The
convective heat transfer rates between the surface and the gas shown in
fig. 1 are given in terms of a heat transfer coefficient, h„g[2], which
depends on the Rayleigh number for the cavity [l] in the approximation that
the same correlation used for pure gas convective heat transfer may be used
in the present case. This is not expected to hold in all cases [9], but
should be a good approximation at least if Le » 1 and the condensation
number, Cn, is not very small, where [9]

Cn(T) = k/(LDpce) , (7)

with k = thermal conductivity of the mixture, D = vapour-gas diffusivity, p
= total density, and ce is the derivative of ce with respect to
temperature.

We can then write the convective heat balance for the cavity as

hggteCV - C(Tg)] - 0. = hg

where for turbulent convection [l,2]
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h = 0.15 k [&_L__̂ _ 1__P] , (9)
t s T k T) "

with g the acceleration due to gravity, r| the gas viscosity, and p the
vapour gas density at some mean temperature-, T, for the cavity-, which also
specifies the other quantities.

If the roof contains penetrations, additional heat transfer into these
may be taken into account by adding a term of the form hgp[£(Tg)-5(Tp)] to
the RHS of eq. (8), where h„p is some heat transfer coefficient and T an
effective temperature which is related to T2« We do not take such
complications into account here except to remark on some possible
implications.

We have shown that, unless we have a very small aerosol density in a
small cavity, equilibration between an aerosol and its surrounding gas is
very fast so that, to solve eqs. (2) and (8) we can put

T d - T g . (10)

A fuller discussion was given previously [5J where we pointed out that
this result was implicit in the results of Truelove [2], Then T^ is the
solution of the nonlinear equation,

DS1 o(T\-T\) + hgJsCTj) - S(Td)] = DS2 a(TJ-T|) + hgg [?(Td) - F,(T2)].
(ID

The solution can range from Tcv, the convective mean obtained in the
no aerosol limit (DS^=O) and

C(Td) = iUdj) + 5(T2)] , (12)

to a value which, as we shall see later, is not necessarily that reached 1n
the thick aerosol limit (DS^ both maxima). This is because, for £j* E2»
DSJ^ and DS2 do not exactly change in the same way with optical thickness,
To-

As we have previously noted [5], whether or not the presence of the
aerosol increases T^ depends on the initial temperatures represented by the
value of Cn for ej = C2» We also consider here cases for which e^ * £2,
when the criteria are different for raising or lowering T^. The effect of
an increased convective heat transfer rate at the roof, for example from
penetrations, will be to lower Tj towards the roof temperature, T2.

Once T^ is determined, the total heat transfer rate to the roof may be
calculated from the following equation obtained from eqs. (1), (2) and (8)

I t o t = (S1S2 + \ D S l ) a T l " (S1S2 + \

+ la T^(DS2 - DSj) + I hg s [C(TX) - C(T2)] . (13)

In this equation the no aerosol limit is obtained by putting the DS^=O
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and letting Sj^2 take its maximum value. The radiative contribution to
qtot is then separate from the final convective contribution.

3. RADIATIVE PROPERTIES OF SODIUM AEROSOLS

To calculate the configuration factors needed for this problem we
first have to obtain the radiative properties of sodium aerosols. These
were first studied by Truelove [2,3] who then used them to calculate the
DS^ and SjS2« We report here the results of more recent calculations [6]
both of the optical properties and of the configuration factors using the
techniques developed by Williams [4], The isotropically-scaled properties
presented here are consistent with the nonisotropic properties given by
Truelove [3].

The optical coefficients are calculated from Mie theory for a log-
normal size distribution of sodium spheres of radius R:

A . i rln(R/Rrr)TO,n(R) = £ exp{- I [ § ]2} , (14)

where R„ is the mean geometric radius and ar the standard deviation.

Scattering from sodium is anisotropic, but it is possible to use
isotropically scaled values, to* and k * of the scattering albedo and
extinction coefficient, respectively. Averaging must also be performed
over wavelength and this has been done for black-body radiation at 500°C.
The dependence of the results on this temperature is slight [2],

Calculations were performed for the isotropically-scaled wavelength-
average extinction coefficient per unit aerosol volume concentration,
<ke*>/Vg, with results shown in Fig. 1. For a length or thickness I of
aerosol filled gas, this quantity is related to the effective optical
thickness by

T — <k *> X

—1 3 —3
where <k *>/V is in m /cm .m , the units shown, S. is in m, and p , a

are the aerosol and liquid sodium densities, respectively.

For example, with p^a « 10 kg m , an aerosol density of 10 kg m
â

and a thickness of lm would give xQ = 10 for the value of unity shown in
Fig. 2.

The results shown indicate that xQ is strongly dependent on the mean
droplet radius with a peak below R~ = 0.5 \im since the curves must all
approach the Rayleigh limit of <ke*> « 0.014 Va as Rg -> 0, which is the
value obtained from absorption.

In contrast to this sensitivity to R , the scattering albedo, io*, is
remarkably constant over the range Rg = 0.5-5 um investigated as shown in
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Fig . 3 , varying "by less than 1% from the value of 0 .95. However, as
R~ •*• 0, <oj*> must decrease rapidly to ze ro .
O

With <u)*> now fixed at 0.95 we now proceed to investigate the
dependence of the configuration factors on zQ for different values of
surface emissivities. Four cases have been considered to give a range of
possible extremes and more realistic values appropriate to the cover gas
space:

Case 1. ej = 0.1, e2 = 0.1.

At one time it was thought that 0.1 was the appropriate emissivity to
use for a liquid sodium surface, and this case would then correspond to
sodium coating of the roof as well as the pool.

Case 2. e^ = 0.1, e 2
 = 0.8.

This is an extreme case corresponding to a shiny sodium pool but a
dull (possibly oxidised) steel roof. Something approaching it could apply
for a roof not coated with sodium.

Case 3. e-[ = 0.03, e2 = 0.03.

Recent theory [7] and experiments indicate that the overall emissivity
of a clean liquid sodium surface has about this mean value, although it
slowly increases with temperature from 100 - 500CC.

Case 4. e± = 0.03, E 2 = 0.1.

This case could correspond to a clean pool but a roof not completely
coated with sodium or having a slightly contaminated sodium surface.

Calculations were performed using the formulas of Williams [4] for
radiant transfer through an aerosol at a uniform temperature. The results
are shown in Figs. 4-7 for a range 0.1 < T < 10. Also indicated are the
no aerosol limits, where DSi=O and SjS2 = X^i~

 + e
2~ ~ ^ ~ » anc* t n e

thick aerosol limits where S ^ = 0 and [ö]

0.403 E,
DS, = 1 . (15)

1 e± + 0.403 (l-ei)

We see that these are practically reached when T O = 10, but that the
values at T 0 = 0.1 can differ significantly from the limiting %Q = 0
values. A thin sodium aerosol can change the configuration factors.

4. HEAT TRANSFER RATES AND COVER GAS TEMPERATURES

Given the configuration factors for the four cases considered, the
cover gas temperature, T^, and total heat transfer rate qtot> were
calculated from eqs. (11) and (13) for specified values of T\ and T2.

We had first to calculate h g s from eq. (9), and to do this we chose
T = |(T1+T2). With a pressure fixed at 1 Atm (1.013 bar), hgs increases
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monotonically from 3.63 WTJI-2K-1 at 500°C to 4.85 Wm-2K-1 at 200°C, mainly
through the variation in p. Variations with temperature are smaller for
values of the thermal conductivity, k, and viscosity, r\, which were taken
from fits to values for argon [lO,ll], The specific heat c is almost
constant at the argon value, 521 J kg K . The variation in p implies
that it may be more accurate to use T = T^ in calculating h„s, but the
uncertainty introduced by this replacement would not be more than about 5%
in hgs.

Values calculated for Td are shown in Fig. 8 for T 1 = 520°C,
T2 = 320°C. In the equal emissivity cases, the effect of the aerosol is to
slightly increase the cavity temperature. This is because the temperature
is just below the critical value at which the radiative mean temperature
falls below the convective mean temperature given approximately by
Cn(T^) « 1 [5]. In the unequal emissivi!:y cases the presence of the
aerosol induces a dramatic change in shifting the cavity temperature
towards the temperature of the surface (T2) with a higher emissivity or
configuration factor. The maximum shift is not reached in the thick
aerosol limit, as one might expect, but at a value of T Q « 2-3. This
appears to arise from the more rapid changes of DS2 with xQ than DS± as
shown in Figs. 5 and 7; the ratio DS2/DS1 is larger in the thin aerosol
limit. For aerosol optical thicknesses xQ >, 1, the shifts in T d are large,
being about 20K and 50K in cases 4 and 2, respectively, and even ä thin
aerosol of xQ = 0.1 reduces T^ by 8K and 14K.

The total heat transfer rates for these cases are shown in Fig. 9.
Whilst their values are strongly dependent on the emissivities, we see that
they change little with aerosol thickness except in case 2 where there is a
reduction of about 15% as T_ increases above 1. For small optical depths
there are actually slight increases in qtot with %0 except in case 3
(el = e2 = 0.03). The possibility that the presence of an aerosol causes
an increase in radiant heat transfer was pointed out previously [5J. In
the cases for which EJ = 0.03, an aerosol causes no significant changes in
the total heat transfer, which is mainly convective in these cases anyway.
This agrees with our general observation that the lower the emissivities,
the less the possible change in radiant heat transfer from the presence of
an aerosol.

In Fig. 10 we show similar results to Fig. 8 for T d when T1 = 550°C
and T2 - 150°C. However, because of the larger temperature difference, the
increases in Td with optical depth are considerably larger than previously
for the case 1 and 3 with e^ = £2 and reach about 30K for ej = 0.1. We see
this in Fig. 11 where Td is shown as a function of roof temperature, T2,
for T\ = 550°C, both in the no aerosol limit when it has the convective
value, Tcv, independent of the surface emissivities, and in the different
thick aerosol limits. In the asymmetric emissivity cases, minimum values
of Tj will occur for finite values of x0 and will be less than those shown;
for example, the reductions in case 2 with e^ = 0.1 and E2 = 0.8 are about
5K at T 2 = 350°C and 10K at T 2 = 150°C as may be seen in Figs. 8 and 10.
At higher values of T2 there are slight reductions in Td from the presence
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of the aerosol as we expect in general in the symmetric cases for large
Tj[_5 J- For low T2, however, the presence of the aerosol causes a rise in
the cavity temperature because Tcv becomes relatively closer to the mean
temperature i(T1 + T 2 ) .

Finally, in Fig. 12, we show the total heat transfer results
corresponding to the values of Td in Fig. 11. In the cases with £j = 0.03
the aerosol has little effect on qtot> although it is interesting to notice
in that case 4 (ej = 0.03, e 2

 = 0 > 1) f o r T2 ~ 250°c» i t s value is increased
by the aerosol even in the thick aerosol limit. In the other cases there
are significant reductions in qtot> but we can conclude in general that the
presence and thickness of an aerosol will cause less uncertainty in qtot

than that which arises from uncertainties in surface emissivities.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The calculations made have extended our knowledge of the effect of
aerosols on the characteristics of the cover gas space. Sodium aerosol
properties have been expressed in terms of isotropically-scaled quantities
which are more convenient to use in practice. Whilst the scattering albedo
is very close to 0.95, independent of the aerosol size distribution, the
latter, and particularly the droplet mean size, has a strong effect on the
optical thickness which is greater by about a factor of 5 for small
(0.5 um) droplets than for the same mass of large (,> 3 \im) droplets.

Total heat transfers across the cavity are very little affected by the
presence of an aerosol when surface emissivities are low. For larger
emissivities there are reductions for optical thicknesses greater than one,
but in general heat transfer rates are slightly increased for small optical
depths.

Cavity gas temperatures can be affected more by the presence of an
aerosol and both increases and reductions in temperature can occur. For
equal pool and roof emissivities reductions occur when the pool temperature
is high and the the roof temperature not too low. A novel feature of our
calculations is the use of unequal emissivities. For a larger roof
emissivity, which could be realistic in practice, the cavity temperature
drops sharply even for a small aerosol thickness and, indeed, reaches a
minimum before the aerosol reaches the thick optical limit.

The effect of augmenting convective heat transfers at the roof, for
example by penetrations, would be to lower the convective mean temperature.
We would then expect smaller reductions from the presence of an aerosol
which causes reductions in the first place. Conversely, if the radiative
interaction with the aerosol has been found here to increase the cavity
temperature, it would be further increased.

In conclusion we can say that, while the total heat transfer rates is
probably insensitive to aerosol thicknesses, as opposed to surface
emissivities, the same is not necessarily true for the cavity gas
temperature.
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FIG. CONFIGURATION FACTORS DSi. DS2.AND Si S?. AS FUNCTIONS
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AEROSOL GROWTH IN THE COVER GAS SPACE

C. F. CLEMENT

Theoretical Physics Division, AERE Harwell

ABSTRACT

An aerosol equation appropriate to the cover gas space is derived with
a growth term specified by the total mass fluxes across the cavity. A
relation between the maximum supersaturation reached in boundary layers and
the aerosol number density and mean droplet size enables calculations to be
made of the aerosol size distribution, the settling flux and mean aerosol
density. Possible saturations are related to temperatures and sizes of
nuclei which could induce heterogeneous nucleation, and it is concluded
that nucleation is more likely to occur in the colder upper boundary layer.
For a fixed saturation in this layer, the settling rate increases faster
than the aerosol density with increase in pool temperature.

1. INTRODUCTION

Aerosol formation and behaviour in the cover gas space is of interest
as it directly affects mass transfer rates and can affect heat transfer
through its interaction with radiation [l]. Formation rates were
calculated [2] from the difference between the surface evaporation rate and
roof deposition rate which were obtained using the theory of Hills and
Szekely [3]. A general theory of aerosol formation in vapour-gas mixtures
has been recently formulated [4] and has been applied to water vapour
condensation in air [5J. The theory has also been extended [6], and the
purpose of this paper is to show how these results could be applied to
calculate sodium aerosol properties in the cover gas space.

We begin, in section 2, by considering the general equation which
describes aerosol formation and decay and reduce it to a form applicable to
the cover gas space. If, as is likely, the dominant removal mechanism is
gravitational fallout, the settling rate is related to the formation rate
and a moment of the aerosol size distribution. In section 3 we consider
nucleation and growth of the aerosol and relate the growth rate and the
mean aerosol radius and its number density to the maximum supersaturation
occurring in boundary layers. This supersaturation could possibly be
specified by the sizes of impurity nuclei which could induce heterogeneous
nucleation, and results of calculations relating the various quantities
involved are given in section A. We also give some results obtained for
aerosol settling rates and densities as a function of pool temperature.

2. THE GENERAL AEROSOL EQUATION

Droplets are assumed to be solely characterised by a radius, R, so
that the droplet size distribution at (x>t) is defined to be n(R,£,t).
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Then n(R,r,t) dJ,r dR is the number of droplets size R to R+dR in the volume
d r. The total number density, N(r,t), and aerosol mass density, p (r,t),
are then given by

) = / n(R,X,t)dR, (1)

p (r,t) = i it p L / n(R,r,t)R
3dR = 1 % p L R^r.t) N(r,t) , (2)

~ 3 ~ 3 ~ ~

where p^ is the liquid density of sodium.

For a well-mixed aerosol in a steady state these densities will be
practically independent of x.t, and N and pa will be used to denote space
and time averages.

The general equation satisfied by n(R,£,t) takes the following form:

ÖJL+ V.,i(R,x,t) + £ - (Rn)
9t OR

= - JdR1/dR2 6[R-(R1
3+R2

3)1/'33K(R1,R2)n(R1)n(R2)

- /dRL K(RL,R) nCR^nCR) + Sn(R,;c,t), (3)

where the various terms have the following physical meanings:

(a) vJ(R,r,t) is the droplet spatial current which takes the general form

>I = n vg + n X d - Dp Vn . (4)

Here y,H is the local gas velocity, and x^ represents motion relative
to the gas whose most important constituents are considered to be a
gravitational settling velocity, xs» and a thermophoretic and
diffusiophoretic velocity, ̂ . Here, we only consider vg whose magnitude
in a gas of viscosity n is

2

v (R) = 1 ̂ Li = 3.9 10~5 R2 ms"1 , (5)
s 9 "I

for sodium droplets in argon at 500DC, where R is in \im.

Because vg is so small compared to turbulent convective velocities,
v„, droplets will be carried round the cavity many times until temporarily
captured in a basal boundary layer from which they can be deposited.

The final term in eq. (4) represents a diffusive flux with a
diffusivity,

D =^I • !-22 10"U „V 1 , (6)
p 6-nriR R
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for sodium in argon at 500°C.

Because of its smallness, we neglect the diffusive flux, and also any
possible aerosol losses from a slip velocity relative to the gas which
could lead to turbulent ejection.

(b) In the next term in eq. (3), R is the droplet growth rate, which, for
urn sized particles, is expected to be limited by diffusion or conduction
and so proportional to 1/R [7]. Now growth will mostly take place in
boundary layers but, if droplets visit these many times before they are
removed, we can find the average growth rate from mass balance:

V -US. = 47ipL / R
2 Ä n dR dV = idA, (7)

where V is the cavity volume, i<j is the evaporation-condensation mass flux
per unit area with A as the appropriate area.

With R ~ 1/R this gives the average growth rate as

R = id/[4upL N R (V/A)R] . (8)

For a simple cavity, V/A will be the height A.

(c) The terms containing K in (3) represent aerosol coagulation which can
arise from diffusion, turbulence, or relative directional (e.g.
gravitational) velocities [ß]. We shall not go into their forms here but
simply represent them as Kn .

(d) The final term in (3) is the nucleation term which is creating small
droplets, size R. By writing down (7) we have assumed that the condensing
mass going into this process is negligible compared to that used for
growth.

Neglecting any possible contributions to growth from Ostwald ripening
or loss rates from ventilation (which can easily be included), we obtain an
average equation for n by integrating eq. (3) over the cavity and dividing
by V. We include just the probable dominant contribution from ^js over a
deposition area Ag after the divergence theorem is used on the term V.j;.

on _ _ v s ( R ) n *d o (n.
Öt V/As 4npL(V/A)NH

 m *

K n 2 + V"1 /dV Sn(R,£,t) . (9)

Experimentally, it is observed that a more or less steady state is
reached at high pool temperatures, although long timescale fluctuations in
aerosol densities have been observed at low temperatures [l3]. Then,
independent of whether the coalescence term is important in eq. (9), we
make use of the fact that it does not change the total mass by multiplying
by 4TCPT R /(3A ) and integrating over R and space to obtain the settling
rate per unit area as

110
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27 T)

We have allowed for the possible difference between the settling area,
Ag, and the evaporation area, A.

If coagulation can be neglected, a steady-state solution of eq. (9)
can readily be found:

n = nQR exp (-a R
4) , (11)

where n Q is a normalising factor and

a = 2upL
2 A s g NR/(9 T) A id) .

= 3 R/R5 . (12)

Moments of the distribution (11) are given by gamma-functions.

3. AEROSOL NUCLEATION AND GROWTH

The undetermined quantities in eq. (9) concern nucleation and growth
and we now show how recent work in this area [4,5,6] can be applied to the
sodium cover gas space. In general [4], aerosol growth can depend on the
Lewis number, Le = k/(Dpc ), where k is the thermal conductivity, p the
density, c the mean specific heat of the mixture, and D is the vapour-gas
diffusivity. Fortunately, in the sodium- argon case, calculations based on
recent measurements of the diffusivity [9] indicate that Le is very close
to unity for the important temperature range of 200-600°C. This means that
many complications are avoided and it is an excellent approximation to
write the total heat transfer current, including that carried by the
vapour, as [2,3,4]

a = - k VI = - k V(T + Lc/Cp),

= - k VT - LDp 7c, (13)

where c = pv/p is the vapour mass concentration.

The final term is just the latent heat of vaporisation, L, times the
diffusive mass current, 4.» which gives, at a surface, the amount of heat
per unit time per unit area released by condensation or needed for
evaporation.

It is convenient to define a condensation number [4,5] by

Cn(T,S) = - kVT/(- LDpVc), (14)

where S is the maximum saturation (S = ratio of vapour pressure to its
equilibrium value, pv/pve(T)) in the boundary layer away from the surface.

III
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At saturation Cn reaches its limiting value [4]

Cn(T,S=l) = k/[LDp ce'(T)] , (15)

where ce is the equilibrium vapour concentration.

From (13) and (14) the mass current at a surface is related to the
total heat current by

q

i = 1 1 . (16)
L 1 + Cn(T,S)

We can thus relate, 4>d» which is the difference between the mass
current for evaporation from the bottom surface and the mass current for
condensation on the top surface, to the total heat transfer rates. This is
just the approach adopted previously based on the theory of Hills and
Szekely [3] where results were given for S=l [2.]. Now, we generalize it to
allow for S£l and also for possible different heat transfer rates and areas
at the top (t), temperature T2, and bottom (b), temperature Tj, of the
cavity:

L(Tj) 1 + Cn(TlsS) L(T2) 1 + Cn(T2,S)
(17)

If the aerosol interacts with radiation traversing the cavity, we no
longer have qv = q.. and new values can be found from the work of Truelove
[l] or our other paper presented here [lO],

Now we assume that there is sufficient aerosol present to keep the
saturation very close to unity in the well-mixed region in the centre of
the cavity. This will certainly be the case for higher values of the pool
temperature. Then, we quote recently obtained important results [ö] for
the maximum supersaturation reached in boundary layers and its relation to
Cn:

Cn(T,S) - Cn(T,S=l)/[l±(S-l)^(^-^e-)^] , . (18)

2

() I ( ) ()
* 1 + Cn(T) a v ce

where the quantity denoted av is some average value for the boundary layer,
and the ± signs correspond to cooling and heating layers, respectively,
i.e. heat and mass flux to or from a wall.

With appropriate subcripts b and t, these equations will specify the
condensation numbers at the base and top of the cavity, with minus and plus
signs, respectively, in eq. (18).

The important general characteristic of eq. (18) is that the
dependence on (S-l)* causes sharp changes from the values at S=l even for S
close to 1. This result was first found in a model applied to water vapour
condensation [5], We have now shown that it is related to the aerosol
number density and mean radius by eq. (19).

The maximum saturation, Smax, which can occur across a boundary layer
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between a bulk temperature, Tg, and wall temperature, Tw, can be calculated
[5j. For a quasisteady state with aerosol present, the saturation given by
eq. (19) must be less than this value and held at a more or less constant
value by periodic nucleation. This is most likely to be heterogeneous in
nature in the cover gas space and can occur for a nucleus, size RJJ,
whenever

Jin S = o(T)/Rn , (20)

where a is given in terms of the surface tension, y» and specific volume of
liquid sodium by

o(T) = 2yvL/(kBT) . (21)

A. RESULTS

Some general results follow from those given previously if the aerosol
number density is assumed to be limited by nucleation and sedimentation
rather than by coalescence. If the latter is the limiting process,
nucleation is irrelevant in the solution of eq. (9).

First, in Fig. 1, we show maximum possible supersaturations, S ^ ^ as
functions of Tg and Tg-T^ together with curves showing the commencement of
heterogeneous nucleation calculated from eqs. (20) and (21). If a(T) were
independent of T, the curves would be straight lines at a constant S m a x.
For a given temperature difference, nucleation is clearly easier the lower
the temperature, so that we believe it would mainly occur in the colder
boundary layers in the cavity. If the temperature differences across
boundary layers are not large enough, no aerosol will nucleate at all.
Overall differences of about 100°C have been found to be required to
produce sodium aerosols in argon [ll,12].

Condensation numbers are shown in Fig. 2 both in the limit of S=l and
for a 50cC boundary layer. The extremely rapid variation with Ty implies
that Cn>>l except close to the pool with Tj in the range 500-550°C. Here,
Cn « 1 and it is interesting that this is the region where maximum aerosol
growth is possible for a given total heat transfer rate [A], At higher
temperatures the proportion of heat transfer by evaporation-condensation
would rise extremely rapidly, possibly making major changes in the
following results. For example, a rise in pool temperature above 550°C
would be unlikely to produce a denser aerosol or fallout rate because the
formation rate would be cut off.

In the aerosol formation rate given by eq. (17), the second term
becomes relatively small once the temperature difference across the cavity
reaches 100°C. All this means is that practically all the evaporating
sodium vapour condenses as aerosol.

Some calculations based on eq. (10) and eqs. (17-19) have been
performed using the following procedure. This may not prove to be the best
possible, but the results illustrate the type of behaviour predicted by the
equations. The equilibrium concentration and its derivatives were obtained
from the expression

ce(T) = exp(10.485 - 12565/T) , (22)
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which has an accuracy of better than 1% for a sodium vapour-argon mixture
at total pressure of 1 Arm (1.013 bar) over the temperature range 200-
600°C.

Convective heat transfer rates were calculated as described elsewhere
[2,10], but effects of changes from the radiative interaction with the
aerosol have not yet been explored. We then chose a_value of S^ for the
top boundary layer. From eq. (19) this then fixes NR and in turn S^ for
the bottom boundary layer. Then i<j and ig were determined using eqs. (17)
and (10), assuming A=AS. This gives a from eq. (12) and the aerosol
density was calculated from eq. (2) and moments of the distribution (11).
Within a numerical factor we also have in general

NR3 » (NR" NR 5)* . (23)

Results for ig and pa are shown in Fig. 3 for a choice of St=2 for the
critical roof supersaturation and a roof temperature of T2 = 120 C. The
temperature scale is chosen so as to be linear in 1/T, and the approximate
straight lines obtained on a logarithmic plot show an approximate
dependence on exp(C/T) of the quantities plotted. This is as expected from
the similar dependence of the equilibrium vapour density given by eq. (22).
However, the aerosol density is increasing at a slower rate than the mass
flux. This is the same behaviour as that observed for these quantities for
Tj > 420°C in the experiments of Himeno and Takahashi [l3], although there
were abrupt changes of behaviour at lower temperatures. The choice of St =
2 gives magnitudes for ig somewhat smaller than their values, and mgnitudes
for p a about a factor of 2 larger. This experiment was performed in a pot
and not in a cavity whose width is much larger than its height, so exact
comparisons are difficult.

Calculated values of S^, the saturation in the bottom boundary layer,
are much less than those in the top layer for the same aerosol density.
For example, St = 2 gives S^ = 1.2. This reinforces the earlier argument
that fresh nucleation is likelier at the top. Values of R were also
calculated, and these range from about 5 urn at 520°C to 1 urn at 300°C.
Corresponding number densities, N, change little, being about 5-8 10 m .

As St increases from 1.1 to 3, predicted values of i decrease by
about 30-40% but p a is much more strongly dependent, decreasing by a factor
of 5. Corresponding values of R increase by nearly a factor of 2, but N
falls by a factor of 30. Because of these sensitivities, found by
calculations made to date, it is clear that it is easier to predict some
aerosol properties but not others.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The most general equation satisfied by an aerosol size distribution
has been reduced to one satisfied by a uniform size distribution in a
cavity. This contains an aerosol growth term given in terms of the total
growth rate which is the difference between the evaporation and
condensation mass fluxes at the walls. The steady state solution of this
equation is easy to obtain if coagulation can be neglected.

IIH
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One moment of the size distribution is determined by tbe settling
rate, if this is the dominant removal process. Another moment specifies
the maximum saturation reached in boundary layers, and this has been
related to their temperatures and the size of possible nuclei inducing
heterogeneous nucleation. The results given break down if the basic
assumption that the central well-mixed region is equilibrated between
aerosol and vapour is not satisfied. This may be the case at low pool
temperatures.

We have shown how likely observables, the mass settling rate and total
aerosol density, may be calculated using the theory given here. As
expected, they increase exponentially in line with the saturation vapour
pressure above the pool. However, with the assumption that nucleation is
controlled at a constant supersaturation in the upper cold boundary layer,
the aerosol density increases at a slower rate than the settling rate, in
accordance with some experimental results at high temperatures [13], The
mean aerosol droplet size is then increasing whilst the number density does
not change much. However, the value of the number density is sensitive to
the critical supersaturation assumed.

Not all the characteristics of sodium aerosols in the cover gas have
been explained, and progress requires more experimental results to point
out which physical models and basic assumptions are most appropriate.
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Fig. 1. Maximum supersaturations, Smax as functions
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Fig. 2. Condensation number, Cn(TB,Tw,S), for sodium
vapour-argon mixtures as a function of wall temperature,
Tw- The two curves refer to a mixture with S = 1 and a
boundary layer, TB = Tw+50, with maximum S.and transfer
to the right hand scale for Tw>400°C
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ABSTRACT

In the KfK-NALA "program, experiments were carried out on the subject of aerosol

release from a contaminated sodium pool into inert gas atmosphere under various

conditions. Besides the determination of retention factors for fuel and fission

products, the sodium aersol system was investigated and characterized, con-

cerning aerosol generation (evaporation rate), particle size, mass concen-

tration, and deposition behaviour. Pool temperatures were varied between 700

and 1000 K at different geometrical and convective conditions. Technical scale

experiments with a 531-cm2 pool surface area were performed at natural convec-

tion in a 2.2-m3 heated vessel, as well as additional small scale experiments

at forced convection and 38.5-cm2 pool surface area.

A best-fit formula is given for the specific evaporation rate into a 400 K

argon atmosphere. Approximative, the very convenient relation m (kg/m2/h) =

0.1 p (mm Hg) was found. The sodium aerosol diameter lay between 0.6 \im, less

than 1 sec after production, and 2.5 urn at maximum concentration. The

deposition behaviour was characterized by very small quantities (< 17.) on the

top cover and large quantities (> 80%) on the bottom cover of the vessel.

In the modeltheoretic studies with the PARDISEKO code, calculations were per-

formed of the mass concentration, particle diameter and deposition behaviour.

Agreement with the experimental values could not be achieved until a modulus

was introduced to allow for turbulent deposition.
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1. Introduction

Tn the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center-NALA program, experiments are carried

out on the subject of aerosol release from a contaminated sodium pool into

inert gas atmosphere under various conditions. It is mainly related to the

release of fuel and fission products, but the determination of sodium eva-

poration rates and the characterization of the sodium aerosol system is an

important by-product. In this paper, we focus on the results concerning sodium

aerosols from technical scale experiments (NALA II, natural convection) and

their interpretation. For completeness, results from laboratory scale experi-

ments (NALA I, forced convection) are also given.

The program ist related to the SNR 300 core catcher problem /1/ (pool

temperatures from 700 to 1000 K, inert gas temperature 400 K). The applications

of the results, however, are manifold. For more detailed information, the

reader is referred to refs /2, 3/.

2. Description of the NALA II facility

A schematic drawing of the NALA II facility is shown in Fig. 1. The main compo-

nents are a 2.2-m3 heated vessel, a sodium pot of 26-cm i.d. with external

heating devices (acetylene burner) to be flanged to the vessel bottom, inert

gas supply, survey instrumentation, and aerosol measurement instrumentation.

The vessel is usually filled with argon gas at normal pressure (1 bar) and

heated up to 400 K; this temperature is kept constant during the whole experi-

ment. In the sodium pot, sodium amounts of the order of 1 kg are heated up to

the desired pool temperature in the range between 700 and 1000 K. By flame

regulation, a temperature plateau is approximately achieved. The duration of

external heating (0.7 to 3 h) is adjusted to the evaporation rate in such a way

that M 0 7o of the sodium pool evaporates. Temperatures were measured at six

different locations in the vessel and at two locations in the sodium pot.

During the period of external heating, all containment gas temperatures were

practically the same. A typical diagram of pool and gas temperature versus time

is shown in Fig. 2.

2/3-2
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3. Sodium evaporation rate

Strong aerosol production is observed in the vicinity of the pool. Due to aero-

sol settling and vapor condensation, the evaporated sodium is deposited at the

vessel walls, mainly as very fine droplets. Since we have a completely closed

system (including aerosol sampling and aerosol trapping in the pressure

regulating system), the total amount of evaporated sodium can be determined at

the end of an experiment. Thus, each experiment provides integral information

on the sodium evaporation rate.

The aim of the analysis is to determine a number m for the average specific

sodium evaporation rate for each of our experiments, to give a best-fit formula

to describe the m versus T relation for all of our numbers, and to give, if

possible, a simple and convenient relation (i.e., by a scale factor) between m

and the vapor pressure p.

The averaging procedure which is necessary since we have no constant pool

temperature is indicated in Fig. 2 and described in detail in ref. /2/. Average

pool temperatures and average specific evaporation rates from seven NALA II

experiments are shown in Fig. 3 and related to the vapour pressure.

The evaporation rate of a metal can be described by a correlation of the type

BD
log m = A .-0.5 log T

T

Our best-fit values are A = 8.062 and B = 5426, valid for m in units of
-2 -1

kg m h and T in units of Kelvin. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the very

convenient relation

* -2 -1
m (kg m~ h~ ) « 0.1 ; p (Torr)

can be used as a reasonable estimate of sodium evaporation rates at our

conditions.
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4. Particle-size measurements on sodium aerosols

With an eight-stage Andersen impactor, particle-size measurements were

performed on the sodium aerosols. The principal aim was to determine the time

dependence of the median particle diameter (i.e., the 50 7° mass diameter) over

the whole run time. Fig. 4 presents a typical example. The plot shows the

cumulative measured frequencies of the sodium aerosol mass distribution, in

log-normal probability coordinates, at the start of a run (t = 15 min) and at a

late phase (t = 5 hr). The mass distributions are characterized by the median

mass diameter d (m = 50 7o) and the geometric standard deviation
m 1/2

a = d(84 7o)/d(167<.) . For the example shown, we found:
g

t = 15 min: d = 0.82 um; a = 1.90.
m g

t = 5 hr: d = 2.03 urn: a = 2.20.
m g

An earlier impactor measurement immediately after aerosol formation (i.e.,

within 1 sec), yielded d = 0.61 urn (see chapter 8)

In general, it was found that d increases rapidly from initial values less

than 1 urn to maximum values of about 2.5 pm, then (after the source is turned

off) declines very slowly ; it is largely independent of the experimental con-

ditions. Deposition processes become so effective that further increases in the

50 7o value are prevented even at high mass concentrations (up to 20 g Na/m3 ).

5. Aerosol mass concentration

The condensation of vaporized sodium and thus the formation of an aerosol take

place in the immediate vicinity of the pool surface. At temperatures of about

300 °C and higher, mist formation can be clearly seen above the surface. As the

temperature rises, the aerosol formation rate increases strongly. The concen-

tration reaches an equilibrium (maximum) value when formation is balanced by

separation processes. After the source is turned off, the concentration

initially falls relatively fast, but the decline later slows down markedly.

The sodium aerosol mass concentration was measured over a span of up to 10
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hours. Fig. 5 shows the time dependence of the mass concentration for the

example of trial T 7. A significant feature of the decline in concentration

is that it can be represented approximately by two exponential functions.

Maximum concentrations up to 20 g Na/m3 were measured.

6. Deposits on walls

The deposition of sodium aerosols on the walls follows a recurrent pattern

which can be seen visually and investigated quantitavely after the tank is

opened and top cover, cylindrical section and bottom cover are dismounted. Very

little sodium is deposited on the top cover (about 0.5 7« of the quantity

released), whether the cover is heated or not. Visible traces occur mainly on

edges and projecting corners. Smooth vertical wall surfaces have only slightly

more deposits than the top cover. Most of the "wall deposits" in the

cylindrical section come from small horizontal surfaces. The total amount is

between 12 % and 18 7«. The bottom cover holds the bulk of the deposits, always

over 80 7..

Collecting plates which were mounted horizontally barely below the surface of

the top cover bore deposits similar to those on the corresponding sides of

collecting plates near the bottom cover. In contrast, the back sides had almost

no deposits.

7. Numerical simulation of aerosol behaviour

The NALA II experiments are especially well suited to studies with aerosol

behaviour codes. The boundary conditions (geometry, temperature, pressure, gas

properties) and the experimental results used for comparison (aerosol mass

concentration, particle size, quantities deposited) are known relatively

exactly. The sodium aerosols can be viewed as spherical. The partial vapor

pressure of sodium in the tank volume at 130 °C is so low that all the sodium

vaporized can be considered as converted to aerosols in the immediate vicinity

of the pool. Calculations were done with the PARDISEKO code, initially with
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version III b /4/. These calculations in which the aerosol processes of

coagulation, diffusion and sedimentation are simulated give a maximum mass con-

centration that is a factor of about 3 too large and a concentration decline

that is too slow. The typical "knee" in the measured time dependence is not re-

produced. In the calculations where "thermophoresis" is used as a parameter in

fitting to the miss-concentration curve, the deposition on the wall is often

overestimated and the particle diameter found is too large.

Finally, studies with turbulent deposition of particles on the top cover, wall,

and bottom cover surfaces, using the computational procedure given by Sehmel

/5/, reproduced the time dependence of the aerosol mass concentration, but also

simulated the mean particle size. These studies ultimately resulted in the

version IV of the PARDISEKO code /6/. In Fig. 5, an example of a mass

concentration curve (experiment versus theory) is shown.

8. Additional small scale experiments

Different types of small scale experiments (NALA i) were performed, mainly for

the purpose of variation of pool temperature, gas convection, and geometry.Two

characteristical setups are described in the following!

X . In a small, cylindrical (7-cm-diam) stainless steel vessel, sodium (Ä100 g)

was heated up to the desired temperature in an oven. The released amounts were

transported by an inert gas stream (forced convection) at isothermal conditions

into cold traps. Temperatures between 700 and 1160 K (sodium boiling) were

achieved.

Jl, An open vessel, similar to the A type, was installed in a glove box with

nitrogen atmosphere. By electrical heating, sodium temperatures up to 840 K

were achieved. The evaporated sodium was released into the ambient nitrogen

atmosphere ( T « 325 K) and sucked from there via a funnel into cold traps and

filters for complete deposition. The purpose of this series was to study the

release rates at seminatural convection in the vicinity of the pool and at

large temperature gradients in preparation of the NALA II experiments.
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A sketch of both setups is given in Fig. 6. Among others, evaporation rates

were studied at various convective conditions (see refs. 2, 3, 7), and particle

sizes were measured immediately after generation (see chapter 4). For boiling

sodium," evaporation rates of the order of 85 kg/m2/h were found.
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The measured points (from seven experiments) are
to be read against the left-hand scale. The solid
curve shows the sodium vapour pressure and is to
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are displaced just one order of magnitude against
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1. Argon carrier gas, preheated
2. Nitrogen supply
3. Oven (Tmax = 1400 K)
4. Glove box
5. Stainless steel vessel, 7 cm in diameter, 10 cm high,

with 100 g sodium
6. Stainless steel cylinder, 6 cm in diameter, 20 cm long,

with 150 g sodium
7. Open stainless steel vessel with electrical heating,

same dimensions as item 5
8. Funnel
9. Cold trap

10. Filter (0.2-/im pore size)
11. Pump and gas metering system

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of small scale experiments:
Type A, B under forced convection at isothermal
conditions, type C under quasi-natural convection
in a glovebox set-up.
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STUDIES ON GENERATION AND TRANSPORT OF SODIUM
AEROSOLS IN SOME TEST FACILITIES

N. HATTORI, PNC and T. SANO and T. SHIMOMURA, MHI, Japan

ASSTRACT

Technical performations concerning the generation, transport and
deposition of sodium mist or aerosol in the closed gas space are
important for the design and the operation of the LMFBR reactor cover gas
systems.

In this paper, several key technologies involued in the reactor
cover gas development are reviewed and summarized based on quantitative
obtained from some test facilities.

The main summarized items are as follows:

(1) Study on the aerosol generation from dispersed sodium spray surface
and from pool-surface with forced convective gas flow.

(2) Test data for the transport and deposition of sodium aerosols in
closed space.

(3) Study on the effect of downward purge gas flow on the sodium
deposition on annular walls.

(4) Basic data for the compression force to remove the deposit and
frozen sodium adhered to the wall surface.
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ABSTRACT

Technical experiences that have been obtained during the course of the
experiments to determine the sodium aerosol concentration, to study the
deposition of sodium aerosol, and to predict mechanical properties of
sodium vapor deposits are presented.

In the first study, the sodium aerosol concentrations in an inert
cover gas space over a sodium pool and those following a sodium spray
injection into an inert atmosphere were determined. The results from the
two different experiments v/ere compared with each others and were discussed
in comparison with those from the literature.

In the second study, deposition of sodium aerosol following a sodium
spray injection into an inert atmosphere was examined. The deposition
rates on the walls and the floor of a closed concrete cell were measured,
and the results obtained were discussed.

The third study relates to the sodium vapor deposition within a
narrow annul us. In the experiments, a downward argon gas flow that passes
the annulus was fed to prevent sodium vapor deposition. Average sodium
vapor deposition rates on the walls of the annulus were determined, then
the effect of the downward feed gas was discussed.

The last study relates to one of the mechanical properties and the
deformation rate of solid sodium being compressed. The purpose of the
experiments were to obtain data to predict deformation rate of the sodium
deposits.

INTRODUCTION

Engineering data on the generation, transport and deposition of sodium
mist or aerosols, in the closed gas space, are important factor for the
design and operation of the LMFBR reactor cover gas systems.

In these fields, the main efforts have been directed toward the study
on the behavior of heat and mass transfer of sodium aerosol and the method
to avoid sodium vapor deposition, for the purpose of the development of
components with high reliability. In addition, basic studies have been
performed on the mechanical properties of the deposited or frozen sodium
in order to find out what force would be required to remove solidified
sodium even if sodium deposition may adhere to the structure.

In this report, the results of our recent study concerning the above-
mentioned points are briefly presented.

1. DETERMINATIONS OF AEROSOL CONCENTRATION

Mass concentrations of sodium mists or aerosols generated from
a pool surface and from dispersed sodium spray droplets, both in an
inerted atmosphere, were determined experimentally. Then the results
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obtained were discussed and some of them were compared with those in the
literature.

(1) Determination of Sodium Aerosol Concentration over a Sodium Pool

An experimental apparatus shown in Fig.l was used to determine the
sodium aerosol concentration over a sodium pool surface. In the experi-
ment, argon gas was fed into the test pot through TEST SECTIONS A,B,C,
or D and was blown down directly toward a pool surface at a flow rate of
10 Nl/min. The excess gas was exhausted continuously through a vapor trap.
In the vapor trap, the sodium aerosol suspended in the exhausted gas was
collected. Sodium aerosol concentration was determined from the weight of
collected aerosol in the vapor trap and the total gas flow that passed
through the vapor trap.

Figure 2 shows the results as a function of the sodium pool tempera-
ture. The saturated vapor concentrations at the present cover gas
temperatures and the aerosol concentrations from reference [1] that had
been obtained under the cover gas natural convective condition are also
shown in the same figure. It is seen that the present concentrations are
approximately one order higher than those from the reference. This is
probably attributed to an enhancement of sodium evaporation due to the gas
blow down during the present experiment. In the LMFBR cover gas system
design, the present results should be taken into account, in particular, in
the design of a vapor trap where a comparatively large gas flow rate may
sometimes through.

(2) Sodium Aerosol Concentrations Following a Sodium Spray Fire Experiment

During a series of sodium spray fire experiments within an inerted
atmosphere (i.e., a nitrogen atmosphere), sodium aerosol concentrations and
their changes were measured. Here, its results are presented and discussed
in comparison with those presented in Fig.2.

In the experiment, a sodium spray was generated from a full cone spray
nozzle located at 3 m above a floor in a concrete cell having an inner
volume of 21 cubic meters. The spraying time was approximately one minute.
A series of spray experiments were conducted in this way. The mean droplet
size in the experiments ranged from 1.5mm to 2.5mm.

Figure 3 shows the results against the time from the spray initiation.
It is seen that the initial concentrations do not so differ greatly from
experiment to experiment. They are insensitive to the spray droplet size.
In addition, the initial (i.e. the maximum) concentrations of about 20 g/m3
seen in Fig.3 is comparable with the sodium aerosol concentrations shown in
Fig.2 at the same sodium temperature. These facts allow us to conclude
that, in an inerted atmosphere, the concentration of sodium aerosol depends
primarily on the sodium temperature. The concentration is insensitive to
the condition of gas convection in the vicinity of the sodium surface, and
the sodium surface area exposed to an inert gas.

2. DATA ON THE TRANSPORT AND DEPOSITION OF SODIUM AEROSOL

Summarized here is experimental data on the transport and deposition
of aerosol after the spraying in the above-mentioned nitrogen filled tests.

Illustrated in Fig.4 is the transition with time of sodium aerosol
settling flux on the floor. The flux was measured by inserting a settling
sampler dish from outside at a certain interval in an air-lock method.

Fig.5 shows an example of data of the time transition of sodium
deposition flux on the side wall, after spray discharge in the nitrogen-
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filled closed space. The settling flux is fairly greater than the deposi-
tion flux. The settling flux is large especially for the first hour or
so. The sharp drop in concentration shown in Fig.3 is probably due to the
settling of aerosols.

Given that Stokes1 law is applicable to the settling of particles,
the falling velocity Vt of particles from approx. 1 to 10 microns in size
is given as follows:

Vt - d2 (1)

where Vt: terminal falling velocity (m/h)
d : particle diameter of aerosol (m)

The in-space suspension time tf (h) is in inverse proportion to Vt and
given as follows:

The mass m of aerosol is proportional to the cube of the particle
size and therefore the settling rate W is given by the following equation:

(3)

If the equation can be applicable to respective particle sizes with a
size distribution, the time transition for a given particle size can be
derived from the time transitional measurements of the settling rate. In
the present experiment, the particle size was derived as follows:

d <* t"0-52 (4)

where t: elapsed time (h)

The transitional aerosol mass mean diameter was measured by the cas-
cade impactor, and the results are shown in Fig.6. The results are in
good agreement with the calculation from Equation (4).

The aerosol deposition flux was small compared with the settling flux
because of the marked decay of the concentration. The mass transfer
coefficient K of the deposition of aerosol, defined by the following equa-
tion can be obtained from the measurements of the deposition flux.

K = Wd/C (5)

where K
Wd
C

mass transfer coefficient (m/h)
aerosol deposition flux (kg/m^h)
aerosol concentration (kg/m3)

The coefficients K as obtained in experiments TASP-N3 and TASP-N5
were:

Experiment TASP-N3 K = 0.05 - 0.5 (m/h)
Experiment TASP-N5 K = 0.6 - 1 (m/h)

3. EFFECT OF DOWNWARD FEED GAS FLOW ON SODIUM DEPOSITION ON ANNULAR WALLS

Experiments to seek a way of preventing the upward flow of radioactive
gas and sodium vapor by downward feed gas on annular walls have been
reported in ref. [2].
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Here the effect of downward feed gas flow on sodium deposition is
described.

The test section installed in the experimental apparatus shown at the
left hand side of Fig.l was used for the experiment. The test section is
about 800mm in height. It consists of an inner cylinder with an outer
diameter of 80mm and an outer pipe with an inner diameter of 96mm. An
annular space thus provided is 800mm in height and 2mm in gap width.
The principle to prevent socS'm vapor deposition is to feed a downward gas
flow through the annulus. \v, the experiment, sodium vapor was deposited on
the annular walls of the teöt oection for a certain period of time. Then
the test section was disassembled, and the sodium deposit was recovered to
determine the deposition rate.

Fig.7 shows the measured average sodium deposition rate on the inner
and the outer walls versus sodium pool temperature. It is seen that the
average deposition rate on the inner wall is higher than that on the outer
wall. This implies that cold gas blew out in a downward direction along
the outer wall. Examination on the flow pattern of the downward feed gas
using a transparent test section having the same geometries indicated that
the cold feed gas flowed along the outer wall. It was concluded there-
fore, that the difference in the deposition rates on the outer and the
inner walls seen in Fig.7 was due to this flow pattern. According to the
previous work [2], the condition to prevent the buoyant flow by downward
feed gas is controlled by Gr/Rel.43/Fr0.35. The experimental results for
sodium deposition are summarized in Fig.8. As shown in Fig.8, the condi-
tions of the feed gas to prevent deposition on annular walls with different
gaps can be given by the following equation:

Gr jrS 32.5 (6)

where Gr: Grashoff number
Re: Reynolds number
Fr: Froude number

It is noted that the temperature difference between gas in the lower
area and blow gas, is taken as the temperature difference for Grashoff
number. And the equivalent length is twice the gap in the annular wall.

4. BASIC DATA ON COMPRESSION FORCE TO REMOVE THE DEPOSITED AND FROZEN
SODIUM

Obviously the study on the method to avoid sodium deposition is
important on the basis of the design criteria to avoid sodium deposition.
However, a design philosophy to permit sodium deposition can be an
alternative method.

In this case, the knowledge about how to remove solidified sodium, is
necessary. Therefore, we have put emphasis upon the studies concerning
the mechanical strength of sodium [3]. In the latest of that series of
studies, basic experiments were conducted to find out what force would be
required to press out solid sodium by means of compressive force. This
data is required to remove sodium deposition sticking to areas where
components are engaged with each other. Fig.9 shows an example of data
obtained when specified loads were applied in normal direction to solid
sodium with a thickness of 20mm. Test results can be summarized as
fol1ows:
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• The deformation rate of the solid sodium was comparatively fast at the
initial stage of compression. Then the compression proceeded \jery
slowly.

• The residual thickness after the initial fast deformation was smaller at
a higher temperature or under a larger load. Also, the smaller the
compression opening, the larger the initial residual thickness.

• Decrease in thickness after the initial compression: In case the compres-
sive stress was not higher than 20 kg/cm2, the residual thickness was in
proportion to the time raised to - l/4th power. If the compressive force
was larger, the reduction slowed down further.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Technical experiences that have been obtained during the source of the
experiments on determination of sodium aerosol concentration, to study
deposition of sodium aerosol, and to predict mechanical properties of
sodium vapor deposits are presented. The summaries of the results
presented are as follows:

(1) Concentrations of sodium aerosol over a sodium pool, and following a
sodium spray fire experiment both in an inert atmosphere were deter-
mined. The comparison of the results from these two different experi-
ments revealed that sodium aerosol concentration depends primarily on
the sodium temperature. The flow condition of gas in the vicinity of
the sodium surface and the surface area of sodium are found to be a
secondary controlling factors.

(2) In dispersed spray experiments in a closed space, aerosol settling flux
and deposition were measured. Then aerosol settling flux, transition
with time of aerosol particle size, and mass transfer coefficient for
deposition on wall viere discussed quantitatively.

(3) An empirical formula on the relationship between the sodium deposition
on annular walls and the condition of the downward feed gas was
obtained (see Eq.(6)).

(4) Basic data on the compression of solid sodium was acquired. Solid
sodium can be compressed easily until it is several millimeters in
thickness. After this, the compression proceeds very slowly.
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2 SODIUM AEROSOLS AND VAPOUR TRAPPING .

by M. JULIEN-DOLIAS , P. PRADBL .

( SESSION 3 )

2.1 Introduction

This paper gives a survey of the parameters influencing aerosols
behaviour in argon cover gas , production and evolution .

We selected the representative phenomena for separation and
deposition of sodium aerosols .

A comparison is given between experimental results obtained on
large pools and theoretical calculations obtained with the code
" Aerosols A2 " in the field of separation in a pipe and deposit
on cold surfaces.

We will also give a list of apparatus used for separation of
sodium aerosols .

2.2 Parameters Influencing aerosols behaviour in argon cover gas .

A great number of experiments have been held on large pools of 2
and 6 meters diameters ,the influence of certain parameters were
obvious such as :

2.2.1 Sodium temperature .

The amount of sodium aerosols increases with the temperature



2.2.2 Temperature deviation between Sodium and argon .

Experiments were realized with a 2m diameter pool , Sodium
being at 530°C and the roof inner wall at 525°C and 405°C ,
all other conditions being equal , concentration of Sodium
aerosols varies by a factor of two .

2.2.3 Temperature of sweeping argon .

On the same loop experiments were realized with a constant
argon flow but an inlet argon temperature from 120°C to 525°
C . In this case the factor of increase can reach three .

2.2.4 Sweeping argon flow

Experiments were realized on the two loops . But on the
smaller one , 2m diameter ,we had a limit on the quantity of
Sodium that could be carried away Dy the argon flow of 680
g/h ; on the larger one , 6m diameter , the limit was not
reached and at 130 m3/h the amount of Sodium carried out
was 6.5 kg/h .On that loop Sodium concentration in argon flow
varies within a factor of 3.3 when flow increases from 10 to
130 m'/h

2.3 Representative Phenomena for separation and deposition of

Sodium aerosols .

The following phenomena are included in the French DEMT
Code " Aerosols A2 " :

• gravitational settling ( Stoke's law )

• wall deposition by Brownian diffusion and thermophoresis
(Brock's law )

• particle coagulation by gravitational settling ,brownian
diffusion and turbulent gas motion

• impacts in bends

m
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2.4 Comparison between experimental ana theoretical results

We were able to do this comparison in two fields ,separation in
pipes and deposit on cold surfaces .

2.4.1 Separation in pipes .

The experimental results have been obtained on our loop Ecossa
on a pipe 21 m long and 80 mm diameter with 9 bends at 90° .

Results are in good agreement within a factor of 2.2 . In that
case there was no deposition by thermophoresis as pipes were
preheated . • ' •

2.4.2 Deposition on cold surfaceB .

The deposition was made on a cooled cell 35 cm diameter . The
cell was set in Gulliver argon cover gas , temperature of
Sodium was 180°C , of argon 108°C , of cell's wall and cover
65°C . Two phenomena are preponderant : gravitational settling
and wall deposition by thermophoresis .

There is a good agreement between calculation and experiment
within a factor of 2,6 for gravitational settling .

But calculations of wall deposition by thermophoresis do not
fit properly as they overestimate the phenomenon •

2.5 Apparatus used for separation of Sodium aerosols

2.5.1 No argon flow .

They are very small traps used to protect measurements of
pressure on a vessel or storage tank and also those used on
argon equilibrium pipes .
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2.5.2 Occasional argon flow

They are generally of a greater size depending on the maximum
flow provided but of a very simple conception . They are
generally used for expansion tanks .

2.5.3 Low argon flow

They are small traps used generally on clad failure detection
circuit . They work in the field of small argon flow from 30
to 300 liters/hour. They are coupled on the circuit with a
sintered stainless steel filter .

2.5.4 Large argon flow .

For argon flow from 20 to 130 m'/n , we use Sodium/Argon
separation column of large dimensions filled up with " Pall "
rings . It is generally coupled with a cold tank and a
sintered stainless steel filter .
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"OFEN AZIMUTAL THERHOSIPHONS IN ANNULAR SPACES "

by S. FRACHET , Y. SEVERI , P. PRADEL

( SESSION 4 )

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Azimutal therraosiphons occurs in tha narrow annular gaps
surrounding components penetrations in Liquid Metal Fast Breeder
Reactors ( pool type ) .

A numerical model,ESPAN, that computes this type of flow ,has
been developed by CEA ( See Para. 1.4 ). The test facility is
located at Cadarache Reseach Center , and has been named
"Gulliver" ( See Para. 1.3.1 )

3.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PENETRATION .:

In its dimensions ,the Tl penetration of Gulliver is fairly
representative of an intermediate heat exchanger or a primary
pump penetration of SPXl .

From the exterior going towards the interior this penetration is
composed of :

• the slab skirt in black steel »cooled by a water circuit and
equiped on the internal side with SPXl metallic insulation .

• the intermediate skirt made of stainless steel ,and equiped on
the lower part with a drip receiver »closing the external
annular space .

• the plug skirt made of stainless steel »insulated on the
external side . This skirt forms with the intermediate skirt a
second annular space »open on the argon gas plenum . The plug
is closed on its upper part by a bolted plate .
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3.3 NUMERICAL AMD EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS .

3.3.1 Experimental conditions .

• the sodium vessel is maintained at the constant temperature
of 545 °C,

• the slab temperature is also maintained constant at 40°C

• the cover gas height is about 800 mm

• the cover ga_s establishes itself at a mean temperature of
400°C " ' •

• the thickness of the open internal annular space is about
70 mm and the one of the closed external annular space is
about 90 mm

• the temperatures are averaged on 1000 values

3.3.2 Numerical conditions .

Having no knowledge of the internal skirt temperature , we
cannot directly provide boundary conditions to be applied to
the program . These are provided by a radiative and conduction
code in the structures . Therefore , in this case , we bring
about a linking of two computations .

Calculation of temperature structure is done in axisymetric
geometry, whereas flow calculations (external and internal
annular spaces ) are done in developed space .

Therefore the linking is done by :

• calculating the temperatures of the structures corresponding
to the hot and cold branches of the flow in the two annular
spaces .

• interpoling these temperatures with a law in cos(«(X/L)2)
and by introducing them as boundary conditions for the
conduction computing . We do n iterations of the two codes
until convergence . The Espan computing is done with a
grid 21 x 21 for the two annular spaces .
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3.3.3 Experimental and numerical results comparison .

3.3.3.1 Azimutal gas teap«rature profil

The temperature profils allowed to
determine experimentally the angu-
lar position of the hot and cold
branches and the number of convec-
tion cells . They also allowed us
to determine the amplitude of the
two branches , as well as their
time stability .

Figure 3.1===>

\
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We can notice that the temperature
profile in the hot branch is rela-
tively flat and in "V" in cold
branch , what we find again in the
isotherms obtained through calcu-
lations .

Figure 3.2===>
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We also find on the wall of the plug an
print but of weaker amplitude .

identical azimutal

We can point out finally that the turbulence intensity of
temperature lies between 4 and 9% in the internal annular
space and between 1 and 4% in the external annular space .

3.3.3.2 Vertical temperature profU

We can see ,on the next figure ,the gas temperature profils
as a function of the altitude for the internal annular space
along the cold and hot branches .

O.TS

O.5.5

AUlTUX

HOT BRANCH.

. . . . - EXPERIMENT
COMPUTATION

O.15 0.S O-75 4
INTERNAL ANNULAR SPACE

TEMPERATURE CAS PROFILE AS FUNCTION QF
ALTITUDE .

Q7S

as

O.0.5

• EXPERIMENT
— COMPUTATION

The temperatures obtained trough
are higher than those mesured
experimentally , especially for
the hot branch ( 13% variation )
The variations are less(6 or 7%)
on the cold branch.The gradients
on the larger part are very com-
parable .

<=== Figure 3.3

The Fig.3.4 represents the plug
skirt temperatures as a function
of the altitude .We notice a good
agreement between measurements
and calculations on the hot gene-
rating line( 2 or 3% ).The calcu-
lated temperatures on the cold
generating line are lower than
those measured (10 or 12* ).

o.is
PLUG SKIRT Bl

TEMPERATURE iKIRt PROFILE AS FUNCTION OF < = = = F i g u r e 2 . 4
ALTITUDE -

An important aspect of the dimensioning of the structures
which see thermosiphon type flows is tlie maximal azimutal
temperature difference ATmax . This ATmax is obtained on the
lower part of the plug skirt . In the calculations , we
obtain 100°C for 90°C measured , i.e. 10% of difference .
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This difference is relatively weak if we take into
accountthe industrial character of the mock-up .

3.3.3.3 Heat flux .

The heat flux brought by the open thermosiphon is
experimentaly 13.5 KW for a calculated value of 13.2 KW ,in
other word a difference calculation-experiment of 2% , which
shows a very good agreement .

3.3.4 Conclusion .

We therefore note that the shown results are either
conservative (azimutal temperature differences ) or closed to
the measured values ( heat flux ,gas and skirt temperature
Profils ).

The above numerical model .developed for technological
applications is able to predict open thermosiphons in annular
spaces with an acceptable accuracy .
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A REVIEW OF THE OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH THE PFR SCDIDM AEROSOL FILTERS

L Mascn, BSc, GRSC; E A Trevillicn, PhD, C. Chan MRSC; K R Melhuish, LRSC,
Dounreay Nuclear Power Development Establishment

The paper reviews the operational history of the PFR scdium aerosol filter
(AF) which is an integral part of the argon gas blanket clean up plant
(AGB/CUP) providing sodium aerosol free argon gas' to the reactor roof
penetrations. The problems encountered with blockages and the remedial
measures undertaken are discussed. Decontamination factors (DF) and
activity removal results are reported. The procedures developed for the
replacement and sodium removal/decontamination of an aerosol filter are
also discussed.

1. Introduction

The AF is an integral part of the AGB/CUP which is the heart of the argon
gas blanket recirculating system (Figure No 1). The recirculatory system
is part of the PFR primary containment and is capable of removing sodium
aerosol fran argon gas blanket (AGB) gas and returning it to the various
reactor roof penetrations. The designed flow rate through the AF was 7.0
x 1CT6 m V 1.

The AF comprises a stainless steel cylindrical shell 1.2 m in length, 0.6
m in diameter enclosing two sets of 28 baffle tubes 0.075 m in diameter on
obliquely mounted (45°) supporting plates (Figure No 2). The baffle tubes
contain woven stainless steel wool rolled into cylindrical 'packs'. The
baffle tubes act as flow guides for the cylindrical ' packs'. The first
set of baffle tubes contain one 'pack' each, the second set of baffle
tubes two 'packs' in each. The AF is electrically trace heated to a
maximum temperature of 200 °C.

In case of sodium carry over the AF is backed up by two vokes type F66
absolute filters, only one of which is in use at any period.

2. Operational History

The operation of the AGB/CUP fran the hot dynamic run in 1974 (AF first
used) until the end of PFR Run 4 (September 1979) was generally
satisfactory. The AF worked within the expected limits during the periods
of steady thermal power operation. However, following reactor trips the
differential pressure across the AF increased significantly leading to a
marked reduction in 'flow. This problem was overcome by bypassing the
first set of baffle tubes thus directing the flow direct to the second set
of baffle tubes (Figures No 3 and 4). This allowed the flow to return to
normal (approximately 7 x 10~6 m^s"!) within a few hours. The first set
of baffle tubes were then brought back into operation. The reasons for
the loss of flow are discussed in a later section of this paper.

During PFR Run 5 (February 1980 - September 1981) a more general problem
of loss of flow was observed during periods of steady thermal power
conditions. The flow through the ACS/CUP slowly dropped over a period of
days fron a typical level of 7.0 x 10~6 m^s~l to as low as 4.0 x 10~6
m-^s"! with a corresponding increase in the differential pressure across
the AF. The first set of baffle tubes were bypassed, as previously
described, when the flow immediately improved. Initially the bypass was
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only required for a short period of time allowing both sets of baffle
tubes to be put back into operation with the flow increased to an
acceptable level. Towards the end of PFR Run 5, howeverr the flow was
taking longer to recover and as a result the AF was operated permanently
in the bypass mode.

The operation of the AF during the PFR Run 6 (November 1981 - March 1982)
was generally satisfactory, with the required flow rates being maintained.

In view of the problems encountered during PFR Runs 1-5, however, a
decision to was made to replace the AF at PFR Reload 6 (March 1982 - July
1982) with another unit. It was decided to modify the filter by the
incorporation of a new gas outlet. The old gas outlet was to be used as a
drain line for the second set of baffle tubes if the first set of baffle
+• ibes were bypassed (Figure No 5). This would avoid excess carry over of
sodium aerosol to the absolute filter. Minor alterations to the gas line
leading to the absolute filter were also incorporated (Figure No 6).

The operation of the modified AF during PFR Run 7 (July 1982 - September
1983) was satisfactory, with required flow rates being maintained.

The operation of the AGB/CUP was interrupted twice during PFR Run 8
(February 1984 - November 1984) because of two separate but related AF
leaks. The first AF leak was identified on 8 May 1984 when flow could not
be maintained through the AGB/CUP. An inspection of the AF revealed a gas
plus sodium/sodium reaction product leak associated with the second set of
baffle tubes drain line isolation valve flange (valve AGB 1911, Figure 6).
Further inspection after sodium removal identified a crack La the valve
inlet side flange of the drain line. The AF was removed on 9 May 1984,
the drain line stub repaired and the AF returned to service on 15 May
1984. Reconmissioning tests subsequently indicated that the drain line
back to the reactor was blocked and could not be cleared. It was still
possible, however, to operate the AF with the blocked drain line. A
second AF leak occurred on 22 July 1984 at the same point. Following
replacement of a gasket on the inlet side flange of the drain line valve
the AF was returned to service. The drain line back to the reactor
remained blocked until the end of PFR Run 8. The operation of the AF for
the rest of PFR Run 8 was satisfactory. During PFR Reload 8 the AF and
the blocked section of drain line pipework were replaced and subsequent
operation during Run 9 (January 1985 to May 1985) and Run 10 (July 1985
onwards) has been satisfactory.

3. Operational Experience

3.1 Blockages

The reason for the partial blockages experienced during Runs 0-4 and
later in Run 5 are still not clear. A tentative explanation is that
they resulted from the precipitation of sodium hydride in the
aerosol filter and its associated pipework. As noted previously the
trace heating is designed to maintain the filter and lines at
temperatures up to 200 °C. Typically the temperature is in the
range 180 - 200 °C. However, occasionally the temperature has been
as low as 160 °C. The primary sodium circuit is operated at a
hydrogen level of around 0.3 ppm (equivalent saturation temperature
160 ®C). However during the period in question hydrogen levels
increased beyond this figure and as a result it was possible that
the hydrogen pressure in the aerosol filter and associated pipework
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was sufficiently high to cause precipitation of sodium hydride.

The blocked drain line following the PER Run 8 leak almost certainly
resulted from air contamination of sndiim filled piperork.

Decontamination Factors

The DF is calculated by measuring the sodium concentration (sodium
aerosol) entering the AF and the sodium concentration (sodium
aerosol) leaving the AF and then applying

DF = CE (1)
CL

where DF - Decontamination factor
CE - Sodium concentration entering AF (gM~3)
CL - Sodium concentration leaving AF (gM""3)

Tests were carried out on the whole AGB/CUP system to optimise its
performance prior to reactor criticality. These tests included save
DF measurements on the AF and indicated that a DF in excess of 1.0E4
was possible. Further DF measurements during PFR Run 0, prior to
the reactor being taken critical gave values in the range 1.0E3 to
6.ÜE3. Subsequent DF measurements were not possible because of the
increase in argon gas blanket radio nuclide activity (mainly neon
23, sodium 24 and argon 41). No measurements have been made of the
DF for the modified type of filter first installed in Reload 6.
Plans are in hand, however, to estimate these fron activity
measurement before and after the filter.

4. AF Replacement and Sodium Removal/Decontamination

4.1 AF replacement

A radiation survey of the AF prior to removal in Reload 6 indicated
radiation levels up to 5 rads hour~l (near the inlet stub) gamma on
contact. Lead shielding was folded around the AF to reduce the
radiation levels while the three connecting pipes were cut by hand
and bungs fitted, all within argon gas purged PVC bags. Two of the
bungs were hollow centered to allow pipe stubs, gas valves and
blanked union connectors to be fixed for argon gas purge supplies.

Sodium samples were obtained from the cut pipework and sent for
analysis .in order to predict the radio nuclide content of the
estimated 26,kg of sodium held in the AF. The results are given in
Table No 1 together with the extrapolated results for the total
content of the AF sodium and the actual results from the sodium
removal phase. The results are discussed in section 5.

The AF was removed from the PFR building in April 1982 and placed in
storage within a contamination control .zone in the PFR sodium tank
farm loading bay. An argon gas purge was maintained at slightly
above atmospheric pressure. During this period gamma spectrometry
was carried out through a small hole in the 10 cm thick lead bricks
forming the wall around the AF. The hole was sufficiently small to
give a collimated shine path of gamma rays incident on the intrinsic
germanmium detector.
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The AF garama spectrcmetry results are given in Table No 2. For
comparison gamma spectronetry results obtained en primary sodium
samples removed fron the reactor during PFR Reload 6 are also given.

The method for removing the second AF during PFR Reload 8 was
identical. In this case, however/ no gamma spectroscopy was carried
out. Analysis of sodium samples removed fran the filter are
currently being assessed.

4.2 AF sodium removal and decontamination

Sodium removal and decontamination of the filter removed during
Reload 6 was undertaken in a special sodium removal and
decontamination booth at DFR. Preparation for cleaning included the
drilling of 17 x 2.5 an holes in the outer cylindrical shell. The
holes were positioned such that all three of the internal
compartments had at least four access/vent/drain ports to
atmosphere. While drilling was in progress a nitrogen gas purge was
maintained via the outlet stub, each hole was sealed with a bung on
completion.

When the drilling operation was completed an internal visual
inspection of the AF was attempted using a medical fibrescope
connect to a video recorder.

The inlet side had a high density of sodium globules of between 0.2
and 0.5 an in diameter. There was no evidence of sodium wetting or
of sodium oxidation. The first set of baffles, had a similar
density of sodium globules present. The space between the two sets
of baffles had a lower density of sodium globules.

The outlet side was relatively free of sodium globules but those
present were smaller in diameter.

Following the visual inspection the AF was made ready within the
booth for sodium removal. The bungs were removed and steam applied
in a second stream of nitrogen gas; initialy for a few seconds at a
time via each of the inlet holes, in turn. ' The initial applications
of steam gave few signs of reaction and therefore the frequency and
duration of steam injections was increased until fumes and
occasional flames were observed. Steam injection was then stopped
until the reaction ceased. This process was repeated with all three
internal compartments until it was possible to leave the steam
injection on continuously. Finally the AF was filled with water and
left to soak overnight. The gaseous and liquid effluents were
monitored throughout the sodium removal of the AF. The results are
given in Table No 3.

A radiation survey of the AF after sodium removal indicated a
maximum radiation level of 100 milli rads hour"1 beta-gamma, 25
milli rads hour "̂  gamma (again near the inlet stub). This
represented a reduction in radiation levels as a result of cleaning
of 200.

A second internal visual inspection was undertaken at this stage.
The areas observed were all free from sodium globules. There was no
indication of caustic staining.
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5. Radionuclide Removal from Sodium Aerosol

A comparison of the ganma spectrometry re^alt^ obtained fron the AF
directly and from the FFR Reload 6 sodium sample (Table 2) indicate that
there are enhanced levels of all radionuclides measured in the AF. It
must be noted, however, that no account has been taken of the geometry
factor of the AF. The garrnia spectrometry was obtained along the major
axis of the AF, the 2.5 an stainless steel end plate will have attenuated
the garrnia rays in proportion to their energies. With the exception of
cobalt 60 and potassium 40 a geometry factor correction would increase the
ratio relative to sodium 22, cobalt would remain relatively similar in
ratio relative to sodium 22 and potassium 40 would decrease in ratio
relative to sodium 22. The gamma spectroscopy results were confirmed in
all cases apart from that of manganese 54 in analyses of effluent
following decontamination. (Table I). In the case of Mn 54, the isotope
was detected by gamma spectroscopy but not in effluent samples. This
probably reflected the fact that no decontamination as such was performed
on the filter other than sodium removal and that the Mn54 remained on the
steel surfaces of the filter. The main radio nuclide present in the AF
from the sodium removal evidence is caesium 137, which is present from
fuel failures during PFR Runs 4 to 8 inclusive. The caesium 137 readily
deposits in cooler regions associated with the AF and gives rise to the
handling problems of high radiation levels.

The more suprising observation was the presence of manganese 54 and cobalt
60 in the AF, a considerable distance frcm the primary sodium circuit.
The relative high volatilities of Caesium, zinc and potassium are
understood but there is no physical evidence for such behaviour for
manganese and cobalt. Seme other method of transport to the AF must
exist. In recent years other evidence for the presence of cobalt 60 and
manganese 54 in what can be termed gas space areas have been observed at
both FFR and Phenix ^K Further work on this subject is continuing in
the UK.

6. Conclusions

1. The PFR aerosol filters have, in general, worked veil and have
reduced the sodium aerosol burden level to the absolute filters to an
acceptable level.

2. An aerosol filter has been successfully removed, sodium cleaned and
decontaminated after prelonged operation in the PFR argon gas blanket
recirculatory system.

3. Two configurations of aerosol filter have been used at PFR, a DF
factor of up to 6.0E3 has been measured for the original configuration.

4. The main radio nuclide present in the aerosol filter was caesium 137
(fission product), interestingly manganese 54 and cobalt 60 were also
found.
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TADLE No 1 - THE RADIONUCLIDE QUANTITIES FROM (a) THE CUT AEROSOL FILTER PIPEWORK SODIUM SAMPLES; (b) THE
PREDICTED QUANTITIES FOR AN AEROSOL FILTER SODIUM HOLD UP OF 26,000 g AND (c) THE QUANTITIES POUND AFTER TOE
AEROSOL FILTER"SODIUM REMOVAL AND DEO0NTAMINATION

-o

OJ

ro
I

Aerosol filter
pipework
sodium samples

Cig-^fNa)

Predicted
quantities
for an aerosol
filter sodium
hold up of
26,000 g

Ci

Actual
quantities
from the '
aerosol filter
sodium removal
and
decont-
amination

Ci

Tritium

8.8 x 10-4

2.3 x 10l

9.9 x 10"1

Caesium
134

3.6 x 10-5

9.4 x 10"1

1.3 x IQ"2

Caesium
137

6.3 x 10-4

1.6 x 101

4.0 x 10-2

Manganese
54

Zinc
65

9.5 x 10~7

2.5 x 10-2

5 x 10-5

Sodium
22

Cobalt
60

9.5 x IQ"5

Sodium
24

Potassium
40
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TABLE No 2 - GAMMA SPECTRQMErRY RESULTS FOR THE AEROSOL FILTER AND TOE PFR RELOAD 6 PRIMARY SODIUM SAMPLE

ro
oo

Aerosol
filter gainma
spectranetry

Ratio

relative to
sodium 22

PFR Reload 6
primary
sodium
sample gainna
spectrcmstry

Ratio
relative to
sodium 22

Caesium
134

1.5 x 10 1 +

8.0 x IQ"2

Caesium
137

9.3 x 10 1

1.2 x 10°

Manganese
54

1.0 x 10 1

9.0 X 10"4

Zinc
65

1.5 x 10°

2.0 x lO"2

Sodium
22

1.0 x 10°

1.0 x 10°

Cobalt
60

7.8 x 10"1 *

Not
Identified

Sodium
24

Potassium
40

5.67 x 101

Not
Identified

t
*

single radio nuclide gamma
average of three radio nuclide gammas
average of two radio nuclide gammas
energy range used did not cover the potassium 40 radio nuclide gamma energy
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TABLE No 3 - GASEOUS AND LIQUID EFFLUENT'S FROM THE AEROSOL FILTER SODIUM REMOVAL AND
DEOONTAMINATION

DFR No 2 Main Effluent P i t

Intennediate Catch Pot

Gas/Aerosol Scrubber

Sodium

(g)

10,800

330

770

Tritium

(Ci)

8

3

1

.0 x 10"!

.1 x 10-2

.6 x 1Q-1

Radio

4.1 x

2.0 x

2.5 x

Beta
Nuclides

(Ci)

10-1

10-2

10-3

Gamma
Radio Nuclides

(Ci)

4

1

2

.1 x 10"!

.8 x 10-2

.5 x 10-2
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NATURAL CONVECTION IN A SEMI-ENCLOSED ANNULUS

+ + * +

Ainsworth R. W. , Aitchison G. F. , Davidson J. , Hallas N. J.

ABSTRACT

Extensive experimental work has been carried out on a 3.72 m high

semi-enclosed annulus to study heat and mass transfer from a heated lower

plenum to the cooled annulus walls. The experimental results indicate the

presence of hot gas lobes which tend to rotate around the annulus, and that

asymmetry in the annulus stablises the flow.

+AERE Harwell

*NNC Risley
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1. INTRODUCTION

In all pool type LMFBRs the hot sodium is separated from the cooled roof by
argon cover gas. Since the sodium is typically 400 to 500°C hotter than the
cooled roof natural convection may give rise to enhanced heat and mass
transfer between the sodium pool and the roof structure. This problem is
particularly important in the annular gaps which are formed between
penetrations, such as the intermediate heat exchangers and pumps, and the
roof itself. Here an unstable situation, of a hot open plenum below an
annulus with cooled vertical walls can lead to time dependent, enhanced heat
transfer to the annulus walls.

A comprehensive series of experiments have been carried out to study the heat
and mass transfer within a vertical annulus using air and water as working
fluids. Measurements of gas temperature and heat flux on the walls have been
made on a large 3.72 m high annulus rig, whose annular gaps were varied
between 10 and 200 mm. Both inner and outer walls were cooled, while a hot
plenum was maintained below the annulus. Mathematical models have been
developed to predict the thermal performance of this annulus.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME

2.1 Description of Apparatus

The annulus rig, shown in figure 1 consists of a 3.72 m high annulus made up
of a fixed outer steel cylinder of 0.67 m diameter. Several inner steel
cylinders were used in the rig to obtain a working gap of 10, 30, 50 and
200 mm. The inner cylinder could be moved to produce an accentric annulus.
The bottom of the annulus was opened to a plenum containing heaters which
could be controlled up to 250°C. Both inner and outer walls of the annulus
were water cooled and were maintained at 25°C.

Temperature measurements were made using chromel/alumel thermocouples. These
monitored gas temperature distributions in vertical, azimuthal and radial
direction: at six specific vertical locations and at ten radial positions at
each height. Thermocouples near the mouth of the annulus (at 0 and 10 mm
from the entrance) were mounted on a rotating carousel which enabled
measurements to be taken at any angle around the annulus. Heat flux
measurements using discrete heat flux meters positioned on the outer wall
were also made. The thermocouples were connected to a data logger/
micro-computer in order to enable various data sampling strategies to be
implemented . Because the temperatures were unsteady, certain thermocouples
were scanned 60 times from which mean and standard deviations were computed.

2.2 Programme of Work

The experiments investigated the effects of:

(i) Annular gap size (10, 30, 50 and 200 mm)

(ii) Base temperature (100-250°C)

(iii) Air purging, supplied at the top of the rig (flowrates from 200 to
720 1/min)

(iv) Vertical barriers inserted in the annulus

(v) Eccentricity of the annulus
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on the thermal performance of the annulus. Experimental work was also
undertaken to measure the mass transfer in the annulus by placing heated
water (at 5O-6O°C) in the lower plenum and collecting the condensate.

3. RESULTS

3.1 General Flow Structures Present in the Annulus Gas

Measurements indicated that gas temperature in the annulus is highest at the
mouth and then falls rapidly as one moves up the annulus. The radial
temperature distributions across the annulus showed steep temperature
gradients close to the walls, with a peak in temperature near the gap centre.
Simultaneous monitoring of thermocouples in two vertical lines on opposite
sides of the annulus suggested that the gas temperature on opposite sides of
the annulus were correlated; high temperature on one side corresponding to
low temperatures on the opposite side. This is clearly shown on figure 2
which presents the temperature/time traces for ten thermocouples at five
vertical locations, at two azimuthal positions positions which are 18O°C out
of phase. These results could be explained by the presence of rotating hot
and cold lobes of gas. These give rise to large temperature variations which
are observed with time and also account for the sychronisation of the hot and
cold temperatures being in phase with a 18O°C azimuthal displacement.

3.2 Effects of Base Temperatures and Annulus Gap

Figures 3a, b, c and d present the vertical temperature distribution in the
annulus for the four annular gap widths investigated, and for base
temperatures of 100, 150, 200 and 250°C. The highest base temperature
produces the highest temperatures in the annulus and were also observed to
give the greatest temperature fluctuation. Figure 3 also indicates how the
effect of gap width strongly affects the penetration distance of the hot gas.
For the narrow 1 cm annulus, the temperature of the gas is rapidly reduced to
the wall temperatures (25°C), while for the wide gaps, the hot gas from the
plenum penetrates all the way to the top of the annulus.

3.3 Effects of air Purging from the Roof

Figure Ha, b and c present the monitored vertical temperature distributions
when air is pumped in at the top of the annulus for the various gap widths.
The 5 cm annulus experiment showed that only at the top, did purging lower
the gas temperature significantly, while for the narrower annuli, purging
reduced the gas temperature along the whole annulus. This is partly due to
the fact that higher purge velocities were used for the narrower annuli, and
partly because of the enhancement in the natural convection heat transfer
which occurs as the gaps are widened.

3.4 Effects of Vertical Barriers

Experimental work using the 5 cm annular gap has been carried out with a
vertical barrier placed between the inner and outer wall. The average
vertical temperature profile was little affected by the barrier, however the
temperature distribution azimuthally around the annulus clearly showed that
the gas temperature adjacent to the barrier was relatively cold, while 180°
around the annulus was relatively hot. Figures 5a, b and c present some
characteristic results; figure 5a present the azimuthal temperature
distribution on a polar graph at the mouth and at 5 cm from the mouth of the
annulus. Figures 5b and 5c show the resultant temperature distributions for
the cases when the vertical barrier is Dlaced at 77° and 257°. From these
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results it is inferred that the barrier tended to stabilize the flows; with a
hot lobe entering the annular gap 180° from the barrier and a cold lobe
falling down the barrier. The barrier seems to prevent azimuthal rotation.

It is believed that the cold lobe is formed adjacent to the barrier, because
the barrier itself acts as a cold fin from the two cooled walls.

3.5 Effects of Eccentricity

The effects of eccentricity were studied for both the 1 cm and 5 cm annuli.
For the 5 cm rig, the inner tube was moved so as to form an accentric annulus
with a minimum gap of 1 cm and a maximum gap of 9 cm. The mean vertical
temperature distribution showed little change, however, the temperature
distribution in the azimuthal were strongly affected, showing high gas
temperatures in the region of largest gap and lowest temperature at the
narrow gap areas. These effects are shown in figures 6a and b which present
data for the 1 cm gap experiment. Figure 6a shows the azimuthal temperature
distributions for the symmetric annulus at the mouth and 5 cm from the mouth,
while figure 6b presents the results for the eccentric annulus, when the gap
at the 0° position was 5 mm and that at the 180° position was 15 mm. The
flow seemed to be stabilised in these experiments, ie. no rotating lobes were
observed.

i). CONCLUSIONS

An experimental programme has been carried out to investigate the thermal
performance of an annular gap with cooled walls, opened to a hot plenum at
the bottom. The results have indicated that, at the high Grashof numbers at
which the experiments were conducted, the gas flow and temperature of the gas
showed a high degree of fluctuation. The monitored temperature distributions
suggest the presence of rotating lobes of hot gas going up the annulus from
the hot plenum and cold gas going down the annulus, into the plenum below.
It was also demonstrated that the rotation of these lobes could be stopped
and replaced by stable hot and cold zones by either introducing vertical
barriers or constructing an eccentric annulus. It was found that the cold
leg was 'locked' at the barrier or at the narrowest point of the eccentric
annulus, while the hot leg was 180° from the cold one. Cold air purging from
the top only had significant effects on the temperature distribution in the
annulus at the highest air velocities, which occurs with the narrowest gaps.
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SESSION 4

" Open azimutal thernosiphons in annular spaces . Comparison between
experimental and numerical results ."

We show experimental and numerical results from an open
vertical annular space ,with natural convection .We consi-
der the Tl penetration in Gulliver rig .This test facility
represents the upper shuttings of a Sodium Cooled Fast
Breeder reactor .

The numerical model (called ESPAN) ,that computes the flow
which occures in open vertical annular space, has been de-
veloped by the CEA and used a finite difference method .
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"OPEN AZIMUTAL THERMOSIPHONS IN ANNULAR SPACES "

by S. FRACHET , T. SEVERI , P. PRADEL .

( SESSION 4 )

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Azimutal tnermosiphons occurs in the narrow annular gaps
surrounding components penetrations in Liquid Metal Fast Breeder
Reactors ( pool type ) .

A numerical model,ESPAN, that computes this type of flow ,has
been developed by CEA ( See Para. 1.4 ). The test facility is
located at Cadarache Reseach Center , and has been named
"Gulliver" ( See Para. 1.3.1 )

3.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PENETRATION .:

In its dimensions ,the Tl penetration of Gulliver is fairly
representative of an intermediate heat exchanger or a primary
pump penetration of SPXl .

From the exterior going towards the interior this penetration is
composed of :

• the slab skirt in black steel ,cooled by a water circuit and
equiped on the internal side with SPXl metallic insulation .

• the intermediate skirt made of stainless steel ,and equiped on
the lower part with a drip receiver ,closing the external
annular space .

• the plug skirt made of stainless steel ,insulated on the
external side . This skirt forms with the intermediate skirt a
second annular space ,open on the argon gas plenum . The plug
is closed on its upper part by a bolted plate .

177
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3.3 NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS .

3.3.1 Experimental conditions .

• the sodium vessel is maintained at the constant temperature
of 545°C

• the slab temperature is also maintained constant at 40°C

• the cover gas height is about 800 mm

• the cover gas establishes itself at a mean temperature of
400°C

• the thickness of the open internal annular space is about
70 mm and the one of the closed external annulrx space is
about 90 mm

• the temperatures are averaged on 1000 values

3.3.2 Numerical conditions .

Having no knowledge of the internal skirt temperature , we
cannot directly provide boundary conditions to be applied to
the program . These are provided by a radiative and conduction
code in the structures . Therefore , in this case , we bring
about a linking of two computations .

Calculation of temperature structure is done in axisymetric
geometry, whereas flow calculations (external and internal
annular spaces ) are done in developed space .

Therefore the linking is done by :

• calculating the temperatures of the structures corresponding
to the hot and cold branches of the flow in the two annular
spaces .

• interpoling these temperatures with a law in cos(n(X/L)2)
and by introducing them as boundary conditions for the
conduction computing . We do n iterations of the two codes
until convergence . The Espan computing is done with a
grid 21 x 21 for the two annular spaces .

ns



3.3.3 Experimental and nuaerical results comparison .

3.3.3.1 Azimutal gas tenpwature profil .

The temperature profils allowed to
determine experimentally the angu-
lar position of the hot and cold
branches and the number of convec-
tion cells . They also allowed us
to determine the amplitude of the
two branches , as well as their
time stability .

Figure 3.1===>
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We can notice that the temperature
profile in the hot branch is rela-
tively flat and in "V" in cold
branch , what we find again in the
isotherms obtained through calcu-
lations .
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We also find on the wall of the plug an
print but of weaker amplitude .

identical azimutal

We can point out finally that the turbulence intensity of
temperature lies between 4 and 9% in the internal annular
space and between 1 and 4% in the external annular space .

3.3.3.2 Vertical temperature prof11 .

We can see ,on the next figure ,the gas temperature profils
as a function of the altitude for the internal annular space
along the cold and hot branches .

<3i75

O.2.5

AU ma

HOT BRANCH.

, . . EXPERIMENT
COMPUTATION

ais 0.5 o.7S \
INTERNAL ANNULAR SPACE

TEMPERATURE CAS PROFILE AS FUNCTION OF
ALTITUDE. •

£75
• EXPERIMENT

— COMPUTATION

a i s

The temperatures obtained trough
are higher than those mesured
experimentally , especially for
the hot branch ( 13% variation )
The variations are less(6 or 7%)
on the cold branch.The gradients
on the larger part are very com-
parable .

<=== Figure 3.3

The Fig.3.4 represents the plug
skirt temperatures as a function
of the altitude .We notice a good
agreement between measurements
and calculations on the hot gene-
rating line( 2 or 3% ).The calcu-
lated temperatures on the cold
generating line are lower than
those measured (10 or 12% ).

O.15 as *-75
PLUC SKIRT Bl

TEMPERATURE SKIRT PROFILE ASFXJNCTION OF < = = = F i g u r e 2 . 4
ALTITUDE -

An important aspect of the dimensioning of the structures
which see thermosiphon type flows is tho maximal azimutal
temperature difference ATmax . This ATmax is obtained on the
lower part of the plug skirt . In the calculations , we
obtain 100°C for 9u°C measured , i.e. 10% of difference .
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This difference is relatively weak if we take into
accountthe industrial character of the mock-up .

3.3.3.3 Beat flux .

The heat flux brought by the open thermosiphon is
experimentaly 13.5 KW for a calculated value of 13.2 KW ,in
other word a difference calculation-experiment of 2% , which
shows a very good agreement .

3.3.4 Conclusion .

We' therefore note that the shown results are either
conservative -(azimutal temperature differences ) or clcc^d to
the measured values ( heat flux ,gas and skirt temperature
profils ).

The above numerical model »developed for technological
applications is able to predict open thermosiphons in annular
spaces with an acceptable accuracy .
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EXPERIMENT ON THERMAL INSULATION AND SODIUM DEPOSITION OF SHIELD PLUG

K. Hashiguchi, M. Honda, H. Shiratori, 0. Ozaki (Toshiba)
M. Suzuki (PNC)

ABSTRACT

A series of experiments on temperature distribution and thermal
insulation characteristics was conducted using a reduced scale model of
LMFBR shield plug.

Observation and measurement of sodium deposition were also conducted
on the model after the experiment.

The effect of annul us natural convection was clarified for tempera-
ture and the thermal insulation characteristics from evaluating the result.

Temperature distribution analysis was conducted successfully by com-
bining the general purpose structural analysis program NASTRAN and vertical
annul us natural convection analysis program VANAC.

Moreover, significant effect was substantiated for the annulus convec-
tion barrier to increase the thermal insulation performance, narrow hori-
zontal gap structure to prevent sodium deposition and thermal insulation
plates.
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1. Introduction

LMFBR has components in cover gas such as shield plug, and the com-
ponents which stands from sodium environment to cover gas environment, such
as vessel and UCS (upper core structure) as upper structure.

Although temperature distribution of upper structure is maintained
uniform in sodium of good conductor, temperature distribution in cover gas
tends to be rather ununiform radially and circumferentially, since conduc-
tivity of gas is low and heat from the structure is transfered by combined
radiation, natural convection, and conduction ununiformly to the upper low
temperature region.

The upper structure should be designed to avoid large temperature
ununiformity in circumferential or radial direction, which causes large
thermal deformation.

In order to accomplish the design of such a structure, substantial tem-
perature distribution experiments and analysis are required.

Since the upper surface of a shield plug should be maintained at low
temperature, to protect electric devices from high temperature, high per-
formance thermal insulation and cooling layer are required for the shield
plug. , 2)

Moreover preventive structure against sodium deposition is required ' '
for maintaining function of rotating plug during the whole reactor life.

In the present study, evaluation on heat transfer characteristics,
temperature distribution analysis, effectivity of structure to accomplish
uniform temperature distribution and effectivity to prevent sodium deposi-
tion on the vertical annular wall were performed by substantial experiments
on a reduced scale shield plug model of LMFBR.

2. Experimental apparatus and experimental conditions

2.1 Experimental apparatus

Figure 1 shows reduced scale shield plug model (Shield Plug Thermal
Insulation Test Apparatus) of LMFBR.

It includes thermal liner, fixed plug, rotating plug, UCS and level
meter plug of reduced scale.

Fixed plug, rotating plug, and UCS have thermal insulation layers,
including multiple insulation plates and supports, radiation shield layer
made from three pieces of thick plate, cooling layer, upper plate and outer
sleeve. Only the fixed plug has an inner sleeve. As an annular tub is
settled at the inner bottom of the thermal liner.

Annul us sodium level between the vessel and the thermal liner is
lowered by pressurizing the annul us space in order to simulate the two
sodium levels.

Each annular gap widths are selected as same scale with LMFBR, for
the degree of natural convection mostly effected by this scale.

Though in the early stage of this experiment, convection barrier was
not mounted in annuli, in the latter stage of experiment, multi-stage fin
type convection barriers were mounted at both inner and outer face of the
thermal liner and a ring type convection barrier was mounted at the inner
side of thermal insulation plate of rotating plug to prevent annulus natu-
ral convection around the fixed plug and UCS, respectively.
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A Z ring mounted under the cooling layer was set at the middle position
of the annul us between the fixed and the rotating plug to maintain a 5 mm
horizontal gap, in order to prevent sodium deposition on the annular wall
above the horizontal gap at the Z ring.

2.2 Experimental conditions

Table 1 shows the experimental conditions for the shield plug thermal
insulation experiment.

The convection barrier setting was performed after experiment 2.
Therefore, experiment 1 and 2 were carried out without convection barriers
and the experiment 3 was carried out with convection barriers.

Observation of sodium deposition conditions was made after experiments
2 and 3, respectively.

Experiment 2 was performed to study the effect of high temperature
duration on temperature distribution and thermal insulation performance.

3. Experimental result

3.1 Temperature distribution

Figure 2 shows the circumferential temperature distribution of the
annular gas between fixed plug and the thermal liner in experiment 1.

Maximum circumferential temperature difference is about 230°C. The
position of the highest temperature is 180° apart from the lowest tempera-
ture position. Therefore, annulus natural convection, which causes large
temperature difference, is estimated to be one circumferential pair.

Figure 3 indicates the longitudinal temperature distribution of fixed
plug in each circumferential angle which shows that a large temperature dif-
ference occurs at the bottom of shield plug.

It is found that the smaller the diameter is, the smaller the tempera-
ture difference is.

Therefore, circumferential temperature difference is estimated to be
caused mainly by annulus natural convection between the fixed plug and the
vessel.

In experiment 1, the positions of the highest and the lowest tempera-
ture wavered circumferentially.

Figure 3 shows the temperature distribution of annulus gas between the
fixed plug and the vessel in experiment 2. Results shows different posi-
tion of the highest and the lowest temperatures circumferentially and a
smooth temperature distribution curve compared with experiment 1.

Maximum temperature difference of circumferential distribution is
almost the same as in experiment 1.

Since temperature wavering had not occured in experiment 2, stable
temperature conditions had been accomplished.

In experiment 3, circumferential temperature difference of annulus gas
between the fixed plug and the thermal liner is reduced to a 40 % level
compared to the case without the convection barriers, as shown in Fig. 4,
due to repression of natural convection.
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3.2 Heat transfer rate

Table 2 shows the heat transfer rate distribution and heat releasing
rate above the bottom of the shield plug in each experiment. By setting the
convection barrier between the fixed plug and thermal liner, heat releasing
rate in the shield plug is reduced to 1/2 of the case without barrier.

Therefore, the heat transfer rate in a shield plug is affected signi-
ficantly by the annulus natural convection.

4. Analysis of annulus natural convection

Multiple band one dimensional analysis of annulus natural convection
was performed by postulating a pair of convection streams as shown in Fig. 5.

Mass balance is represented by

P1A1VI = P2 A2 V2 = P3A3V3 '
The momentum balance equation is replaced by a pressure balance equation
considering the buoyancy term, viscous and inertia pressure loss term as

•/' (2)

Heat balance is represented by

dTr
c
P
pa VAF I T = hcL' (Twi " V + hcL2(Tw2 " V •

Calculation flow of Vertical Annulus Natural Convection Analysis
Program (VANAC) is also shown in Fig. 5.

The analysis was performed at first for experiment 1. If the annular
wall is assumed to be smooth, calculation result of heat transfer to the
wall from gas gives too large value, compared with the value in Table 2.

Accordingly, heat transfer reduction due to an increase in friction
loss by sodium deposition was estimated.

The wavering of natural convention in the early stage of experiment
is also estimated to be caused by friction loss increase due to circum-
ferential ununiformity of sodium deposition.

Friction loss in a large velocity region tends to be increased, since
the mass transfer rate increases in a region of high Reynolds Number.

If the Fanning's friction factor is assumed to be 0.02, calculated
result of heat transfer rate indicate good agreement with the experimental
result.

Calculated heat flux distribution indicates a large value in the upward
side, as shown in Fig. 6, which causes ununiform temperature distribution.

Moreover, the temperature distribution analysis of SPINTA was performed
by general purpose structural analysis program NASTRAN using the heat flux
distribution calculated by VANAC.

Figure 7 indicates a comparison which shows a fairly good agreement.
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5. Observation of sodium deposition conditions and measurement result
on the amount of sodium

5.1 Effect of preventive structure against sodium deposition

Figure 8 indicates the circumferential thickness distribution of
sodium accumulated on the Z ring. Since the gap width above the Z ring is
maintained at 5 mm, the horizontal gap is filled with sodium almost com-
pletely.

By a balance between gravity force and the surface tension of sodium,
the accumulated sodium height is represented by

h = /(I - cos 8)a
/ pg

Since the contact angle 8 is about 100° ' under conditions where
sodium temperature is below 300°C, 7 mm height of sodium which is enough
to fill the gap, accumulates on a horizontal plate.

The accumulated sodium completedly repressed annul us natural convec-
tion through the horizontal gap at the Z ring.

Table 3 is the measurement result of sodium deposition amount on the
vertical rotating plug wall above the narrow horizontal gap at the Z ring,

The amount is small enough to assure the function of rotating plug
during the whole reactor life (30 years), for sodium deposition after 30
years is estimated at below 10-4 g/cm2 considering the basic experimental
resultl>2) and sodium saturation vapor pressure.

5.2 Sodium deposition between thermal insulation plates

Figure 9 is a photograph of sodium deposition between thermal insu-
lation plates.

Some sodium drops are suspended by a surface tension from the upper
plates. Assuming a hemispherical drop, drop diameter is represented by

d =

The calculated diameter of 15 mm almost agrees with the observation.
Accumulation height of sodium is represented by Eq. 4.

It is estimated that sodium bridge does not occur since the gap between
plates is 20 mm and the maximum occupied sodium thickness between plates is
calculated to be about 15 mm if the contact angle is below 100°.

In this observation, it was confirmed that no sodium bridge occured to
reduce the thermal insulation performance.

6. Conclusion

Using the reduced scale shield plug model (Shield Plug Thermal Insula-
tion Test Apparatus) of LMFBR,' the heat transfer experiment was conducted
to obtain the data on thermal insulation and temperature distribution.
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After the thermal insulation experiment was completed, observation
of sodium deposition conditions and measurement on the amount of sodium at
the vertical annular wall of the rotating plug were performed to evaluate a
horizontal narrow gap-type preventive structure against sodium deposition.

The following conclusions have been obtained.
(1) Temperature distribution and heat transfer rate in the shield plug

are significantly affected by the natural convection in the shield
plug annuli.

(2) Multi-Stage fin-type convection barriers set in the annular space
between the vessel and the shield plug,is significantly effective for
reducing heat transfer rate and for making the circumferential tem-
perature distribution uniform.

(3) Temperature distribution analysis was performed by general purpose
structural analysis program NASTRAN using the boundary heat flux cal-
culated by vertical annul us natural convection analysis program.
The result indicate fairly good agreement with the experiment results.

(4) Preventive structure against sodium deposition is so effective that
the sodium deposition at the vertical annular wall above the narrow
horizontal gap is quite little enough to keep function of rotating
plug during the whole reactor life.

(5) No sodium bridge reducing the thermal insulation performance was
observed between the thermal insulation, layer plates in the shield
plug.

1. Nomenclature

T

Ti
T,
V'
V
V
V
d
f
g
g
h
h
1
P
v
x
P
P

g
.wi

c

c

apl

sectional area of upward flow (m2)
sectional area of circumferential flow (nr)
sectional area of circumferential flow (m2)
mesh length of inner wall (m)
mesh length of outer wall (m)
gas temperature (°C)
temperature of inner wall (°C)
temperature of outer wall (°C)
velocity of natural convection (m/h)
upward velocity of natural convection (m/h)
circumferential velocity of natural convection (m/h)
downward velocity of natural convection (m/h)
drop diameter (cm)
Fanning's friction coefficient (-)
gravity accelation constant = 980 (cm/s2)
conversion coefficient of gravity accelation constant unit
(kg-m/kg-s2)
height of sodium accumulation (cm)
heat transfer coefficient (kcal/m2h°C)
length of convection stream in annul us (m)
pressure (kg/m2)
velocity (m/s)
length (m)
density of sodium (g/cc)
density of cover gas (g/cc)
density of upward flow (g/cc)
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P2 : density of c i rcumfere- t ia l f low (g/cc)
p3 : density of downward f low (g/cc)
8 : contact angle of sodium (degree)
a : surface tension of sodium (dyne/cm)
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Table 1 Experimental Conditions

Experiment No.

1

2

3

Experimental Conditions

Duration

Short

Long

Long

(High Temperature
Duration)

y 2280 hrs

2088 hrs

Convection barrier

No.

No.

Yes
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Table 2 Heat Transfer Rate and Heat Releasing Rate of SPINTA

(Unit is kcal/hr)

Item ~~\-̂ _̂ ^
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Tr
an
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V
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Vessel

Thermal Liner

Fixed Plug
Outer Sleeve

Inner Sleeve

Rotating Plug
Sleeve

UCS Sleeves

CRD

Heat Insulation
of Fixed Plug

Heat Insulation
of Rotating Plug

Heat Insulation
of UCS

Others

Fixed Plug
Cooling Layer

Rotating Plug
Cooling Layer

UCS Cooling
Layer

Side Face

. Upper Surface

Total Heat
Releasing Rate

I

450

370

70

30

30

250

69

750

250

17

(10816)

4820

2030

248

4660

1344

13102

II

200

250

50

30

50

200

60

600

150

15

(11350)

5020

1740

250

4660

1285

12955

III

700

750

200

70

100

220

"69

1500

300

24

(2797)

2950

1400

250

1630

500

6730
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Table 3 Amount of Sodium Deposition

Circumferential angle

0°

90°

180°

270°

Sampling weight
(g)

8.86 x 10-4

5.94 x 10-3

2.7 x 10-3

9.59 x TO'3

Area (cm^)

100

144

100

100

Sodium deposition
(g/cm2)

8.86 x 10-5

4.13 x 10-5

2.7 x 10-5

9.59 x TO"5

191
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EMISSIVITY MEASUREMENTS OF LIQUID SODIUM AND SOME

SODIUM CONTAMINATED STEEL SURFACES

by

P G Barnett ,P J Gentry , J D Jackson and D K W Tong

Summary

An experimental technique suitable for making radiometric emissivity
measurements of chemically active surfaces in the presence of an inert cover
gas is described. Results for liquid sodium over the temperature range 200 to
650°C are presented and compared with theoretical predictions. Various steel
surfaces at some time exposed to sodium have been studied for temperatures
within the range 200 to 800°C:the results vary with material and surface
history and may change during measurement due to trace impurities in the cover
gas.

UKAEA, Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow Group, Windscale NPDL

Manchester University, Nuclear Engineering Department
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding and assessing heat transfer in and across the cover gas of a
sodium cooled fast reactor requires total hemispherical emissivity values for
liquid sodium and various steel surfaces exposed to sodium. Such measurements
must be made in an inert environment simulating the reactor cover gas
conditions. A survey of possible measuring techniques was made by P G Rarnett
and P J Gentry of the UKAEA's Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow Group at Windscale
following which a suitable pyrometer was identified and experimental
facilities designed. The facilities were constructed, commissioned and used
to obtain the required information by J D Jackson and D K W Tong of the
Nuclear Engineering Department, University of Manchester under a UKAEA Extra
Mural Contract. A brief account of the work is presented in this paper: a
more comprehensive description will be presented at the 3th International Heat
Transfer Conference in 1986, Reference 1.

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

Total hemispherical emissivity measurements are normally made using a
calorimetric method, ie essentially recording the temperature difference
between two surfaces necessary to transfer a known amount of heat. In the
case of liquid sodium such methods are impracticable because the intervening
gas space must be evacuated to eliminate natural convection heat transfer: low
gas pressures enhance evaporation. Also steel surfaces may react in an
unrepresentative manner with trace cover gas impurities due to, for example,
differing oxygen potentials of the constituent metals. The need for a
radiometric method of measurement becomes apparent. Such methods involve
viewing the radiating surface from one or more angles using a suitable
pyrometer.

In most engineering calculations surfaces are assumed to be diffuse emitters
and reflectors of radiation, ie equal energy in all directions. In practice
significant deviations from this assumption may be encountered. Figure 1
shows typical properties of low, medium and high emissivity surfaces.
Generally speaking the ratio of total hemispherical to total normal emissivity
varies from about 1.25 to 0.9: values above 1.0 are usually associated with
low emissivity surfaces. Measurements of total normal emissivity will give a
reasonably accurate indication of total hemispherical emissivity: if greater
accuracy is required it may be necessary to measure the directional emissivity
for other viewing angles.

The band of wavelengths containing most of the radiant energy emitted from a
surface decreases in width and absolute value as the temperature increases:
Table 1 shows for a black body at 200°C the wavelength of maximum energy is
6.13 pm with 99% of the energy between 2.82 um and 64.6 mn whereas at 800°C
the maximum is at 2.7 Mm and 99% between 1.24 and 28.48 um. Since the
variation of emissivity with wavelength is not known for the surfaces under
consideration the pyrometer used should have a uniform response to a wide
range of wavelengths.

PYROMETER AND WINDOW

From a survey of available equipment the Heimann KT4 pyrometer was identified



as being a suitable instrument: it has an almost flat reponse to radiation
with wavelengths between 0.6 and 40 um. However, it would require protection
from an environment which might at times involve either sodium vapour or a
sodium aerosol. Germanium is compatible with sodium and has an almost uniform
transmittance of about 0.4 to radiation with wavelengths between 1.9 and
16 urn. Table 1 shows the amount of radiant energy excluded after allowance
for the transmittance by the combination of a Heimann KT4 pyrometer viewing
black body through a germanium window: over most of the temperature range of
interest, 200-800°C, less than 10% of the radiant energy is lost. An estimate
for the relatively small adjustment necessary can be obtained by viewing a
black body of known temperature through a germanium window.

TEST SECTION

A low emissivity was expected for sodium implying stray and reflected
radiation entering the pyrometer must be reduced to a low level to improve
accuracy. If the sodium surface and germanium window are parallel multiple
reflections between the two may be important. These considerations led to the
construction of a test section, Fig 2, involving an upper compartment held at
about 25°C by a combination of cooling coils and cold argon purge. The argon
flowed out through a small 7 mm diameter aperture in the compartment's base
and over the surface of a sodium pool: this reduced the amount of sodium
vapour between the pyrometer and sodium surface and prevented sodium
condensing above the aperture, possibly affecting the window's transmittance.

The assessment of radiant heat transfer within the test section is not simple
due to the uncertain emissivity characteristics of various components. To
ensure accurate allowances were made for the various factors a lapped and
polished stainless steel specimen having an emissivity of about 0.12 was
studied during the progressive construction and temperature control of an air
filled dummy test section having all the features required for operation in
the presence of sodium. By restricting the steel specimen temperature in air
to less than 400°C its emissivity remained constant although the repeated
heating produced surface colour changes suggesting a thin oxide layer had

formed. The tests were repeated using the final test section which
incorporated heating below the aperture plate level and glass windows to
permit a visual study of the sodium pool during testing. These calibration
tests showed germanium windows may have slightly different characteristics to
those given above and the transmittance of each one must bo measured.

SODIUM EMITTANCE RIG

The test section was supplied by sodium and argon flow circuits, Figure 3.
The sodium circuit included a pump, flow meter, preheater and cold trap. The
preheater gave pool temperatures up to 650°C and the cold trap, which
determined sodium purity, was operated at various levels between 120 and
250°C: the initial sodium purity corresponded to the circuit loading
temperature of 350°C. By continuously circulating and cleaning the sodium the
free surface seen by the pyrometer remained clean.

The argon circuit included a pump, flow meter, condenser, filters and an
oxygen meter. A Secomak centrifugal pump made gas tight by a magnetic drive
gave a constant gas flow and avoided pressure pulsations, such as would arise
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with a diaphragm pump, which might disturb the sodium surface. The condenser
reduces gas temperature on leaving the test section to about 25"C and should
remove most of the sodium vapour: the aerosol filters trap any remaining fine
particles. During tests the oxygen meter recorded less than 1 ppm: the sodium
reacted with any oxygen present and resulting impurities were removed in the
cold trap.

Automatic data recording and on-line signal processing permitted emissivity
measurements at short time intervals between which the sodium pool temperature
could vary.

SODIUM EMISSIVITY MEASUREMENTS

Total normal emissivity measurements have been made over the temperature range
200°C to 660°C. The final tests, Figure 4, started with the sodium pool
temperature at 300°C after which it was raised slowly to 620°C without any
apparent problems. Above 620°C the argon flow rate decreased due to partial
blocking of the condenser: this phenomenon, first observed during
commissioning tests and to some extent alleviated by changes in condenser
design and operation, nevertheless prevented prolonged use of pool
temperatures above 600°C. When the pool temperature reached 660°C the
preheater power was slowly reduced until the sodium pool dropped to 200°C
following which the power was raised again to give 300"C. Considerably larger
scatter in the measurements for temperatures below 300°C is apparent: this
arises because stray radiation becomes significant compared with that emitted
by the sodium. During the tests observations were made through the glass
windows at pool level. At temperatures up to about 500°C the pool was clearly
visible: above 500°C sodium mists were formed which eventually obscured the
pool surface. However, earlier tests using a glass window instead of
germanium, indicated that the pool should be clear when viewed from above.
The results show an almost linear variation of total normal emissivity,e.,,
with temperature T,CC. The best least squares fit straight line is

eM = 0.00915 + 0.0000532T (1)
N

The early high temperature tests when a limited argon flow failed to clear
sodium mist from above the pool resulted in the pyrometer receiving more
radiant energy suggesting the 'effective' emissivity of a sodium mist may,
under some circumstances be higher than the emissivity of sodium.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER EXPERIMENTAL DATA

There are two other sources of emissivity measurements,(i) Reference 2 and
(ii) References 3 and 4. Reference 2 gives 0.983+0.016 as the reflectivity of
sodium at 110°C which, interpreted as an emissivity of 0.017+0.016 is in good
agreement with the value of 0.015 derived from Equation (1). References 3 and
A give values of about 0.05 over the temperature range 170°C to 480°C. It is
not clear from the descriptions given in References 3 and 4 how important
reflected radiation from the pool and scattering by any mist above the pool
were in those experiments.

A0S
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THEORETICAL ESTIMATES OF SODIUM EMISSIVITY

Reference 5 presents recent theoretical estimates of total normal and total
hemispherical emissivity for clean liquid sodium based on electro-magnetic
theory. The predictions for total normal emissivity are compared with the
experimental measuraments in Figure 5. The good agreement gives confidence in
relevance of the theory and accuracy of the experiments. Further, it suggests
the associated theoretical estimate for the ratio total hemispherical to total
normal emissivity, shown in Figure 6, is reliable and can be used with
confidence: this ratio decreases linearly from 1.27 at 200°C to 1.22 at 650°C.
Using the mean value of 1.245 gives, using equation 1, the total hemispherical
emissivity of liquid sodium,e„ as

E.. = 0.01139 + 0.0000662T (2)
n

EMISSIVITY OF STEEL SURFACES

The emissivity of a steel surface may vary significantly with surface
condition. Under normal circumstances steels will have a surface layer of
oxide. If this layer is thin and smooth, so the steel appears clean and
bright, the total hemispherical emissivity may be under 0.15. As the oxide
thickness and roughness increase so higher values are obtained: the limiting
value of 1.0 may be approached. Which metallic elements are present in the
outermost layer may also be important. At the present time there is no
reliable correlation between emissivity, oxide composition, oxide thickness
and surface layer structure.

The presence of oxygen does not affect significantly steel surface emissivity
at temperatures below about 400°C: thin oxide films may form on intially clean
steels which consequently change in appearance, possibly showing interference
patterns, but the associated visible light wavelengths of 0.3 to 0.7 urn are
not of importance in radiation heat transfer at temperatures below 800°C.
Above A00°C further oxidation of the steel may occur leading to emissivity
changes with time and temperature. The percentage of oxygen present may be a
controlling factor in deciding which oxides are formed and may lead to a
breakaway temperature for commencement of further oxidation, determined by the
surface's history, for which values up to 750°C have been observed. When a
stable oxide layer has formed for the temperature range of interest the
emissivity should also be stable.

The surface condition of steel surfaces exposed to sodium depends on the
sodium temperature, purity and, if relevant, sodium flow rate. This implies
special specimen preparation and, if appropriate, transport under argon to the
emissivity measurement facility which itself must have an inert cover gas.

GLOVE BOX FACILITY FOR SOLID SURFACE EMISSIVITY MEASUREMENTS

The test section described above for sodium pool emissivity measurements is
equally suitable for solid surfaces. However, the associated argon gas
circuit must contain an oxygen getter and driers to maintain gas purity since
no large source of sodium will be present to perform this function. A heater
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suitable for raising specimen temperatures to 800°C was constructed and housed
in a glove box having access ports for posting in specimen containers.
Specimen surface temperatures were measured by spot welded thermocouples: all
welding was carried out inside the argon filled glove box.

FUEL BUCKET STEEL

The fuel bucket used for transferring sub assemblies from the reactor core to
irradiated fuel store may be manufactured from 316S16 steel which has boon
softened and cold drawn. In the event of a stuck bucket fault condition
following removal from sodium a surface emissivity of at least 0.6 is required
to prevent the fuel pins overheating. Two oxidation processes have been
considered for enhancing the steel emissivity: heating in air at 650°C for
respectively 10 hours and 50 hours.

During its lifetime a fuel bucket may be subjected 100 times to a cycle
involving immersion in sodium at 250°C for 45 minutes, heating to 350°C in
argon over a period of 15 minutes, immersion in sodium at 250aC for 45 minutes
and cooling from 250°C to 100°C in argon over a period of 15 minutes.
Specimens have been prepared and subjected to the above conditions following
which any adhering sodium was removed by vaciium distillation at 350°C. Total
normal emissivity values in excess of 0.85 were obtained at all times during a
sequence involving scanning the surface at about 200°C, applying a uniform
temperature ramp to 600°C in about 100 minutes and maintaining 600°C for about
2 hours. A specimen not subjected to any oxidation in air had an initial
value above 0.75 and increased to above 0.85 when 600°C was first reached.
Even allowing a 20% conversion factor all these three surfaces meet the
requirement of total hemispherical emissivity above 0.6.

Other 316S16 samples were prepared from hot rolled, softened and descaled
plate which was subsequently roughened to either 70 or 225 micro inches CLA by
turning. After similar oxidation in air and exposure to sodium, emissivity
measurements were made. Initial values as low as 0.42 were obtained at 200°C,
but 0.8 was exceeded by the time 600°C was first reached. The results are
summarised in Table 2.

SUB ASSEMBLY STEELS

Fast reactor fuel pins are made of M316 steel and decontaminated by
electropolishing before irradiation. When in contact with fast flowing sodium
the fuel pin surface is modified in a manner depending on temperature. At
sodium inlet temperature, 430°C, a 10 to 15 um thick layer of sodium chromite
forms: at sodium outlet temperature, 650°C, chromium and nickel are leached
from the steel leaving a 10 to 15 um thick layer of ferritic iron. It is
expected that the wrapper material (PE16) will be similarly affected. These
surface conditions may be modified by the method used to remove sodium prior
to reprocessing: steam cleaning at about 100°C is most likely, but vacuum
distillation at about 350°C has also been considered.

M316 and PE16 specimens have been subjected to flowing sodium at 430°C and
650°C for sufficient time to give 2 urn surface layers and surplus sodium
subsequently removed. After scanning for emissivity variations at 200°C the
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specimens were subjected to a temperature ramp of about 300°C per hour until
800°C was reached thereafter being held at that level until the surface
stabilized. Initial measured emissivities for M316 at 200°C were usually low,
typically 0.10 to 0.55, and remained low, typically 0.2 to 0.59, until
temperatures in excess of 500°C were reached. Surface structure changes
appear to commence between 230°C and 520cC, depending on treatment, and on
attaining 800°C the emissivity varied from 0.5 to 0.92. At least an hour at
800°C was required before all specimens exceeded 0.75. Final values varied
from 0.78 to 0.94. PE16 values started between 0.23 and 0.58, varied from 0.4
to 0.67 on reaching 500°C, from 0.63 to 0.96 on reaching 800°C and ultimately
0.78 to 0.96. The results are summarised in Table 3.

A metallurgical exmaination of all the steel surfaces is in progress to
ascertain their final condition. Final details are not yet available, but it
is apparent that, even though the argon gas was continuously cleaned using the
oxygen getter and drier, sufficient impurities were present to affect some
steel surface conditions during the course of making emissivity measurements.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Total normal emissivity measurements have been made for liquid sodium over
the temperature range 200 to 650°C. These are correlated well by the equation

E M = 0.00915 + 0.0000532T where T is in °C
N

2. The experimental measurements are in good agreement with recent
theoretical estimates of total normal emissivity for liquid sodium giving
confidence in the theory's relevance and experiment's accuracy.

3. Using the theoretically based ratio of total hemispherical to total normal
emissivity suggests as an appropriate correlation for total hemispherical
emissivity

£„ = 0.01139 + 0.0000662T where T is in °C
n

A. The total normal emissivity of steels exposed to sodium depends upon their
initial surface condition, sodium treatment, method of cleaning (if relevant)
and gas atmosphere in which the emissivity measurements are made.
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TABLE 1

Plack body radiation, Wb (A.T)
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Table 2

Total norral enicsivity data for fuel bucket steel, 316516

Surface
Oxidation

None

None

650»C
in air for
10 hours

650°C
in air for

50 hours

Sodium
Treatment

•

None

Yes

Yes

Yes

Specimen
Type .

• •

A
B
C

A
B
C

A
B
C

A
B
C

Initial
t at
200°C

0.13
0.15
0.48

0.45
0.35
0.81

0.47
O.S6
0.90

0.42
0.62
0.91

Initial
C at
400°C

0.15
0.16
0.43

0.45
0.38
0.78

0.50
0.64
0.89

0.45
0.66
0.90

Surface
structure changes

commenced at

450°C

400°C
350°C
350"C

450°C
280»C

230° C
260"C
450°C

Initial
C at
600° C

0.17
0.18
0.53

0.62'
0.75
0.88

0.80
0.87
0.89

0.86
0.90
O.B7

Final
£ at
200-C

not temj
0.16
0.55

O.BO
0.79
0.87

0.79
0.63
0.89

0.75
0.88
0.87

Final
t at
600»C

.cycled
0.21
0.60

0.82
0.76
0.89

0.B2
0.87
0.90

0.7.4
0.88
0.87

•Sodium treatment

(i) immersion in sodium at 250°C for 45 minutes
(ii) heating to 350*C in argon over a period of 15 minutes
(iii) immersion in sodium at 250°C for 45 minutes
(iv) cooling in air to 100°C over a period of 15 minutes
(v) (a) to (IV) repeated about 100 times

••A: hot rolled, softened, descaled plate, roughened to 70 * 10 u an CLA by turning

B: hot rolled, softened, descaled plate, roughened to 225 *_ 25 p in CLA by turning

C: flats of softened and cold drawn bar. (Preferred surface condition)

Temperature history durlnp emissivity measurements

(i) surface Bcanned for uniformity of emissivity at 200°C
(ii) mean position Delected if significant emissivlty variation
(iii) surface temperature increased to 600°C in about 100 minutes
(iv) surface maintained at COO'C for about 2 hours
(v) surface temperature reduced to 200°C in about 100 minutes
(vi) for some samples (i) to (v) were repeated
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•rah] ft 3

Total normal emissivity data for sub-assembly steels

Mater ia l

M316

PE 16

Flowing
Sodium

Temperature**

-

430°C
650°C

430"C
6SO-C

430 °C
650°C

-

430°C
650°C

430°C
650"C

<J30°C
650°C

Sodium
Cleaning

Method

-

steam a t
100"C

Vac. O i s t .
a t 35O°C

Drained

-

Steam a t
100°C

Vac. D i s t .
a t 35O°C

Drained

Initial
t at
200° C

0.11

0.16
0.26

0.26
0.55

0.14"
0.10-

0.15

0.26
0.60

0.37
0.53

0.32
0.23

Initial
C at
500° C

0.14

0.2O
0.30

0.32
0.29

0.3G
0.56

0.18

O.JO
0.65

0.58
0.Ö7

O.b7
O.6.:

Surface
s t ruc ture changes

ccRLT.enced ax

580°C

520° C
•J0O°C

aOO«C
52O°C

23O°C
250°C

630'C

420°C
300° C

300 °C
450-C

280"C
220°C

Initial
t at
BOO°C

0.48

0.50
0.63

0.35
0.G4

0.83
0.92

0.54

0.35
0.65

0.S8
0.63

0.72
0.96

Final
t at

200° C

0.68

0.73
0.78

0.72
o.ao

0.Q1
0.79

0.36

0.55
0.73

0.82
0.75

0.83
0.68

Final
C a t

800» C

0.77

0.78
o.eo

0.C5
0.83

0.94
0.83

0.59

0.83
0.84

0.93
0.78

0.95
0.96

•Low initial values probably due to coating of sodiun vhich oxidised as measurements were made

••Exposure to flowing sodium for more than 11 weeks

Temperature history during emissivity measurements

(i) surface scanned for uniformity of emissivity at 200"C

(ii) mean position selected if significant emissivity variations
(iii) surface temperature increased to 800°C in about 120 minutes
(iv) surface temperature maintained at 800°C until £ established
(v) surface temperature reduced to 200°C in about 120 minutes
(vi) for some samples (i) to (v) were repeated
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EMISSIVITY OF SODIUM MIST DEPOSITED ON A STAINLESS-STEEL PLATE

NAOZO HATTORI
AKIRA FURUTANI
OSAMU FURÜKAWA

?NC, JAPAN

ABSTRACT

An experimental study had been conducted for measuring the
emissivity of sodium mist deposited on a stainless-steel plats
in cover-gas space. The total and monochromatic emissivities
were measured for specimens, which were established in the
cover-gas space filled with sodium vapor/mist. Their values
were determined by comparing the radiant energy emitted from a
specimen with that emitted from a black body used as reference.

The results show that the values measured are strongly sen-
sitive to impurities in the cover-gas space.

1. INTRODUCTION

An accurate estimation of the amount of heat
transmitted from sodium pool to a shield plug through ' the
cover-gas space in a reactor vessel is required for thermal
design of the shield plug of an LMFBR. The heat transfer
through the cover-gas space involves radiation, free con-
vection, evaporation, condensation and conduction. Since
these modes of heat transfer are closely associated
together, the mechanism of heat transfer is very compli-
cated. The contribution to the total amount of heat
transmitted is mainly due to combined radiation and free
convection heat transfer. In general, sodium mist is
generated in the cover-gas space and enclosed by the hot
sodium pool and the cold walls. Naturally, the sodium mist
drifting in this space adheres to the lower surface of the
shield plug and the vessel wall. This makes radiative heat
transfer through the cover-gas space more complicated.
Thus, thermophysical properties, such as the radiative pro-
perties in the mist-filled space and the emissivities of
liquid sodium and mist-deposited wall are necessary to
estimate the amount of heat by radiation through the mist-
filled cover-gas space.

In the present study, the emissivity of mist-deposited
stainless-steel plate was measured at surface temperature
of 200°C and 250°C, respectively, using a black body as an
infrared radiation reference source.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Fig. 1 shows an experimental sodium loop. The loop
consists mainly of a sodium storage tank (T) , a test vessel
(T) , an electromagnetic pump (3) , electromagnetic flow
me-ers (4) , a plugging meter (5) , a cold trap (?) , a heater
(?) , an immersion heater (8) and valves (§) . Liquid
sodium, introduced into the experimental loop from the
storage tank, circulates through main piping lines. The
sodium pool surface in the test vessel is maintained clean
through a overflow line and a purification system. The
test vessel is equipped with a device for measuring the
emissivity. The details of the vessel are shown in Fig. 2.
In the figure, the sodium flows into the vessel from a
lower inlet nozzle (4) and flows out from an upper outlet
nozzle (5) . The temperature of sodium pool is held
constant by adjustment of voltage applied to an immersion
heater (§) . The cover-gas space over the sodium pool is
almost filled with argon gas at relatively low temperature
of the sodium pool (less than about 200°C). With the
increase in temperature of the sodium pool, the formation
of sodium mist begins to take place in the cover-gas space.
This may be dependent upon the temperature difference be-
tween the sodium hot pool (3) and the upper cold plate (2) .
A test plate (Fig. 3) is placed in such a mist-filled
cover-gas space for 16 % 160 hours, and a mist-deposited
specimen for measuring the emissivity is obtained. The
specimen is pulled out from the test vessel and then is
carefully moved into a device (Q for measuring the
emissivity.

Fig. 4 shows details of the device. It is composed of
a test plate (2) , a shutter (5) , a ball valve © , windows
for observation (?) and transmission of radiation (f) , and
a nozzle (Q for purging argon gas. The shutter and the
ball valve isolate the cover-gas space in the device from
the mist-filled cover-gas space. The window for transmis-
sion of radiation is a NaCl plate to obtain a high
transmission rate of radiant energy. The radiant energy
emitted from the specimen through the NaCl window is intro-
duced into a optical measuring device to measure the
emissivity.

Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagram of the optical
measuring device. As known from the figure, the radiant
energy fluxes, emitted from the reference and the specimen,
respectively, are introduced into the optical measuring
device. The fluxes, passing a moncchrometor, finally reach
a detector. They are converted into an electrical signal
by this detector and recorded on paper as an energy
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spectrum. The monochrometor, installed with an optical
"Kushi" mechanism, has two functions for measuring, single
and double beams. In this study, these two methods were
used to measure the normal total and monochromatic emissi-
vities.

On the other hand, impurity concentration was examined
on the cover gas in the test vessel. The results are shown
in Table 1. The values include those measured on-line and
in laboratory, respectively, by a gas chromatography.

3. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

Plank's equation giving the radiant energy emitted from
a black body is

= C;L/U5(eC2/XT-l)} (1)

where
\ : radiant black body energy

X : wavelength
T : absolute temperature
C]_, C2: constants

Likewise, the equation for radiant energy emitted from a
specimen is given by

Ex = ExCl/{X
5(eC2/XT-l)} (2)

where
EX : radiant energy from specimen
eA : monochromatic emissivity

eX can then be determined from the ratio of the energy of
the black body to that of the specimen if they are at the
same temperature. In case of a double beam system, the
measured value itself indicates the monochromatic emissi-
vity.

The total normal emissivity e (Xi ̂  X2) is given

r
ExdX/ EbxdX

J Xi

or

•£• = |e.AEbxdX// EbX
dX ( 3 1 )
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Equation (3) gives the tonal normal emissivity, calculated
from the ratio of the tonal energy of the black body to
that of the specimen, while Eq. (3M yields the one
obtained by using the monochromatic emissivity. The deno-
minator and the numerator in Eq. (3) are the integrated
values of energy spectra of the reference and the soeci-
men, recorded on paper through the monochromerer. The
values of the total normal emissivity in this study were
all calculated from Eq. (3).

4. RESULTS

After a mist-deposited sample was moved into the device
for measuring the emissivity from the mist-filled space,
the measurement was immediately started. The emissivity
was measured at some intervals of time.

Fig. 6 shows the plots of total emissivity against time
from the start of measurement. In the figure, three cases,
different in deposition time t, are shown. Each case
corresponds to the experimental Run, B-2, B-4 and B-7,
respectively, shown in Table 2. As known from the figure,
the emissivities vary remarkably with the lapse of time.
In particular, it is the most conspicuous for deposition
time 140 hours. Their values increase with the lapse of
time. It is easily understood that such a drastic increase
in emissivity results in surface contamination, caused by
impurities in the cover-gas space. At the start of
measurement there is some difference in values measured for
each case. This is due to the mist deposition pattern.

Table 2 shows the total emissivity, measured under dif-
ferent conditions for mist deposition. The values indicate
those measured immediately after sodium mist deposition is
finished. Ones for stainless-steel plate are also included
for comparison. From the table, it can be seen that the
emissivity is almost independent upon the conditions for
mist deposition, except for the direction of plate surface
to be deposited. Roughly, it seems that the emissivity for
mist-deposited surface facing the sodium pool is slightly
larger than that facing the opposite direction.

Fig. 7 shows an example of monochromatic emissivities
against wavelength. It contains the data for two cases
different in the condition of mist deposition, facing and
opposite to the sodium pool, respectively. The emissivi-
ties give the characteristics similar to that of liquid
sodium, though their values are somewhat large than that of
liquid sodium.
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The careful measurements were conducted on the emissi-
vity of sodium mist deposited on stainless-steel pi at: a in
the inert gas atmosphere. The mist-deposited sample to be
measured was finished in the mist-filled cover-gas space
over the sodium pool. The values measured were closely
related to mist deposition pattern, impurity concentration
in the inert gas atmosphere and time from the scan of
measurement. The values measured immediately after
finishing of sample are roughly the same with that of
liquid sodium.

Actually, the evaporation of sodium takes place con-
tinuously from hot sodium pool to cover-gas space, and the
sodium vapor changes into sodium mist in the space under
the moderate temperature. Sodium mist generated in the
space deposits on the surrounding walls and the excess
sodium deposited falls on the sodium pool. Thus, the
sodium mist deposited on the wall and the roof is con-
sidered to be comparatively clean, under the operating con-
dition of a reactor. Accordingly, the emissivities for
them may be almost the same with that for liquid sodium.
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(?): Sodium storage tank
(2): Test vessel
(3): Electromagnetic pump
@ : Electromagnetic flow meters
(f>: Plugging meter
(|): Cold trap
(f!: Heater
(8!: Immersion heater
(D : Valves

Fig. 1 Experimental sodium loop

@
(3)
(I)
(7)
@

©

Test vessel
Upper plate
Liquid sodium surface
Sodium inlet nozzle
Sodium outlet nozzle
Sodium overflow nozzle

' Cover gas nozzle
Immersion heater
Control heater
Thermal insulator
Test plate
Device for measuring emissivity

Fig. 2 Test vessel
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(D
T): Test plate
(?): Heater
%)'. Thermocouples

Fig. 3 Test plate
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Q

© : Liquid sodium surface ® : Section for measuring emissivity
@ : Test plate (£): NaCt window
( I ) : Cover gas (?): Window for observation
0 : Vessel ' ill): Gas nozzle
(5): Shutter ,f j j ; Movable tube
(6): Ball valve ,)a ; Thermocouples

Fig. 4 Device for measuring the emissivity
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3' Caticai measuring aevice

LccK-in-amciiiier 1

1
Reccrcer

! T

|
i
i

Pre-amonfier

Detec-ar

Monochrometor
i

Accessory optical device

Specimen energy

Specimen

1 r
Reference energy

Black
body
simulatoi

Temperature
controller

* (2) Device for (1) Infrared raaiation reference source
emitting radiant energy

Fig. 5 Systematic diagram of optical measuring device

(Vol. ppm)

Sampling No.

• On line
*

Laboratory

< On line

4

Laboratory

On line

Laboratory

On line

Laboratory

He H-

286

158 ! 193

167

110 | 34.1

1251

1647 ) 380

540

778 | 20

o,
0.0

<2

1.1

2.0

0.0

<25

0.0

<4

Na

4381

4287

800

786

908

897

447

457

CH4

28.0

30.4

2.8

2.9

1537

1558

276

270

CO

0.0

N.D

0.0

N.D

0.0

N.D

0.0

N.D

N.D : Not Detectable

Table 1 Impurity concentration in
sodium mist-filled cover gas
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Fig. 7 An example of monochromatic emissivity
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Table 2 Total emissivity of mist-depcsited sample
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—
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Plate
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*

n
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£
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0.05

0.07
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•

liquid sodium surface was
formed on the plate

*

fine particles were

deposited on the plate

sodium mist was not
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-

*
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SESSION 5

"Measurements of emissivity : Thenis facility .Results for different
steels ."

Themis facility allowed us to measure the normal total
emissivity of differents steels ( machined 304 L ;304L
after 3500 hours in Argon at 500°C ; rolled 316 ; rolled
A42 )

We discribe the method we malted use of on Themis rig .

The preceding tests was vacuum tests and we could only
measure the emissivity of wet surfaces .

A new rig is begining to get going : Bettina 2; it will
permit us to measure the emissivity of surfaces wet by So-
dium . We briefly discribe this mock up .
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4 "MEASiraEHENTS OF EHISSIVITY I THEMIS FACILITY "

by S. FRÄCHET , H. BOUTRAIS , P. PRADEL .

( SESSION 5 )

4.1 INTRODUCTION .

We straight determine the total hemispheric emissivity of a
metallic surface , by a calorimetric method ,the test piece
being heated electrically in a vacuum containment .

4.2 METHOD DESCRIPTION .

See Figure 4.1

A test piece constitued by 2 samples of the steel to measure ,
takes place in a vacuum containment whose the walls are
maintained at a low temperature by water cooling circuit . The 2
samples are on both side of an electric resistance .

To avoid any natural convection exchange ,the tests are executed
in vacuum conditions ( p < l.E-5 mbar ).

To limit the conduction leaks , the sample is hung up in the
middle of the containment with stainless wire of weak area .

The cylindric sample lateral side is surrounded by a metallic
clip with a weak and well known emissivity .

At the thermal equilibrium , we measure :

• the samples temperatures

• the cooling water outlet temperature

• the electric power dissipated in the electric resistance
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The first tests allowed us to verify that we can apply , with a
good precision ,tne radiative formula used for 2 concentric
spheres.

The temperatures lie between 50 and 700°C .

4.3 RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT STEELS .

On the next Figures ,we show the results for :

• rolled stainless steel 316L > Fig.4.2

• rolled stainless steel 304L after 3500 h in Argon

at 500°C > Fig.4.3.

• rolled steel A42 > Fig.4.4

. THEM IS.

andlmeasuf«
Q.U.X.

u o o u o I u u o o u

^-. t o t a l hemCsbhanc emLssiuity.

r i qur. 3.1
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RADIATIVE PROPERTIES OF A SODIUM MIST-FILLED COVER-GAS SPACE

NAOZO HATTORI
AKIRA FURUTANI
OSAMU FURUKAWA

PNC, JAPAN

ABSTRACT

An experimental investigation had been conducted to examine
radiative properties of a sodium mist-filled cover gas in a
reactor vessel of an LMFBR. Extinction coefficient for a
sodium mist layer 0.5 m in thickness was measured under the
varied concentration of sodium mist, using a black body as an
incident energy source. The results obtained show that its
value is about 1 - 2 [g/m^]"I and the attenuation of radiant
energy through the mist layer is considerably large.

On the other hand, Mie theory was applied to a single par-
ticle of sodium mist so as to determine its radiative proper-
ties. The results show that the mean particle diameter is
about about 3 ^ 4 um in consideration of the experimental data.

1. INTRODUCTION

Information on radiative heat transfer in the cover gas
space between the sodium pool and the reactor roof is
needed to design the shield plug of an LMFBR. The evapora-
tion of sodium takes place continuously from the hot sodium
pool to the cover-gas space, and the evaporated sodium
forms sodium mist under moderate temperature. Thus, the
cover-gas space is filled with sodium vapor/mist
(mist-filled space) under the operating condition of the
reactor. Accordingly, in order to estimate the amount of
heat transmission through the cover-gas space it is
necessary to understand an aspect of absorption, scattering
and emission in the sodium mist-filled space. At present,
information about radiative properties is not available.

In this study the attenuation characteristics of the
sodium mist layer were examined experimentally using a
black body as an incident energy source. Furthermore, Mie
theory was introduced to obtain the radiative proper-
ties for a single mist particle.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Fig. 1 shows an experimental apparatus. As known from
the figure, it is composed of two parts, a vessel (T) and a
test section (5) . The vessel is connected to a sodium
loop, equipped with a purification system. The sodium in
the vessel is conducted to the test section through a small
pipe, and then is heated until the certain fluid tem-
perature is attained.

Fig. 2 shows the details of the test section for
measuring attenuation characteristics in mist-filled cover-
gas space. It consists of a sodium pot (2) , an immersion
heater @ , a sodium charge line (5) , shutters Q) , a
filter® , cooling fins (9), and Nacl glasses (IT) . The
filter was used for measuring sodium mist concentration in
a cover-gas space. The mist concentration was determined
from the amount of sodium trapped in the filter and the
volume of cover-gas passed through the filter. In the
figure, the radiation flux emitted from a black body
impinges on the mist-filled space, 0.5 m in axial length,
from the left hand side and leaves from the right hand
side.

Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram for measuring atte-
nuation characteristics in the mist-filled space, using a
black body as an incident energy source. It is composed of
a black body (T) , shutters Q)i a test section (4) , optical
filters (7) , a monochrometor (9) , a detector (Q) , ampli-
fiers (Q) 1 © an<3 a recorder <Q . The measurements of
attenuation characteristics were tried through four stages,
varing the mist concentration of cover-gas space and the
temperature of black body, respectively, as known from
Fig. 4. That is, (a) black body energy through the mist-
free space is measured, (b) radiation energy emitted from
the walls of test section is measured, (c) black body
energy through the mist-filled space is measured, (d)
radiation energy emitted from the mist-filled space and the
walls of test section is measured. Then, attenuation ratio
a can be determined using these values. In order to exa-
mine the wavelength dependence, the attenuation ratio was
measured for three kinds of optical bandpass filters, X =
2.5^ 8.5 pin, 5 ^ 8. 5 JJ m, and 7.5 ^ 15 pi.

Fig. 5 shows the axial temperature distributions in the
cover-gas space of the test section. They are almost flat
over the wide axial distance except for the neibourhood of
both side walls.
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Fig. 6 shows the plots of the mist concentration
against the sodium pool temperature. Previous data
obtained using different types of test vessels are also
included in the figure. The mist formation is closely
related to the temperature difference between the sodium
pool and the roof of the vessel. The data indicated in the
figure were obtained under different temperature conditions,
Thus, the data are fairly scattered.

3. RESULTS

3.1 EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT

The method for measuring the attenuation ratio for the
mist-filled space is depicted in Fig. 4. As described in
the preceding section, the test section is kept at first
under the mist-free condition, to measure the radiation
energy 1^ emitted from a black body throuqh the test sec-
tion and the background radiation energy Ig. The net
radiation energy Io emitted from the black body to reach a
detector is

To = Ib " zg

Likewise, the net radiation energy I transmitted to the
detector through the mist-filled space is

I = (I5 - Ig) mist

Then, the attenuation ratio a is given

a = 1- I/IO (1)

The attenuation ratio a, calculated using equation (1)
is plotted against the mist concentration C in Fig. 7.
This relation is shown for three cases different in the
temperature of the black body. Eacb figure shows the
wavelength dependence. As known from the figures, a
increases gradually with increasing mist concentration
until a=l. The radiation energy emitted from the black
body does not reach the detector over the certain mist
concentration.

As the black body radiation passes through a layer
with certain mist concentration, its intensity is reduced
by absorption and scattering, if energy emitted from the
mist is negligible. The intensity I of black body
radiation transmitted through the mist-filled layer takes
the form,

I = Io exp (-ßx) (2)
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where 3 is extinction coefficient and X thickness of the
layer. Using equations (1) and (2), a is given by

a = 1- exp (-ßx) (3)

On the other hand, attenuation ratio a and mist con-
centration C have the relationship shown in Fig. 7.
Then, equation (3) may be written

a = 1- exp (-Sccx) (3')

In this study, the measurements for the attenuation ratio
were carried out only at X = 0.5 m. The values of ß c for
X = 0.5m were determined from the relationships between
attenuation ratio a and mist concentration C, shown in
Fig. 7. ßc was chosen such a value as the equation (31)
fitted well the data points obtained from experiments.
The results are shown in Table 1. The values are given
for three wavelength regions. These show that 3C has
slightly small value for higher wavelength region.

3.2 MIE THEORY FOR A SINGLE MIST PARTICLE

Applying Maxwell electromagnetic equations to a
spherical particle, Mie derived a scattering theory. When
the radiation impinges on a single particle, the intensity
10 of radiation scattered in the direction of angle e from
the incident direction is given by

X2 (4)

where, X is the wavelength and R the distance from the
particle, i- and i~ are given by equations

(a)

(b)

When the scattering particles are considerably small
in diameter d than the wavelength of incident radiation
(d<<X), equation (4) reduces to simple form,

+cos 28)
(5)
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Where a _is the particle radius and m complex refractive
indiexr m = n - k. In equation (5), the intensity I9 is
propotional to the inverse fourth power of the wavelength
of the incident radiation. This is called Rayleigh scat-
tering. In this case, the effect of scattering is
neglected in comparision with the absorption and the
calculation becomes very easy.

Radiative properties such as scattering, extinction
and absorption coefficients are defined. Integrating
equation (4), the scattering cross section ZSp for a
single particle is expressed by

IT/2 ?

^sp=2/0
/ I "

CO

s
1=1

|aA I
21 +

(6)

Likewise, the extinction cross section is

Eep = X. Im E (-1) (al-p£)
1=1

(7)

where Im is imaginary part.
Then, the absorption cross section is given by

(8)

When equations (6), (7) and (8), described above are
divided by the volume of particle, they are called scat-
tering, extinction and absorption coefficients, respec-
tively. These are

Ks?

Kep

Kap

sa

4Tta3/3

4ira3/3

=1.5 X S Q /d x 10

47ra3/3

-6

= 1.5Xpn /d x 10
-6

ep

•= 1 .5Xan/d x 10
-6

(9)

where, XSp, Xep, Xap and d are efficiency factors of
scattering, extinction, absorption and diameter of par-
ticle, respectively.
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On the other hand, the ratio

is called scattering albedo. If absorption, scattering
and emission are all of significance, this value becomes
important. Namely, when fi<<l, the effect of scattering is
neglected, and the absorption and emission should be taken
into account. On the contrary, when ti = 1, the scattering
plays an important role.

There is another radiative property, called phase
function P(6). P (6) is expressed by

P(8) = i l O l (11)

For calculating radiative properties described above,
it is needed to know particle diameter of sodium mist,
wavelength of incident radiation and optical constant. In
this study, optical constants n, k for sodium mist were
calculated using this relation,

n 2-k 2 = L-o_ 47rT
2 2

T
nk = a £

(1+OJ T )«il

where n is the refractive index and k the absorpotion
coefficient. n and k in equation (12) have this relation

m = n - ik

where i = /-I.

The radiative properties were calculated for a single
particle of sodium mist, using these optical constants for
sodium mist. An example of these results is shown in
Figs. 8 and 9. These figures show that the effect of
scattering becomes more prominent as the diameter of par-
ticle is more than about 3 um. The experimental results
are also included in Fig. 8. These were calculated using
the experimental data. The comparison of these results
with the analytical ones shows that the diameter of sodium
mist may be about 3 <\J 4 p .
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The radiative properties of sodium mist have been exa-
mined experimentally and analytically. In the experiments,
extinction coefficients in three wavelength regions were
obtained for the incident radiation emitted from a black
body. These experimental results showed that the sodium
mist layer 0.5 m in thickness had the strong effect on the
transmission of incident radiation. On the other hand,
such radiative properties as absorption, scattering and
extinction coefficients were calculated, using Mie theory
for a single spherical particle of sodium mist.

From these experimental and analytical results, the
particle diameter of sodium mist was estimated to be about
3 ii 4 iji. These results show that it is needed for the
calculation of radiative heat transfer to take into con-
sideration the effect of scattering.
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Vessel
Sodium inlet nozzle
Sodium outlet nozzle
Liquid sodium surface
Test section
Tube for radiant
energy measurement
Sodium charge line
Sodium overflow line
Gas nozzle

Fig. 1 Experimental apparatus

— 8 0 -

Unit: mm

Fig. 2 Details of test section for measuring
the attenuation characteristics

(J) : Test section
(2) '• Sodium pot
(|)'. Liquid sodium surface
(4) '. Immersion heater
(5): Sodium charge line
(|) '• Sodium overflow line
(7): Shutter

Filter
Cooling fin
Cooling duct
NaCI window
Thermocouples

(8)

IÖ)

12
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Cooling air ^
(T)'. Black body simulator
;D : Temperature controller
(3): Shutter
(4) : Test section
(D: Mask
•J*.: Chopper
(7!: Opitical filter
(i) : Slit
'?>: Monochrometor
10): Detector
l l): Pre-<-amplifier
\~Z '. Lock—in—amplifier
13): Recorder

Rg. 3 Systematic diagram for measuring attenuation characteristics

Black body Test section Detecter

(a)

lo=lb-l<

(c)

('b)mist

(d)

1 - l / lo

(lg)mi*

l = (lb-lg)m,st

Fig. 4 Method for measuring attenuation ratio
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0.5

0}

W
// Black body temp. :530'C

/ Optical filter No.
// o : IR— 1 (A. =2. 5~8.

A :IR-2(A.=5~8.5/ini)
x :IR-3(A.=7.5~l5A<m)

I

0.1 1.0 10.0

Sodium mist concentration, C (g/m3)

.' Black body temp.:800"C
> Optical filter No.
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« : IR— 3 (A. =7. 5

i i i 11 i i i 111
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Sodium mist concentration, C (g/nf)

Fig. 7 Relationship between attenuation ratio and sodium mist
concentration
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Temperature of
black body CO

300

530

800

Table 1 Extinction

Range of
wavelength (//m)

2.5-8.5
5 -8.5
7.5-15

2.5-8.5
5 -8.5
7.5-15

2.5-8.5
5 -8.5
7.5-15

coefficient

Extinction coefficient
ßc (mVg)

1.92
1.87
1.55

2.22
1.99
1.36

! 1.80
1.50
1.35

Sodium mist temp.:200"C

5 10
Wavelength, X (ju m)

Fig. 9 Scattering albedo for single particle of
sodium mist
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SESSION 6

"Radiation heat transfer through the gas of a Sodium Cooled Fast
Breeder Reactor .

In LMFBR like Super-Phenix ,it is essential to have
knowledge of the medium reactor cover gas temperature and
the thermal power given up by the sodium to the upper-s-
huttings ,in order to measure the values they reach .

The difficulty we have in estimating those values comes
from the fact that the reactor cover gas is polluted with
aerosols of sodium , which have a great influence on heat
transfer between the free surface of the sodium and the
upper-shuttings .

A bibliographical study has been made and authorized us to
make the laws which govern these phenomena.

A first testing campaign with coca mock-up enabled us to
approximate experimentally a heat transfer law between the
sodium and the roof ; the argon , however , was polluted
with the sodium aerosols .

Because of its relatively small dimensions ,this mock-up
did not represents the Super-Phenix upper-shuttings very
well.

So we studied another mock-up Germinal 2 and we began the
first tests .

6/1-1
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5 " RADIATION HEAT TRANSFER THROUGH THS GAS OP A LMFHR »

by S. FRACHET , P. PRADEL .

( SESSION 6 )

5.1 INTRODUCTION .

In LMFBR it is essential to have knowledge of the medium reactor
cover gas temperature and the thermal power given up to the
upper shuttings by the sodium .

In this study we are going :

• to write the equation which discribe the heat transfer between
the sodium and the roof

• to apply this law to the Coca test campaign results

• to introduce the following mock-up and the new testing
campaign .

5.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE HEAT TRANSFER .

5.2.1 The different transfer forme .

SLAB

ARGON

(« SODIUM)

PENET1 AT1ON

^P ~ . "̂ ~ SODIUM NF1" "5^r" "^^ ^ "

The hot source is the sodium . The
cold one is composed by the horizon-
tal sides of the slab and the plugs
in front of the Sodium , and by the
vertical sides of the penetrations.
The cover gas is argon polluted with
vapours or drops of Sodium . We ne-
glected in this study the heat tran-
fer with the vertical sides of the
cavity(main vessel »components ...)

<==== Figure 5.1
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Hi

• Ci and Cj : heat transfer by natural convection between the
sodium and the gas ( C1 ) and between the gas and the
horizontal sides ( C2 ).

• c, : heat transfer by natural convection between the cover
gas and the horizontal sides of the penetrations (
thermosiphon ,or conduction if the thickness is small
enough )

• Mi , M, , Mj : heat transfer by sodium evaporation from the
free surface »condensation into the cover gas ( H1 ) ,on the
horizontal sides ( M, ) , or on the horizontal sides of the
penetrations ( M3 ) .

• R : radiation transfer between the sodium and the horizontal
sides .

In this study we consider C, , C2 , Mx and R ; C3 has been
studied by another way ; M2 and M, are neglected .

5.2.2 Natural convection heat transfer .

We consider natural convection heat transfer between 2
horizontal plans .

L » H
Nu : Nusselt Number

"\ Pr : Prandtl Number
Ra : Rayleigh Number

_-j- (calculated with AT = Tj - T2

~~ 1 and H )
If Ra > 1700 — > conduction , Nu=l
If 1700 < Ra < 10» — > laminar flow

Nu = 0,23 (Ra)°. *»
If 10s < Ra < 10' ~>turbulent flow

Nu =0,075 (Ra)0'"

5.2.3 Radiation heat transfer .

We write the radiation density between the sodium and the roof
through the cover argon , polluted by sodium aerosols or
vapour :

$ = ff(Tl* - Ta«) / (1/El + 1/e, -1 + T, )

where T 0 is the optical thickness of the
radiating material .

6/1-3
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5.2.4 Sodiua evaporation and condensation .

In our case ,we can suppose :

« m ( concentration of Na vapour ) is small

• the argon flow by natural convection is not modified by the
Sodium concentration in the gas

• Le = 1 ( Le : Lewis number , Le = Sc/Pr , where Sc is the
Schimdt number )

If we suppose that all the evaporated Sodium condenses into
the argon :

Lm'n/cp
1 + Lm' o/c,.

Therefore the whole power (natural convection + condensation)
exchanged between the sodium and the argon is :

qt= qtn+ Lie

or qt= qcnx F

where F =1 + |l + L M / C A T ! Lm'„/cP

L : latent heat of vaporization
qen: natural convection heat transfer flux

Am : concentration difference between free surface and roof

5.3 Coca testa .

( See Para 1.3.2 )

We have not considered the influence of the lateral sides on the
cavity .

We proceed as follows :

• we measure the different temperatures (Sodium ,upper and lower
side of the roof ) ,so we infer the whole flux density
arriving on the roof Wt

• natural convection : we calculate h like in 5.2.2

6/1-4
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===> Wen =h (TNa-Troof)

• evaporation-condensation : we calculate F like in 5.2.4

===> wee = Wcn(F-l)

• radiation : we infer Wr = Wt - Wen - Wee

• So we infer K1 , the global radiative coefficient between the
sodium and the roof through the argon polluted with Sodium
vapours , as a function of TNa and AT rthe temperature
difference between the Sodium and the roof .

3 1/K + T 0

where K is the global radiative coefficient without
mist

So we infer :

T 0 = 3,795.10-
10.TNa3.ä'2.ATargVi:>

5.4 Germinal tests .

( See 1.3.3 )
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IAEA SPECIALISTS MEETING HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER
IN THE REACTOR COVER GAS

AT AERE HARWELL, OCTOBER 8 - 1 0 , 1985

CORRELATIONS FOR HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
IN OPEN GAPS WITH RESPECT TO MIXED CONVECTION

K. FREUDENSTEIN
INTERATOM GMBH

D-5060 BERGISCH GLADBACH 1

A b s t r a c t

Published results on mixed convection phenomena have been applied to
determine the convective heat transfer between the cover gas and the
open gaps in the roof of SNR 2.

It has been reported in the literature that heat transfer coefficients
for forced flow conditions in vertical heated or cooled pipes are
modified by bouyancy effects.

In the "aiding" condition, where bouyancy and flow act in the same
direction, heat transfer is enhanced. In the "opposing" case heat
transfer is reduced. This applies for laminar flow; the reverse is true
for turbulent flow.

The literature indicates furthermore that

the Reynolds number indicating turbulent flow can be as low as
30 for mixed convection,

the criterion for the onset of mixed convection is given by the
Richardson number Ri = Gr/Re y 0,002.

The published results have been modified in consistency with the open
gaps in the SNR 2 reactor roof. Several heat transfer correlations have
been evaluated and their suitability examined.

Introduction .

In case of forced flow in vertical channels or pipes the velocity and
temperature field between fluid and walls can be disturbed by inter-
change with bouyancy effects in the fluid, caused by heat exchange between
walls and fluid. A lot of experiments with different fluids have been made
under the conditions of constant heat flow through the walls or constant
wall temperatures. Some correlations for convective heat transfer coeffi-
cients derived from them have been reviewed in this study. They have been
applied on convective heat exchange locally in the gaps of SNR 2 roof.
In this case the "forced" flow condition is given by overall bouyancy
driven flow between the hot cover gas plenum and the cooled down cover gas
in the open gaps of SNR 2 roof.
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Results of the Literature Review

The definitions of "opposing", i. e. bouyancy working in counteraction
to the forced flow, or "aiding" flow, i. e. bouyancy working in the same
direction, are given by the product of temperature gradient between fluid
and wall and the upward velocity of flow (positive sense respectively),
being positive in the opposing case, but inverse in aiding condition.

Characterising number for the mixed convection region is the Richardson
number. If mixed convection has to be applied, it must be distinguished
between opposing and aiding flow, and laminar and turbulent flow con-
ditions, for heat transfer is enchanced for laminar aiding and turbulent
opposing flows, but an impairment takes place in the two other cases
/ 1, 2 /.

A possible theoretical approach to understand these phenomena for turbu-
lent flow is given f.i. by / 3 / in introducing the time mean on the
product of velocity and temperature fluctuations in the radial heat trans-
fer equation. For laminar flows the change in heat transfer through de-
formation of velocity field by bouyancy near the walls is clear: it leads
to a more or less steeper velocity gradient (wall tension), i. e. more
or less important heat transfer coefficients.

It has been reported by / 2 / that the critical Reynold's number, dis-
tinguishing laminar from turbulent flow, could be considerably reduced
under aiding flow conditions in pipes. Critical Reynold's numbers between
900 and 30 were given.

Application on Mixed Convection in Roof Gaps of SNR 2

To determine the local heat transfer between cover gas loops, circulating
in the roof gaps of SNR 2, the heat transfer correlation-scheme given in
the figure has been applied. The mixed convection region has been intro-
duced. The authors of the correlations evaluated are mentioned, as are
the limits given by the characterising numbers.

A a result, convective heat transfer in the gaps of SNR 2 roof is mainly
due to mixed convection. The characterising number, the Nusselt-number
calculated by the different correlations, and the heat transfer value,
chosen for the opposing, respectively aiding, turbulent flow condition,
are given in the following figure.

The differences between the Nusselt-numbers, applicable to these flow
conditions is more than a factor of two.

References

/ 1 / J. D. Jackson
Int. J. Heat and Fluid Flow 1983,
Vol. 4, No. 2, June 1983, p. 107 - 111

/ 2 / W. G. Brown
VDI-Forschungsheft 480
Ausgabe B, Band 26, 1960

/ 3 / C. K. Brown, W. H. Gauvin
Chemical Engineering Science 1966,
Vol. 21, pp. 961 - 970
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IAEA SPECIALISTS MEETING HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER
IN THE REACTOR COVER GAS

AT AERE HARWELL; OCTOBER 8 - 10, 1985

SIMPLIFIED MODEL FOR HEAT TRANSFER IN
COVER GAS OF SNR 2 (GASMO-CODE)

K. FREUDENSTEIN
INTERATOM GMBH

D-5060 BERGISCH GLADBACH 1

Abstract

A simplified model to determine the heat transfer from the sodium pool
through the cover gas to the roof of SNR 2 has been developed and
embodied in a code named GASMO. The code implies steady state conditions.

The convective heat transfered from the sodium surface to the cover gas
is balanced against that transfered from the gas to the roof ceiling
and that transfered by convection loops into the gaps of the roof. A
one-dimensional approximation for the flow of the gas is used to de-
termine the gas velocity. The heat exchange equation is solved separately
for each section and for each wall bording the flow path using heat
transfer coefficients for mixed convection.

The sodium aerosols in the cover gas may be treated as transparent to
the radiation between pool surface and the roof ceiling; optionally
the scattering with or without absorption according to an empirical
CEA-formula can be calculated.

An intertwined iterative process is used to attain a numerical solution.
The results of the calculation are the mean temperatures in the cover
gas and the gaps, the mean circumferential temperature difference in
the gaps and the heat exchanged with the different walls and surfaces.

Introduction

For design studies a simplified model of heat transfer from the sodium
pool to the roof of SNR 2 has been developed, taking into account
the heat transfer by radiation and convection mainly. The modelisation
used in the code, named GASMO, is given in this paper. The application
field, to which it has been extended up to now, is presented.
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Description of the Model

The GASMO-Code contains a simplified model of the coupled heat trans-
fer modes conduction, convection and radiation between sodium pool
and the roof, which are described in the following in more detail.

Radiation Heat Transfer

Thermal radiation is introduced between the sodium pool surface and the
lower plate of the roof, as for hot penetrations in the roof and the
gap walls. Optionally, the radiation .scattered or absorbed by the aero-
sols in the cover gas plenum can be calculated by means of a CEA-
attenuation formula.

Theemissivity factors for sodium and for surrounding materials, which
could be more or less wetted by sodium aerosols, are important parameters
for this heat transfer mode.

Convection Heat Transfer

For the SNR 2 roof design with open gaps in the rnof in connection to
the cover gas plenum, two important convection paths have to be distin-
guished:

convection between pool surface and cover gas, and cover gas and
roof underplate respectively

convection between the cover gas and the gaps in the roof.

Concerning the heat transfer from the sodium pool to the cover gas, an
enhancement of heat by mass transfer in accordance with / 1 / has
been introduced.

With respect to the second heat transfer mode, a one-dimensional convection
loop has been introduced. The equilibrium of bouyancy forces with friction
losses and local resistances in a distinct flow path derived approxi-
mately from a 1 dimensional analysis of free convection in gaps, gives a
mean velocity of this mean current loop. The heat exchange with bordering
walls is solved separately for each wall and section according to the heat
exchange equation. Local heat transfer coefficients are used with regard
to mixed convection phenomena.

Solution Procedure of GASMO-Code

The code implies steady-state conditions. An interwined iterative process
is used to attain numerical solution.

0,51 6/3-2



Applications of GASMQ-Code

The GASMO code has been used for desiqn studies of SNR 2 roof to determine
the heat transfer from the sodium pool to the roof, and a rough temperature
distribution in the roof for stationary and transient conditions. For
this purpose it has been introduced in a code system which allows for
connection with a thermal network. The code, respectively the code
system, has been applied to the following items:

Heat transfer to the roof
Total and partial heat transfer to the roof, the lower plate, and
the gaps have been calculated with respect to

different physical heat transfer modes, especially transparent,
scattering or absorbing medium of aerosols

design changes of SNR 2 insulation

Change of temperature distribution in a up to 20 node model of the
SNR 2 roof under different stationary and transient conditions
(including loss of roof cooling) to test the effectiveness of
moderate insulation design.

As a result to the first point the total heat transfer to the roof
including absorption of radiation in the aerosols is nearly the same
as without aerosols but lower sodium emissivities according to / 2 /;
nevertheless, there is a great difference between partial heat transfer
modes and the cover gas temperature in both cases.

As a general result of the design studies with moderate roof insulation,
the insulation measure is always partially reduced by enhancement of
the mean cover gas temperature.

References

/ 1 / C. F. Clement, P. Hawtin
Transport of Sodium through the Cover Gas of A Sodium
Cooled Fast Reactor
Cadarache, December 1976

/ 2 / 0. Furukawa et al.
Experimental Study of Heat Transfer through Cover Gas in
LMFBR
BNES London, 1984
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GASMO MODEL

RNA-ROOF QAR-ROOF QAR-GAPS

/ . / /

ROOF WITH GAPS

COVER GAS (AR)

AND

AEROSOLS

SODIUM

> CONVECTION
« «
QAR

, QAR GAPS

CONVECTION. MASS TRANSFER AND CONDENSATION
QNA->AR

RADIATION

(ABSORBED PART OF RADIATION WITHOUT AEROSOLS)

INTERATOM GMBH
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Comparison of results for differnt Aerosol Models

Paramters fixed :
sodium temp,
lower plate temp,
gap wall temp.

545 deg. C
119 deg. C
125 deg. C

Paramters varied :
emissivity of sodium — eps
absoption of radiation by aerosol — aneb
scattering of radiation by aerosol — tau

eps /aneb /tau : .08 /yes /yes .08 /no /yes .05 /no /no

Convection, direct

Convection via gaps

Radiation, direct

Total

Heat transfer to lower plate (KW)

262 197 197

402 339 339

160 152 265

824 689 802

Cover gas

Component

Main plug

gaps

gap

346

279

250

Temperatures

299

253

218

(deg. 0

299

253

218
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ON Till, PROBLEM OP HEAT AMD MASS EXCHANGE BETT/EEN

LIQUID KETÄL SURFACE AND STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS

UST PAST REACTORS

A.A. Rineisky, A.P. Sorokin, M.G. Yatsenko

' U S S R

Paper to "be presented at the 1WGPR Specialists' Meeting

"Heat and Mass Transfer in the Reactor Cover Gas", October

8-10, 1985, England.

Abstract.

Por the development of means ensuring normal operating

conditions of the fast reactor vessel some design procedures for

calculating temperature conditions of its structural elements

over the liquid metal surface are required. The radiative heat

transfer from the liquid metal surface playing an important part

at working temperatures (55O°C), the effect of experimentally

detected fog formation process (not taken into account before)

upon the radiative heat exchange has been-considered.

A simplified heat transfer model based upon separation of •

thin thermal boundary layers and of the main volume at a constant

temperature has been proposed. Calculation relationships for the

heat flux from the reactor vessel roof have been obtained by

solving a 'one-dimensional equation of radiation transfer within

the boundary layer and a three-dimensional one in the bulk volume

at an approximation of moments with üarshak boundary conditions.

Evaluations performed have shown a possibility of a consi-

derable decrease of the vessel roof temperature due to fog

formation. The observed asymmetry of the temperature distrubu-

tion in the cover gas is explained 'in this case ' greater fog

density near the evaporation surface and- by a possibility of

some radiative unorgy loss due to evaporation from . the drop-

lets surface.
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Integration of pool-type fast reactors into nuclear power

calls for solving a number of complicated technical problems.

As was shown by experimental and design studies /1/, strength

and leak-tightness of the nein reactor vessel are of primary

importance for a safe and reliable operation of the BU-600 plant.

A strength analysis aimed at proving an accuracy of design

estimates of the normal operating life of the BN-600 vessel nost

stressed elements (Pig* 1-a) and at the verification of its

safe operation for the guaranteed service life has used thermo-

metry results as initial data for temperatinre distributions cal-

culation. The greatest temperature drops were in the vessel

roof at the gas-coolant interface. The stress level in the roof

and in the support structure being a sum of total and local

temperature stresses is rather high. The results obtained have

shown an acceptable accuracy of previously made design studies«

It should be noted that in the BH-600 there is only a small gap

between the coolant surface and the vessel roof that substanti-

ally simplifies the conditions of liquid metal - vessel roof

heat exchange determining the vessel roof temperature level, and

no detailed study of these processes has been required.

Somewhat different design of the BN-1600 reactor as compared

to the BN-600 (Pig. 1a), the presence of considerable cover gas

volume between coolant and the reactor vessel raof allow to

expect substantially greater differenoa in temperatures, as compa-

red to the BH-600 reactor and, respectively, substantial thermal

stresses at the sodium-gas interface.

In order to ensure favourable operating conditions for the

vessel due to provision of "cold" coolant circulation at its

aide surface the temperature of this vessel part is maintained

at a level of ~ 400°C. The provision of the same temperature

conditions for the roof calls for taking some measures. At the

BH-600 reactor the roof is made to the tapered shape that

allowed to arrange sodium circulation at its larger part /1/.

Similar solution was adopted at the BN-800 reactor (Pig. 1-b).
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The development of thermal insulation working in the

Caseous atmosphere containing sodium vapour presents a compli-

cated engineering problem.

In large (scale) power reactors of the BH-16OO type (Pig.

1-c) there does not seem feasible to retain the. solutions

adopted in the BH-6OO and B17-8OO reactors for the reactor roof.

Therefore, in this case heat exchange between the flat uncooled

(on the inside)-roof of the reactor vessel and the coolant sur-

face is of primary importance.

Calculations by generally accepted (conventional) .methods

show the vessel roof temperature to be close to the coolant sur-

face temperature, i.e., 500 - 520°C. Therefore, heat insula-

tion on the roof on the sodium side should be provided. At the

same time the results of studies on the determination of heat

fluxes from the roof and of the temperature distribution in the

cover gas, e.g., publushed in /2-4/f proved to be rather unexpec-

ted and do not conform to the presen viewpoints based on which

this reactor component is being designed. At a sodium surface

temperature of 55O°C the heat flux from the roof was ~ 600 w/nT

and the temperature of steel structures facing the sodium sur-

face was 35O°C. The main temperature drcp was observed within

the layer of ~/ 15 mm at the sodium surface 'and the temperature

±n. the middle part remained approximately constant and equal to

"v/ 400°C (Pig. 2). Attempts to obtain similar results by calcu-

lations, as will be shown, to a first approximation, cause a

revision of present ideas on heat and mass exchange problems

under the conditions considered.

Let us determine from the experimental temperature profile

(Pig. 2) the haat flux from the roof under generally accepted

heat and mass transfer assumptions. Heat from the coolant sur-

face is transferred to the roof mainly by convection and radia-

tion.

One con judge of the free convection motion intensity by

Raileigh (Ra) number which in the present'experiment is~;iO8.

At such Ra numbers there should be observed turbulent convection
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characterized "by the formation of thin thermal bov.ndary layers/5/.

The middle part of the volume due to nixing has practically cons-

tant temperature that is observed in the experiment considered /A/*

Por the heat flux evaluation let us present the convection problem

as heat exchange between a "body" at a constant temperature loca-

ted in the niddle of the volume and boundary surfaces "by means of

heat conduction through the chin boundary layers. Then local

jjusselt number at the roof determining the hoat flux will be:

In the experiment the boundary layer at the sodium surface is

clearly marked. Hence the layer thickness and the middle part tem-

perature can be obtained. At the same time the experiment does not

give any information about layer thicknesses at other bourdary sur-

faces. Therefore, let us express S$ for which purpose let us write

the heat.balance equaticn under the assumption of equal thicknesses

for layers at the roof and at the side surface:

(T, - To) = (SNa+ SBOK)-^-(T0 -T 2)^ 2)

Por ( 2 ) we obtain

where

Using d ) , (3) with T o ^4003C, ^H = 0.015 m. h =0,6 m ,
oC = 0.62 A / we find JSlâ  =19, CJ,K =* 200 w/m

2. Proa analyzing
(3) one can assume that a large temperature drop at the sodium

surface is explained by two causes: by a possibility of heat sink

through the side surface and by worse heat conduction properties

of the lower boundary layer because of its greater thickness (tf -0,5)
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The radiative heat flux for transparent medium can be estimated
from the well taiovm relationship:

(4)

"57 •*" 61 "" 1
Taking ZK = 0.1, 6 2 = °»4 from (4) we obtain "Cj,^ 14.45 w/m.
Thus, the total heat flux calculated from, along the experimental

temperature profile is equal to -"̂  1650 v//m that is considerably

higher than the experimental value ("̂ 600 w/m ).

The estimates presented reveal the determining influence of

radiation upon heat trrjisfer. But at the same time they give some

ground to assume that (gaseous) atmosphere filling the volume

impedes the radiation propagation by sheelding the radiation sur-

• face of hot sodium thereby reducing the radiant heat flux. Jin ana-

lysis of published data /6-8/ has shown that in the high tempera-

ture sodium surface-inert gas system there is intensive evapora-

tion from the coolant surface into the reactor vessel volume. Un-

der developed turbulent convection conditions, as was noted above,

a thermal boundary layer is formed« If the temperature gradient

within this layer is sufficiently large and, therefore, the sodium

vapour saturation pressure sharply decreases then the partial

vapour pressure determined by boundary layer diffusion may exceed

the saturation pressure. This results in the formation of fog

consisting of fine sodium droplets. Peg formation hinders sodium

vapour partial pressure flattening by means of diffusion and res-

pectively, increases the evaporation rate. Relationships obtained

on the basis of the model presented here, described well the

available experiments on the determination of the evaporation

rate. In a number of experiments the fog-formation process was ob-1

served visually /7»8/. And in /8/ where evaporation within the

cylindrical volume from the sodium surface at a temperature of

55O°C was studied it was possible to measure droplets concentra-

tion and their size in the middle part.

Therefore, in the cover gas volume, besides sodium vapour and.

argon, there are sodium drops forming fog which is likely to shield

(screen) the radiation surface. If should be noted that the expe-

riments pressnted in which fog formation was observed were carried
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out as applied j-ust to cover gas conditions over the sodium

surface in fast reactors "but with the aim to find out the causes

of deposits in the gaps connected with the volume. Thera v/as made

no relation between fog formation and heat transfer to the x-oof,

•However, the abovo consideration shows that it is possibly the

effect of fog upon the radiation heat flux that ultimately deter-

mines heat transfer to the roof and probably the temperature

gradients obtained in /4/. Only in the last experiment /2,3/ the

effect of fog formation upon heat transfer was studied and an

attempt to take this phenomenon into account was made in calcu-

lating the heat flux to the roof,

There naturally arises a question of the validity of the abo-

ve estimates on the basis of which the assumptions were made

which practically determine possible physical picture of the

phenonenon end furnish the ba3.is for constructing a heat transfer

model and for heat flux calculation. The validity of the radiative

flux estimate seems to cause no doubts. Therefore, an assumption

of non-transparency of the medium is sufficiently credible, the

more so as fog was experimentally detected as was noted above. In

any case its effect upon radiation should be taken into account.

But is this effect determining in heat transfer? The answer to this

question depends on the accuracy of the convective heat flux

estimate» Flux calculation were based on the assumption that heat

transfer-within the boundary layer was realized by means of heat

conduction. Experimental data show that this model gives exact

results in a limiting case of Ra--~oo and works sufficiently well

at- great Ra corresponding to turbulent conditions. To describe

the turbulent convection, a more precise heat transfer model was

suggested : at the hot surface there grows a boundary layer

which after having achieved a definite thickness "breaks away" for-

ming a "thermal tail (train )"and gives way to a well mixed

medium from the middle part. Heating of medium within the layer

is carried out by means of heat conduction. This model is experi-

mentally confirmed by observed "thermal tails". Though later on

/9/ there appeared some data indicative of the boundary layer

stability and of the formation of "tails" on its surface due to
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heating of the medium through the layer by means of, heat

conduction. However, all this' indicates the validity of the

considered approach to the convective h^at flux evaluation,

let us assume that in ehe middle part where constant tem-

perature is maintained due to good mixing a condition of redia-

tion equilibrium is fulfilled. .

A more general relationship may be suggested by expressing

the relative boundary layer thickness in (1) ±n terms of Ra and

using (3) we obtain:

=C -RaV3, . (5)

where ( c C f l \ o C f r \ * D % . D

C =-rr- h -7Z) Ret , Ra =

.After handling (treating) the experiment /4/ we obtain C=0.021.

The relationship suggested was obtained from a single experiment

and can be used only at Ra numbers sufficiently close to the

experimental one (""̂10 ). /_

Therefore, as the convection flow estimate seems to be e-ee-

ajste, an assumption of preferential heat transfer by radiation

and, thus, of the determining effect of.non-transparency of medi-

um is quite justified.

Let us now consider the combined action of convection and

radiation under the assumption non-transparency of the medium.

In the middle part where constant temperature is maintained due

to good mixing there is also apparently no radiation heat exchange

between volume elements. Therefore, the radiation flux is here

equal to zero and a condition of radiation equilibrium is autona-'

tically fulfilled which is expressed by equality of heat absorbed

by a volume element and of that given up by it.

Then heat transfer is presented as heat exchange between some

"body" in the middle part of the volume of.a constant temperature

and the boundary surfaces through the boundary layers by means of
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heat conduction and radiation similar to the above mentioned

case with, transparent medium. Let us calculate at what radiation

properties of the medium there can be observed a heat flux and

temperature profile obtained in experiment /4/. For this purpase,

within the frames of the proposed model a problem of combined heat

transfer by radiation and heat conduction within the limits of the

boundary layer should be solved. As a first approximation let us

assume radiation and heat conduction not to interact with each

other. Then the transport equation will become :

= 0 (6)

Let us write boundary conditions for this equation in the Uarshak

form. From the condition of radiation equilibrium in the middle

part it follows:

Q - 46To4~0 (7)

With account of (7), boundary conditions for the lower and other

boundary layers under the assumption of equality of optical thick-

nesses of layers near the roof and side surface will be as follow

(Pig. X>-

•§-(2-8,) -^p- = 46,0 T,4 (8)

To4

(10)

(2-e2)
 Aa-"r- "

The temperature of the side surface is assumed, here and below, to

be equal to the roof temperature. By solving (6) in combination

6/ 4-8
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(8-11) -s»e obtain for the lower "boundary layer

4 £ j _ rr~f-
i 0

for other boundary layers:

As it is necessary, to determine two unknown values ^n and

^ QV ' from tv;o experdonental conditions, then the third uncer-

tain value, the upper "boundary layer thickness, will "be taken

equal to the lower layer thickness. Therefore, with account of

radiation within the frames of assumptions made, local Ifusselt

number will be

where

T T T< • c.=.

The first term in (14) describes the convection heat conductior.

and is easily got from (5) under the assumption of ^ = 1. The

unknown value is determined from the heat balance condition si-

milar to (2) :

-(«-,-I)4] + 06 c,(T, -
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c - 4 6 j

taking T o =.400°C , q, =600 v//n2 /4/, fron (14\ (16)
we obtain *£Q = 18; ^ Q = 5.

Large asymmetry of optical layers is determined by the
observed temperature of the middle part. If no equality of
bOTindary layer thicknesses :near the roof and at the sodium surface
is assumed, then there will apparently be no such great difference.
In any case it may be stated that the effect obtained is also
responsible for the great temperature drop at the sodium surface.

It is interesting to determine what do optical thicknesses
asymmetry and their relatively great absolute value mean from the
physical point of view. The optical density is determined for sphe-
rical particles :

(18)

Prom (13) it is evident that the optical thickness at the sodium
surface should in this case be higher too, as it can be said at
once that below both the concentration of particles and the boun-
dary layer thickness are higher. But here the scattering and
absorption efficiency coefficients depending on the particle size
can play a significant part too. One can assume that at the sur-
face there are more particles of such size that most effectively
reduce radiation. A relatively large value of the optical thick- '
ness leads to the assumption of the presence here of such partic-
les which very markedly affecl the radiation. It may turn out that
such a reduction of radiation may be caused even not by drops but
by "clusters" made up of several atoms of sodium and always pre-
sent in vapour. However, one should be careful concerning this
conclusion as at lower degrees of roof blackness considerably lo-
wer optical thicknesses are required to explain the results of
the experiment. To find out the main factor determining the value
and asymmetry of optical thicknesses it is necessary to obtain
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the distribution of particles in size within the volume of the

medium and to celculate their radiation properties. It ±B also

necessary to refine the, degrees of surface "blackness under real

conditions as they nay greatly affect the final result. Such

calculations vd.ll allow to refine the physical picture of the

phenomenon that can prove to be not quite the same as presented in

this paper.

Therefore, the above consideration shows that the main cause

of radiation heat flux reduction may "be the presence of rather

dense fog. The development of a great temperature drop can "be

explained: by a possibility of heat sink through the side surface,

by a large thickness of the boundary layer at the sodium surface,

by higher reduction of the radiation flux by the cover gas at the

sodium surface. The model considered allows to carry out only

estimated calculations but, in our opinion, it indicates correctly

the trend of research.

It should be noted that if the proposed model of heat transfer

to the roof proves to be correct then there will be no necessity in

additional measures on heat insulation of the roof. In this case,

the provision of heat insulation on the sodium side not only

useless but can result in the opposite effect, .i.e. in cooling

down of the roof. Prom this point of view the operating experi-

ence of the French reactor Thenix is extremely significant where,

due to the delay in the roof temperature rise"relative to the vessel

sjde temperature., it proved to be necessary to increase the time

of approach, to power that resulted in considerably worse reactor

characteristics. Therefore, due to great practical importance of

the problem considered its further more detailed experimental

and theoretical research ±3 required.
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nomenclature.

G> = spatial density of incident radiation, w/mt JVl =cosine

of the angle between the radiation propagation direction and

the axis OY ; ß = radiation attenuation factor, I/m ;

0 = thermal "boundary layer thickness, m ; ̂ C = optical thick-

ness; ^ o * ^ 0 = °P'fc;5-cal thicknesses of boundary

"layers at sodium surface and at oth2r boundary surface.13, res-

pectively; (5> = Stefan-Bolt smarm constant, \;r/m deg^;

CO = radiation albedo; £~,7£2 = degrees of blackness of sodi-

um surface and the roof, respectively; 0 = reflectivity of

boundary surfaces; R = mean radius of sodium mist droplets, m;

IT = sodium mist droplet concentration, I/in ; (̂ a , t̂ e = absorp-

tion and scattering efficiency coefficients, respectively;

= radiation flux, w/m ; T - temperature, °C; S jja =

sodium surface area, m ; ^ s±&e - s- ä e boundary surface

area, n .
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Pig. 1 - "b
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Pig. 1. Sectional diagrams of the BH-600 (a), BN-800

BlI-1600 (c) reactors:
1 = vessel; 2 = containment; 3 = diagrid; 4 = core;
5 - main circulation pimp; 6 = heat exchanger; 7 = large
rotating plug; 8 = central rotating column with control and
safety mechanisms; 9 = uppor stationary shield; 10 = rechar-
ging mechanism; 11 = small rotating plug»
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b)

Pig. 2» Calculation schemes : . a - for boundary layer

at sodium surface; b - for boundary layer at

the roof and side surface.
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Pig. 3. Radiation flux C^ (w/m ) at :

1 - S 1 = 0.1; £ 2 = 0.4; 2 - £1 = 0.1; I 2 = 0.2;

and the middle part temperature T o (°C) at :

3 - £ 1 = 0.1; £ 2 = 0.2; 4 - 5 1 « 0.1; Eg * 0.4

as a function of optical thickness of boundary

layers ( * n<1> . ? « « ) .
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Pig* 4» Radiation flux from the lower bouadary layer

2 <>) (w/m2) at : 1 - ^ ^ I ; 2 - <?0<
1> = 4 ;

3 - ^ o = 2 0 ; a n d r a d i a ' t i o n f lux to the vessel

roof ^ 2 ) (w/m2) at : 4 - CC^Q
(2) = 1;

5 - ^ o ^ = 4 ; 6 - ^ Q ^ = 6 as a function of the
middle (cent ra l - part temperature T o ^ C ) .
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